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Abstract
During the years, neuroprosthetic applications have obtained a great deal of attention by
the international research, especially in the bioengineering field, thanks to the huge invest-
ments on several proposed projects funded by the political institutions which consider the
treatment of this particular disease of fundamental importance for the global community.
The aim of these projects is to find a possible solution to restore the functionalities lost by a
patient subjected to an upper limb amputation trying to develop, according to physiological
considerations, a communication link between the brain in which the significant signals are
generated and a motor prosthesis device able to perform the desired action. Moreover, the
designed system must be able to give back to the brain a sensory feedback about the sur-
rounding world in terms of pressure or temperature acquired by tactile biosensors placed at
the surface of the cybernetic hand. It in fact allows to execute involuntarymovements when
for example the arm comes in contact with hot objects.
The development of such a closed-loop architecture involves the need to address some
critical issues which depend on the chosen approach. Several solutions have been proposed
by the researches of the field, each one differing with respect to where the neural signals are
acquired, either at the central nervous system or at the peripheral one, most of them follow-
ing the former even that the latter is always considered by the amputees a more natural way
to handle the artificial limb. This research work is based on the use of intrafascicular elec-
trodes directly implanted in the residual peripheral nerves of the stump which represents
a good compromise choice in terms of invasiveness and selectivity extracting electroneuro-
graphic (ENG) signals from which it is possible to identify the significant activity of a quite
limited number of neuronal cells. In the perspective of the hardware implementation of
the resulting solution which can work autonomously without any intervention by the am-
putee in an adaptive way according to the current characteristics of the processed signal
and by using batteries as power source allowing portability, it is necessary to fulfill the tight
constraints imposed by the application under consideration involved in each of the various
phases which compose the considered closed-loop system.
Regarding to the recording phase, the implementation must be able to remove the un-
wanted interferences mainly due to the electro-stimulations of the muscles placed near the
electrodes featured by an order of magnitude much greater in comparison to that of the
signals of interest amplifying the frequency components belonging to the significant band-
width, and to convert them with a high resolution in order to obtain good performance at
the next processing phases. To this aim, a recording module for peripheral neural signals
will be presented, based on the use of a sigma-delta architecture which is composed by
two main parts: an analog front-end stage for neural signal acquisition, pre-filtering and
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sigma-delta modulation and a digital unit for sigma-delta decimation and system config-
uration. Hardware/software cosimulations exploiting the Xilinx System Generator tool in
Matlab Simulink environment and then transistor-level simulations confirmed that the sys-
tem is capable of recording neural signals in the order of magnitude of tens of µV rejecting
the huge low-frequency noise due to electromyographic interferences.
The same architecturehas been then exploited to implement a prototypeof an 8-channel
implantable electronic bi-directional interface between the peripheral nervous system and
the neuro-controlled hand prosthesis. The solution includes a custom designed Integrated
Circuit (0.35µm CMOS technology), responsible of the signal pre-filtering and sigma-delta
modulation for each channel and the neural stimuli generation (in the opposite path) based
on the directives sent by a digital control systemmapped on a low-cost Xilinx FPGA Spartan-
3E 1600 development board which also involves the multi-channel sigma-delta decimation
with a high-order band-pass filter as first stage in order to totally remove the unwanted in-
terferences. In this way, the analog chip can be implanted near the electrodes thanks to its
limited size avoiding to add a huge noise to theweak neural signals due to longwires connec-
tions and to cause heat-related infections, shifting the complexity to the digital part which
can behosted on a separateddevice in the stumpof the amputeewithout using complex lab-
oratory instrumentations. The system has been successfully tested from the electrical point
of view and with in-vivo experiments exposing good results in terms of output resolution
and noise rejection even in case of critical conditions.
The various output channels at the Nyquist sampling frequency coming from the ac-
quisition system must be processed in order to decode the intentions of movements of the
amputee, applying the correspondent electro-mechanical stimulation in input to the cyber-
netic hand in order to perform the desired motor action. Different decoding approaches
have been presented in the past, the majority of them were conceived starting from the rel-
ative implementation and performance evaluation of their off-line version. At the end of the
research, it is necessary to develop these solutions on embedded systems performing an on-
line processing of the peripheral neural signals. However, it is often possible only by using
complex hardware platforms clocked at very high operating frequencies which are not be
compliant with the low-power requirements needed to allow portability for the prosthetic
device.
At present, in fact, the important aspect of the real-time implementationof sophisticated
signal processing algorithms on embedded systems has been often overlooked, notwith-
standing the impact that limited resources of the former may have on the efficiency/effec-
tiveness of any given algorithm. In this research work it has been addressed the optimization
of a state-of-the-art algorithm for PNS signals decoding that is a step forward for its real-time,
full implementation onto a floating-point Digital Signal Processor (DSP). Beyond low-level
optimizations, different solutions have been proposed at an high level in order to find the
best trade-off in terms of effectiveness/efficiency. A latency model, obtained through cycle
accurate profiling of the different code sections, has been drawn in order to perform a fair
performance assessment. The proposed optimized real-time algorithm achieves up to 96%
of correct classification on real PNS signals acquired through tf-LIFE electrodes on animals,
and performs as the best off-line algorithm for spike clustering on a synthetic cortical dataset
characterized by a reasonable dissimilarity between the spikemorphologies of different neu-
rons.
When the real-time requirements are joined to the fulfilment of area and power mini-
mization for implantable/portable applications, such as for the target neuroprosthetic de-
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vices, only custom VLSI implementations can be adopted. In this case, every part of the al-
gorithm should be carefully tuned. To this aim, the first preprocessing stage of the decoding
algorithmbased on the use of a Wavelet Denoising solution able to remove also the in-band
noise sources has been deeply analysed in order to obtain an optimal hardware implementa-
tion. In particular, the usually overlooked part related to threshold estimation has been eval-
uated in terms of required hardware resources and functionality, exploiting the commercial
Xilinx System Generator tool for the design of the architecture and the co-simulation. The
analysis has revealed how the widely used Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) could lead
to hardware implementations highly inefficient compared to other dispersion estimators
demonstrating better scalability, relatively to the specific application.
Finally, two different hardware implementations of the reference decoding algorithm
have been presented highlighting pros and cons of each one of them. Firstly, a novel ap-
proach based on high-level dataflow description and automatic hardware generation is pre-
sented and evaluated on the on-line template-matching spike sorting algorithm which rep-
resents the most complex processing stage. It starts from the identification of the single
kernels with the greater computational complexity and using their dataflow description to
generate the HDL implementation of a coarse-grained reconfigurable global kernel charac-
terized by the minimum resources in order to reduce the area and the energy dissipation for
the fulfilment of the low-power requirements imposed by the application. Results in the best
case have revealed a 71%of area saving compared tomore traditional solutions, without any
accuracy penalty. With respect to single kernels execution, better latency performance are
achievable still minimizing the number of adopted resources.
The performance in terms of latency can also be improved by tuning the implemented
parallelism in the light of a defined number of channels and real-time constraints, by using
more than one reconfigurable global kernel in order that they can be exploited to perform
the same or different kernels at the same time in a parallel way, due to the fact that each
one can execute the relative processing only in a sequential way. For this reason, a second
FPGA-based prototype has been proposed based on the use of aMulti-Processor System-on-
Chip (MPSoC) embedded architecture. This prototype is capable of respecting the real-time
constraints posed by the application when clocked at less than 50 MHz, in comparison to
300 MHz of the previous DSP implementation. Considering that the application workload
is extremely data dependent and unpredictable due to the sparsity of the neural signals, the
architecture has to be dimensioned taking into account critical worst-case operating condi-
tions in order to always ensure the correct functionality. To compensate the resulting over-
provisioning of the system architecture, a software-controllable power management based
on the use of clock gating techniques has been integrated in order to minimize the dynamic
power consumption of the resulting solution.
Summarizing, this research work can be considered a sort of proof-of-concept for the
proposed techniques considering all the design issues which characterize each stage of the
closed-loop system in the perspective of a portable low-power real-time hardware imple-
mentation of the neuro-controlled prosthetic device.
iii
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Chapter 1
Neuroprostheses Design: Problem
Formulation
1.1 Introduction
Neuroprostheses aim at restoring the functionalities lost by a patient subjected to an upper
limb amputation in order that he/she is able to perform the common actions which char-
acterize the daily life of a person without this disease. It involves the possibility of grasping
andmanipulate objects or receiving sensorial feedback from the surroundingworld in terms
of temperature or pressure when the cybernetic hand comes into contact with these ones in
comparison to other previous commercial solutions which make sense only from the cos-
metic point of view. Most of the efforts made on this research field have been done thanks to
the large investments funded by American institutions due to the huge number of mutilated
veterans, especially after the conflict in Vietnam, subjected to these amputations. The inter-
est has been then expanded across the entire international research world, getting amassive
attention from the experts of the field.
Several approaches have been presented in the years obtaining even an academic and a
commercial dissemination. However, none of these has determined the development of a
versatile prosthetic limb which can be controlled in an intuitive way and which can be con-
sidered by the patients as a real part of their body, without having critical functional con-
ditions due to, for example, phantom limb syndromes. The objective is to create a bidirec-
tional communication link between the brain and the artificial peripheral cybernetic hand
analysing the information encoded into physiological measurements, even in case of low
signal-to-noise ratio conditions and generating the correspondent electro-mechanical stim-
ulations which must be given in input to the prosthesis.
The neural activity can be captured at the level of either the Central Nervous System
(CNS) or the Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) [82]. The decoded intention is usually used
to operate mechatronic prostheses: exploiting the natural pathways of motor control, they
are more easily and finely managed (and then accepted) by the amputees compared to tra-
ditional Electromyographic (EMG) controlled ones which instead exploit the stimulations at
the surface of the muscles, normally not involved in the common process of handling the
upper limb. This is due to the fact that the human brain does not adapt easily to the my-
oelectric control of the upper limb prosthesis because the muscles, on whose surface the
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signals of interest are extracted (for instance, bicep or tricep muscles), are not normally ex-
ploited to direct the movements of the hand. However, EMG-based prosthesis represent the
solution which have had the most academic and commercial dissemination [3, 2] thanks to
its limited invasivity even if this method allows only a single motion at a time needing that
the operationsmust be done sequentially.
Beyond approaches based on the processing of the Electroencephalographic (EEG) sig-
nal [62] through the development of customized Brain-Machine Interfaces (BMIs), all the
others require invasive procedures to access the neural signals. In this case, the decoding
techniques are strongly influenced by the chosen neural interface and the consequent selec-
tivity [88, 74, 16]. Selectivity, in this context, is inversely proportional to the number ofmotor
neuronswhose firing activity (i.e. the development of action potentials,usually called spikes)
is captured on a single channel of the neural interface. The higher the selectivity, the higher
the possibility of identifying the activity of the single neurons through spike sorting tech-
niques looking at the action potential morphology as the fingerprint of different neurons
[46], and then the finer will be the control of the prosthesis.
(a) EEG-based Brain Machine Interfaces (b) EMG-based solution
(c) Targeted Muscle Reinnervation (d) ENG-based solution
Figure 1.1: Neuroprosthetic solution: different approaches
For these reasons, prostheses controlled by Electroneurographic (ENG) signal at PNS
level is surely the most promising approach thanks to the fact that they must access directly
to the peripheral residual nerves of the stump to acquire the significant signal extracted by
the implanted electrodes [60]. It helps the amputees to consider the available cybernetic
hand as an effective part of their body, avoiding situations of rejection crisis. Moreover, this
last approach has the advantage that the ENG signal provides much more information in
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comparison to the other signal sources allowing to control more degrees of freedom but at
the cost of greatly complicating the necessary neural signal processing algorithms.
EMG-based prostheses exploiting Target Muscle Reinnervation (TMR) techniques [40,
39] represent a compromise design choice between the two considered solutions trying to
take advantage of the benefits provided by them. TMR uses the peripheral residual nerves of
the amputated upper limb and redirects them onto other muscle groups that are not func-
tional due that they are no longer to themissing arm. In particular, themedian nerve can be
retargeted on the pectoral muscle decoding the information related to the desiredmotor ac-
tion from the signals coming from a grid of monopolar surface electrodes implanted on the
reinnervated muscle by a difficult surgery procedure. With a proper training, the amputee
is able in a few days to use in the correct way the prosthetic hand, closing or opening it by
only contracting the pectoral muscle. Moreover, a bidirectional interface can be obtained
by using in the same way the Targeted Sensory Reinnervation (TSR). It adopts sensors in the
prosthesis which can quantify temperature or pressure and transmit these measurements
over the reinnervated skin so that the amputee can have a sense of touch in the missing
limb. As said before, in this case the patient must give his/her written informed consent
to the difficult surgery procedure due to its possible risks which can cause for example the
permanent paralysis of the target muscle and the recurrence of phantom limb pain.
Taking into account these considerations, in the following it will be considered the ENG-
controlled upper limb prosthesis as the reference solution trying to address in an effective
way the issues which characterize the various processing stages involved in the proposed
solution to allow the realization of the relative hardware implementation.
1.2 System Architecture
The design of a motor neuroprosthesis involves the implementation of a close-loop system
which can work autonomously without any external setting performed by the amputee. Fig.
1.2 shows the block diagram of its typical architecture in which it is possible to highlight the
presence of both an efferent path from the CNS to the PNS and, in the opposite direction,
of an afferent one from the PNS to the CNS. It determines the creation of a bidirectional
communication link between the brain in which the neural signals are generated and the
cybernetic hand which represents the actuator of the movements required by the patient.
The aim of the direct path is to acquire the neural signals coming from the brain, convert
them from the analog to the digital domainwith an acceptable resolution even in case of low
signal-to-noise ratio conditions and decoding the intentions of movement by analysing the
information encoded into the physiological measurements, for example in terms of spike-
ness of the significant neuronal cells in order to properly apply the correct electro-mechanical
stimulations in input to the prosthesis device. At the same time, the opposite path must be
able to give to the amputee a sensorial feedback about the outside world in terms of, for ex-
ample, pressure or temperature values coming from tactile biosensors placed in the external
surface of the cybernetic hand. This research work is focused on the design and the develop-
ment of the compact portable low-power electronic devices, especially with a greater atten-
tion for those belonging to the digital domain, which must be involved in this closed-loop
system.
As can be seen in Fig.1.2, the general processing flow adopted for the implementation of
a neuroprosthesis at PNS level is characterized by the following phases:
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Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the closed-loop system used for the neuroprosthesis control.
• the acquisition of the neural signals through the direct implantation of multi-channel
electrodes on the peripheral residual nerves accessible from the stumpof the amputee;
• the recording of the neural signals which includes a low-order pre-filtering stage to
partially remove the unwanted interferences and the analog-to-digital conversionwith
high resolution trying to relax the timing constraints at downstream;
• the pre-processing phase for the removal of the in-band and the out-of-band noise
overimposed on the significant signal and the decoding of the intentions of movement
of the amputee through the implementationof complex digital signal processing algo-
rithms;
• the generation of the corresponding electro-mechanical stimulations to give in input
to the cybernetic hand;
• finally in the opposite path, starting from the external sensory information coming
from the tactile biosensors, determines the generation of stimulation patterns in the
formof bi-phasic pulseswith variablemorphology and frequencywhichmust be given
in input to the same electrodes used for the recording phase.
Surely, the choice of the electrodes used to acquire the neural signals coming to the pe-
ripheral nerves strongly influences the designof the following recording anddecoding stages
because each one of themhas particular characteristics in terms of selectivity andoutput sig-
nificant bandwidth. For example, exploitingmulti-site Cuff electrodes as in [49] it is not pos-
sible to determine the activity of each neuronal cell from the extracted physiological mea-
surements even if they have a low level of invasiveness. This is due to the fact that these ones
represent a sort of cumulative signals of the overall activity generated by the neuronal cells
from which the intentions of movements of the amputee can be decoded only by applying
adaptive amplitude thresholding or adopting complex unsupervised clustering algorithms
without achieving several degrees of freedom in terms of possible grasps of the cybernetic
hand. On the contrary, Sieve electrodes [42] are characterized by high performance in terms
of selectivity but, at the same time, several unresolved problems with their chronic stabil-
ity and the requirement to sectioned nerves which limit their usability in real applications
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which can degrade the decoding performance. Therefore, an acceptable compromise de-
sign solution can be instead the use of Longitudinal Intra-Fascicular electrodes (tf-LIFEs)
[58] for their level of selectivity and invasiveness.
(a) Cuff Electrodes (b) Sieve Electrodes
(c) tf-LIFE Electrodes
Figure 1.3: Typical electrodes able to acquire PNS neural signals.
Good performance of the recording stage are also necessary for the correct implementa-
tion of the prosthesis device because it must be able to reject the huge interferences over-
lapped to the signals of interest which have typically an order of amplitude significantly
lower in comparison to the unwanted sources. For this reason, a pre-filtering stage with a
programmable gain is usuallymandatory. Regarding to the decoding step, most of the previ-
ousworks were based on the use of spike sorting algorithms in order to obtain the intentions
of movements of the amputees according to the significant activity of each single neuron.
These algorithms were conceived starting from the development of the relative off-line im-
plementationdetermining a significant drop of the achievable performancewhen theymust
be modified in order to allow an on-line processing. Other solutions were not absolutely
portable in a hardware implementation that can work on-line so the results presented do
not have a practical sense since the purpose of the research is not to use solutions that will
workwell only onwork stations. It is due to the need of the fulfilment of real-time constraints
especially when they are characterized by techniques with high computational complexity.
These aspects have been often overlooked in the literature and will be deeply considered in
this thesis.
This research work has in fact focused its efforts in the study, the design and the devel-
opment of hardware implementations related to the neural signal acquisition aimed at the
recording and stimulationphases and the decoding of peripheral neural signals for the phys-
ical realization of the prosthetic device. The target is to realize hardware solutionswhich can
be partially implanted near the electrodes, avoiding heat-related infections and the overim-
posing of relevant noise sources to the signals of interest. The remainingpart can bemapped
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on low-power and low-area embedded systems able to perform complex digital signal pro-
cessing algorithms at a reasonable operating frequency allowing portability using batteries
as power source for the resultant implementation. The thematics related to the power con-
sumption has been in fact exacerbated, in particular when it is necessary to place in the
stump of the amputee both the acquisition system and the processing element. The devel-
opment of implantable solutions is motivated by the need of avoiding long wired connec-
tions between the neural implant and the external world. A wireless link can not be always
possible due to the huge amount of data which must be transmitted through a link with a
limited useful bandwidth.
In this way, it will be possible to satisfy the tight real-time constraints imposed by the
reference application even exploiting hardware platforms with embedded electronics char-
acterized by limited resources for recording, processing and stimulation in comparison to
other previous solutions which however needed the use of powerful laboratory instruments
to perform the various tasks involved in the closed-loop system. This work would be a sort
of proof-of-concept for the proposed approaches in order to finally implement a versatile
solution which can have in the future perspective a wide dissemination from the academic
and the commercial point of view thanks to its limited cost.
The remainder of this thesis is as the following. In the Chap.2 will be proposed a sigma-
delta analog-to-digital conversion architecture able to properly record the weak signals of
interest, evaluating the relative performance in terms of output resolution and noise rejec-
tion by accurate hardware/software cosimulations and then by transistor-level simulations.
The same architecture will be exploited in the Chap.3 to implement a multi-channel bidi-
rectional bio-electronic interface to acquire and digitalize the physiological signals coming
from the electrodes and to generate stimulation patterns of bi-phasic pulses restoring the
sensory feedback to the amputee, involving the use of a custom designed Integrated Circuit
for the analog part and an FPGA hosting the digital part and a control system able to handle
the tests from the electrical point of view and the various phases during in-vivo experiments.
In the Chap.4, a state-of-the-art decoding algorithmwill be ported into a floating-point off-
the-shelf DSP to verify the fulfilment of the tight real-time constraints imposed by the ap-
plication. With the aim of a perspective ASIC low-power implementation, its first process-
ing step based on the use of a Wavelet Denoising algorithm will be tuned in the Chap.5 in
order to obtain the optimal solution for the costly-operation thresholding estimation. Con-
sequently, two alternative hardware implementations will be presented to satisfy the low-
power requirements for the realization of a portable solution able to work autonomously
with batteries as power source and without using high operating frequency, respectively the
first one based on a coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture in the Chap.6 and the second
one adopting a Multi-Processor System-on-Chip with an efficient power consumption con-
trol by the use of a software-controlled clock-gating manager. Finally, in the Chap.8 a final
discussion will be reported summarizing the achieved results with respect to the required
performance.
Chapter 2
A Sigma-Delta Architecture for the
Recording of Peripheral Neural
Signals
2.1 Introduction
To allow themulti-channel acquisition of the peripheral neural signals coming from the elec-
trodes implanted in the residual nerve of the stump, it is necessary to develop a dedicated
hardware system with great performance in terms of resolution and noise rejection even
in case of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions. At the same time, it is necessary to
fulfil strict constraints in terms of area and power constraints imposed by the fact that the
recording module must be placed near the electrodes avoiding of causing infections due to
overheating of the skin tissues.
It must be able to acquire the peripheral neural signals with amplitudes in the order of
tens of µV, subjected to noise due to the contractions of the muscles near the electrodes
(EMG interferences). Such noise is in the order of magnitude of mV and can thus mask the
neural signal. Furthermore, Power Spectral Densities (PSDs) of the interferences and of the
useful signal are very close to each other and partially overlap [75, 26]. To this aim, it is
necessary to design a high-pass frequency response with a sharp transition band in order
to reject these interferences which can limit the performance of the next processing steps
in the digital domain but these requirements do not allow implantable or implantable so-
lutions. Therefore, the recording system must be able in real-time to acquire the signals at
output of the electrodes, to digitalize them with the best allowable resolution rejecting the
interferences which are not useful and finally to transmit the relative samples in input to
the device responsible of the decoding of the movements intentions performed by optimal
complex digital signal processing algorithmsmapped on embedded systems.
An analog front-end amplification and filtering stage is thenmandatory in order to boost
theweak neural signal and to filter out the huge EMGcomponents. Many papers concerning
neural interfaces have been presented in literature, but the majority of them are focused
on the CNS [27, 34]. However, in this last case, the relative solutions are not influenced by
these physiological interferences but only the background activity of the neurons at a greater
distance from the acquisition electrodes due to their limited selectivity. Regarding to the PNS
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recording, the most used approach is oriented to a a fully analogical implementation based
onmulti-stage high selective filters [47, 45, 86] followed by standard, Nyquist-rate, Analog to
Digital Converters (ADC) while an alternative approach is based on oversampling converters
using a sigma-delta architecture. For example, in [90] a first order sigma-delta converter has
been presented, reaching an 8-bit resolution with a 40 oversampling ratio over a 6.25kHz
frequency whereas, in [85], a second order sigma-deltamodulator that exploits a new super-
inverter amplifier that allows to reach a 11 bit resolution considering a 8kHz bandwidth.
Following the latter approach, it has been implemented a recording system based on a
sigma-delta architecture which combines high resolution and high integration capacity al-
together with the possibility of easily decoupling the sensitive and potentially implantable
analogmodule and the robust external digitalmodulewhich can placed in a different device.
Sigma-delta oversampling converters are particularly suited for low bandwidth applications
since they are capable of increasing the achieved resolution by increasing the sampling fre-
quencies, as can be seen below. Moreover, they shift the design complexity from the analog
to the digital domain exploiting the greater integration capability of this domain thanks to
the improvements in terms of CMOS processes performed in these last years. In this way, it
is possible to integrate on an implantable chip only a limited number of simple, low-power,
low-noise analog components near the electrodes. Such components include a pre-filtering
stage and the sigma-delta modulator, made-up of integrators and a 1-bit quantizer. The
output signal is represented by the 1-bit output of the quantizer for each channel thus re-
quirements for the communication channel are less stringent.
The complex digital unit that finalizes the A/D conversion and provides the highly selec-
tive band-pass filter needed to remove the EMG interferences at low frequencies, can thus
be accommodated on an external digital module such as a Field-Programmable Gate Ar-
ray (FPGA) or a low-power custom designed Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC).
In the following, it will be reported a short introduction to the sigma-delta conversion, the
description of the adopted system architecture tested through hardware-software cosimula-
tions exploiting the Xilinx System Generator tool on the user-friendly Matlab Simulink en-
vironment for the digital part taking into consideration an accurate software model for the
analog part and, finally, some experimental results will be properly discussed.
2.2 Sigma-Delta A/D conversion
Sigma-delta converters offer high resolution and high integration, making them a good de-
sign choice for a wide range of applications. They are based on an architecture which allows
to obtain low cost conversion with high dynamic range and flexibility especially in convert-
ing low bandwidth input signals such as in the considered target application for the record-
ing of the ENG-based peripheral neural signals.
This solution tries to improve the achieved resolution and the SNR value at output of
the Analog-to-Digital converter in comparison to other traditional implementations at the
cost of complicating the relative digital part, exploiting two main theoretical concepts, over-
sampling and noise shaping. Taking into account an approximated model, a quantizer with
N output bits can be considered as a linear system which introduces the addictive quantiza-
tion noisewith a constant-distributed Power SpectralDensity (PSD) in the frequency domain
(white noise) assuming that it has a randombehaviour which overlaps the useful bandwidth
of the signal of interest. If the input signal whichmust be converted has a limited bandwidth
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until the frequency f0, the Nyquist theorem imposes the minimum sampling rate fs at 2 f0
while in the case of a sigma-delta converter, it must be fixed to a larger value spreading the
quantization noise over awider spectrum. The latter is still the samebut the relative percent-
age in the band of interest of the input signal is greatly reduced. Fig.2.1 shows the PSD of the
quantizationnoise and the SNR of an A/D converter in the case of respectively a Nyquist and
an oversampling solution where OSR indicates the oversampling factor ( fs/2 f0), equal to 1
in the first case.
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Figure 2.1: Power Spectral Density of the Quantization Noise.
Regarding to the noise shaping, it is based on the fact that the signal and the quantiza-
tion noise are filtered by the system in two different ways. In particular, the former is applied
to a low-pass filtering process whereas the latter is applied to a high-pass one in order that
the latter is shifted at the frequencies above the significant bandwidth of the considered sig-
nal and which can be removed by the next processing stages in the digital domain thanks
to its greater integration capacity exploitable to obtain high-selective filters. Fig.2.2 shows
the typical block diagram of a sigma-delta A/D converter which is composed by an analog
front-end and a digital back-end: the analog part involves a low-pass filter to prevent aliasing
effects due to the next sampling process at the oversampling frequency fs and a sigma-delta
modulator generating at output a 1-bit streamwhereas the digital one involves a sigma-delta
decimator which brings back the sampling frequency at the Nyquist frequency.
Digital
Low-Pass
Filter
Downsampler
Sigma-Delta
Modulator
Sample &
Hold
Anti-Aliasing
FIlter
Sigma-Delta Decimator
ANALOG FRONT-END DIGITAL BACK-END
x (t)in x (t)s x (t)sh
x (t)m x (t)lp x (t)s
fs fs fs fs 2f0
Figure 2.2: Typical block diagram of a Sigm-Delta Analog-to-Digital Converter.
Taking into account the architecture of a sigma-deltamodulator, as can be seen in fig. 2.3
for a first order solution, it is possible to demonstrate that it performs a low-pass filtering on
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the input signal while a high-pass one on the quantization noise, shifting the significant fre-
quency components above the band of interest of the considered signal. It is the aim of the
digital part to totally remove the out-of-band contributionof the quantizationnoise through
a high-order low-pass filter which must avoid aliasing effects before the downsampling pro-
cess and remove the quantization noise shifted at high frequencies by the noise shaping. In
the particular case, the first stage of the sigma-delta decimator must involve even the use of
a high-order high-pass filter in order to totally remove the significant electro-stimulations of
the muscles placed near the electrodes (EMG interferences) and other low frequency inter-
ferences.
ò
å
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Noise
N(s)
Integrator
H(s)=1/s
å
X(s) +
-
1-bit
DAC
I(s)
Y(s)
W(s)
I(s) Y(s)
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a First Order Sigm-DeltaModulator.
Due to the fact that the resultant digital band-pass filter works at the oversampling fre-
quency, the relative dynamic power consumption is very high at the increase of the order
and the number of the processing channels which depends on the type of electrodes used
to extract the physiological signals. For this reason, over the years, alternative decimation
filters architecture have been proposed by the researchers of the field trying to limit the rela-
tive number of hardware resources in order tomap them in a low-power embeddedplatform
and hosted in the stump of the amputee.
2.3 System Architecture
The block diagram in Fig. 2.4 shows the multi-channel system architecture of the proposed
neural recording module, following the scheme specified in the previous section, which is
composed of two main components: the analog front-end and the digital back-end.
The multi-channel signal comes from the various sensitive sites of the electrodes which
must be implanted directly in the residual nerve of the stump in order to acquire the rele-
vant activity of the neurons. In this proposed block diagram it has been considered the use
of thin-filmLongitudinal Intra-Fascicular Electrodes (tf-LIFEs) which have presented in pre-
vious works as in [59] very good performance in terms of selectivity determining relevant
results in terms of decoding of intentions of movements for the next processing stages. This
signal is, thus, filtered and amplified by a 1st order Band-Pass Pre-Filtering/Pre-amplifier
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Figure 2.4: System architecture
block as close as possible to the recording site. In this way, the noise due to cables and con-
nection paths can be avoided. The conditioned signal is then converted into a 1-bit digital
stream for each channel by the sigma-delta modulator and sent to the digital module for
decimation and further processing. One of such signal’s streams is needed for each input
channel if the device is connected to a multichannel electrode. The digital module is hosted
on an external board; it implements the decimation block of the sigma-delta converter al-
together with the highly selective band-pass filter. The digital module is also responsible
of the management of the communication between the artificial limb and the implanted
electrodes. The hardware digital unit has been implemented and tested on a Xilinx FPGA
Virtex-5 LX330 to be hosted on the robotic limb thanks to its considerable amount of avail-
able resources.
2.3.1 Design and modelling of the analog module
As said before, the analog part of the circuit is composed by the pre-amplifier/pre-filtering
block and by a third order sigma-delta modulator (Fig. 2.5). The 1st order Band-Pass Fil-
ter (BPF) was realized cascading a High-Pass Filter (HPF) with a Low-Pass Filter (LPF). The
frequency response specifications require a bandwidth between 800Hz and 8kHz which
is considered the useful bandwidth for the peripheral neural signals of interest and a gain
of 200V /V . The required gain is determined by the need to maximize the amplification at
neural signal frequencies avoiding the risk of amplifier saturation due to EMG interferences.
Once that the useful signal has been properly amplified it is possible to convert it in the dig-
ital domain. With this purpose, a 3rd order switched-capacitor, sigma-delta modulator in a
12
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Figure 2.5: Behavioral Simulinkmodel
Cascade of Integrators with FeedBack (CIFB) configuration was designed. Preliminary tests
were performedusing a behaviouralmodel (shown in Fig. 2.5) in Simulink environment and,
only once that the specifications were satisfied, the circuit was implemented at transistor
level in a 0.35µm CMOS technology process from Austriamicrosystems (AMS).
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Figure 2.6: Behavioural Simulinkmodel with non-idealities and digital module
The Simulink model has great advantages in terms of simulation time saving and it al-
lows the modelling of noise sources and operational amplifier (OpAmp) non-idealities, thus
ensuring a good agreement with transistor level simulations exploiting its user-friendly en-
vironmentwhich allows to design the system at a higher level. Moreover, it allows to perform
hardware/software cosimulations exploiting the Xilinx System Generator tool to design the
digital part which can be mapped on the target FPGA device, handling the communication
with the software blocks used for the analog part and having a high-level model view before
the realization of the successive totally hardware implementation.
The sigma-delta behavioural model is a modification of what presented in [52] and [91]
which take into consideration saturation, slew rate, finite gain and bandwidth limitations.
KT /C noise, thermal noise of the amplifier, switches non-idealities and clock jitter effects
have also been included. The originalmodelswere adapted to accuratelymodel the switched-
capacitors, fully-differential architecture of the implemented circuit. Component’smismatch
effects were also modelled by generating the filter coefficients as capacitor ratios whose val-
ues have been extracted randomly from a normal distribution within a 6σ range around the
nominal value. Non-idealities of the switches take into account the use of transmissiongates
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Table 2.1: Sigma-deltamodulator: coefficients
Coefficient Value
a1 0.05
a2 0.3
a3 0.8
Coefficient Value
b1 0.05
c1 1
c2 1
(pair of NMOS-PMOS switches) and the clock jitter has been modified in order to consider
the differential path of the fully-differential architecture. The complete model, including all
non-idealities and the digital decimation described later is shown in Fig. 2.6.
The HPF and LPF transfer functions in the frequency domain (Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2) can be
easily determined once that cut-off frequencies have been defined (τhp = 1/ fhp and τlp =
1/ flp).
TFhp (s)=
τhp s
τhp s+1
(2.1)
TFlp(s)=
1
τlp s+1
(2.2)
The equivalent expression for the discrete time domain can be obtained using the bilin-
ear transform (or Tustin’sMethod) based on the equivalence of Eq. 2.3
s ≈ 2
T
× z−1
z+1 (2.3)
The resulting transfer function are reported in Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.5
TFhp (z)=
2τhp −2τhpz−1
(2τhp +T )− (2τhp −T )z−1
(2.4)
TFlp (z)=
T +Tz−1
(2τlp +T )− (2τlp −T )z−1
(2.5)
where T is the sample period and τ is the filter time constant.
The closed-loop transfer function is then expressed by Eq. 2.6, where TF (z) is the filter
transfer function of Eq. 2.1 or Eq. 2.2 and A is the finite gain of the open loop amplifier.
TFCL(z)=
TF (z)
1+ TF (z)A
(2.6)
The coefficients (summarized in in Table 2.1) of the sigma-delta modulator were chosen
using the Schreier Toolbox [77] with a 18-bits target resolution. The oversampling ratio that
allows to reach this target resolution is OSR = 128 that, considering a signal bandwidth of
8kHZ results in a sampling frequency fs = 2.048MHz.
2.3.2 Design and realization of the digital module
The main task of the digital block is to process the oversampled 1-bit signal provided by the
analogmodulator. In order to remove the EMGnoise at low frequencies and the quantization
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noise pushed at high frequencies by the analog modulator, it is necessary to use a high-
order band-pass anti-aliasing filter as the first decimator stage, before the downsampling
process. The filter works at the same sampling frequency of the modulator which is equal
to 2.048MHz, with a 128 oversampling ratio with respect to the Nyquist frequency (16kHz
in our case). For these reasons, it is necessary to adopt some particular techniques in order
to limit the area occupation and the dynamic power consumption in order to fulfill the tight
constraints of the application under consideration in the perspective of the development of
an ASIC solution which can work with batteries as power sources.
A classical approach optimized in terms of area occupancy and power consumption for
the design of high-selective digital anti-aliasing filters in the case of low-pass sigma-delta
A/D converters is based on a multi-stage structure using a Cascaded Integrator-Comb (CIC)
filter [30]. This solution iswidely used in commercial applications, especially in systemswith
multi-rate processing domains synchronized with respect tomultiples of the same clock fre-
quency.
In this case, the 1-bit stream at output of the sigma-delta modulator is given in input
to the digital decimation filter that averages and downsamples it, thus producing an n-bit
sample at the desired sampling rate. This process of averaging has the effect of low-pass fil-
tering applied to the 1-bit signal in the frequency domain, which attenuates the quantization
noise and removes aliases from the band of interest. It represents a Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) filter and, at the same time, a cost-effective way of implementing decimation because
it doesn’t require multipliers but only addictions, subtractions and delay registers. Fig.2.7
shows the typical block diagram for a CIC filter in which R, M and N represent respectively
the decimation factor (equal to the oversampling ratio), the differential delay and the num-
ber of sections of the digital filter. The transfer function of a common CIC filer is in the form
of the Eq.2.7:
H(z)= (1− z
−RM )
(1− z−1) (2.7)
Figure 2.7: Blocks diagram of a 2nd order CIC filter
As can be seen, theCIC architecture is very simple and it avoids the use ofmultipliers that
are typically the greatest power consumers among the possible hardware digital modules.
It includes the function of low-pass anti-aliasing filtering and downsampling at the same
time. The number of sections N, that in the proposed example is equal to 2, influences the
frequency response of the CIC filter. The higher the filter order, the more selective is the
frequency response and consequently the greater the attenuation between the gain at low
frequencies compared to the relative value at the first peak in stop-band frequencies. The
position of the downsampler before the Comb section allows the use of a limited number of
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delay registers in this last section and a reductionof the dynamic power consumption thanks
to the fact that these registers work at a lower clock frequency. In general, the typical value
assigned for the differential delay parameter M is 1 or 2 and it effectively sets the number of
nulls in the frequency response of a decimation filter.
It has been demonstrated in [30] that the CIC order must be chosen at least larger by
one with respect to the order of the sigma-delta modulator. Moreover, to avoid overflow
conditions it is necessary to use a 2’s complement internal representation and the integrator
word width has to be so long in order to handle the growing of data stored in the various
registers of the CIC filter due to the relative DC gain higher than 1. Due to the fact that their
frequency-magnitude-response envelopes are sin(x)/x-like, CIC filters are typically followed
by higher performance linear-phase low-pass tapped-delay-line FIR filters whose tasks are
to compensate the CIC filter’s non-flat passband. In such away, it is possible to obtain a total
gain equal to 1 in the passband which could be a design constraint for real use cases.
However, in the target application, a band-pass solution is needed which can not be ob-
tained with the use of only CIC filters. For these reasons, it has been decided to adopt a But-
terworth Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter with a 3dB attenuation at 800Hz and 8kHz
cut-off frequencies, as first stage of the sigma-delta decimator which allows to obtain good
filtering techniques. IIR filters are useful for their high efficiency compared to that offered by
FIR filters, in fact, they require less memory and fewer multipliers-accumulators. The main
drawbacks are due to the instability problems, but they occur less likely using, as in this
case, high order filters designed by cascading second-order sub-stages [38]. Moreover, in the
perspective of a multi-channel processing context, if a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
technique is used to reduce the number of necessary hardware resources for the resulting
CIC filter, the gain in terms of slices saving becomes lower than what can be obtained for a
single-channel implementation. In fact, for the CIC filters it is possible to share among the
various channels only the logic cells related to adders and subtractors while the larger regis-
ters due to the not-null DC component must be replicated for each of them. In the IIR case,
even those related to the multipliers can be shared.
Exploiting the Matlab tools, a 32nd order Butterworth IIR band-pass filter has been cre-
ated with the required frequency response and simulated in Simulink environment in order
to evaluate if the output signal, pre-recorded during previous experimental tests, is correctly
cleaned from the unwanted EMG interferences. A downsampler has been cascaded to the
IIR filter; it is characterized by a simple Hardware Description Language (HDL) implemen-
tation, corresponding to a hardware module that picks up one sample every R which repre-
sents the oversampling factor equal to 128 in the considered case to bring back the sampling
frequency at theNyquist frequency 16kHz. After verifying the correct functionality of the IIR
filter on Simulink using a double-precision floating-point representation of the internal sig-
nals, the same behaviour has been verified in the case of fixed-point implementation. Values
reported in Table 2.2 represent a good design parameter choice.
The decimation filter and the downsampler hav beenproperly coded inHDLandmapped
on a FPGA in order to evaluate the percentage of the necessary resources and the behaviour
of the whole system taking into account the hardware implementation of the digital part
and the Simulink modules related to the analog one. A hardware-software co-simulation
performed exploiting Xilinx System Generator (Fig. 2.6) has been set-up. In particular, the
co-simulation allows to simulate the Simulink model of the analog module (including all
non-idealities) and to send the results directly to the HDL implementation of the designed
digital decimation filter mapped on the target FPGA. In this way, the software blocks gener-
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Table 2.2: Digital design parameters
Response Type Band-Pass Filter
Design Method IIR Butterworth
Filter Arithmetic Fixed-Point
Passband 0.8 - 8 KHz
Input Sampling Frequency 2.048 MHz
Order 32
Coefficient Word Length 32 bit
Input Word Length 32 bit
Input Fraction Length 20 bit
Output Word Length 32 bit
RoundingMode Floor
OverflowMode Wrap
ate the oversampled 1-bit stream that is set as input of a specific pin of the FPGA.
The tool allows to choose whether to use the hardware blocks coded by the user provid-
ing the relative HDL file or those provided by Xilinx. The latter only require to define the
internal signal representation (fixed-point, unsigned or signed as 2’s complement, etc.) as
for the desired functionality, whereas the formermust adhere to a standard interfacemainly
requiring an enable signal for each input clock to synchronize themodules inside themodel
due that the hardware blocks work at the clock frequency of the board whereas the software
ones according to the Simulink simulation period. The Gateway In and the Gateway Out
blocks delimit the hardware part of the Simulink model, defining the interface signals to be
mapped on the various pins available on the FPGAwhereas the SystemGenerator block fixes
the co-simulation parameters. When the design has been completely created, the set of the
hardware blocks can bemapped on a real FPGA board in order to evaluate the percentage of
used resources and the behaviour by hardware/software co-simulations. This is very useful
to accelerate the simulation time compared to the totally software case.
The 2.048MHz sampling frequency was generated using a clock enable that delays the
significant edges of the board clock signal in order to handle the synchronization of the dig-
ital decimation filter with the output signal coming from the software analog blocks. The
designed decimation filter was tested on a Xilinx FPGA Virtex-5 LX330 but the hardware im-
plementation can be mapped even on a smaller Spartan-3E 1600 development board, char-
acterized by a lower amount of available resources, determining a slices utilization equal to
100%.
2.4 Simulation Results
The PSD of the output signal for a full-scale sinusoidal input allows to compute the Effective
Number of Bits (ENOB) achievable by the converter. Considering only the sigma-deltamod-
ulator, without taking into account non-idealities effects and with an input at 2.7kHz of a
0.5V amplitude, the modulator grants to achieve a SNR = 98dB corresponding to an ENOB
of 16bi t .
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Figure 2.8: Sigma-deltamodulator: Power spectral density of the complete real model
PSD results obtained simulating all the recording chain (filter + modulator), including
also all thenoise sources, show adeep degradation in termsof resolution, leading to a SNR =
56dB corresponding to a 9bi t converter resolution (Fig. 2.8). The plot was obtained using
an input with an amplitude of 2mV at 2.7kHz. It should be clear that this is a worst case
condition, in which the overlapped noise has been extra-estimated, while in the real imple-
mentation it will be expected to have better noise performances.
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Figure 2.9: Signal to Noise Ration variations with different signal amplitudes
Fig. 2.9 depicts the system response in terms of SNR for increasing input amplitudes. As
expected, the SNR increases for increasing input amplitudes and starts to degrade when a
2mV input amplitude is reached. This value corresponds to a modulator input of 0.5V , i.e.
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Vre f /2. The sigma-delta modulator performances drop drastically [77] because of satura-
tion. It can be observed that the minimum detectable signal (corresponding to SNR = 0dB)
is equal to 2µV which is an acceptable result for the signal of interest.
Transistor level design was validated by simulating the whole recording chain with an in-
put given by the sum of 3 sine waves at 3 different frequencies. A 100µV signal at 2.7kHz
has been used to emulate the neural signal, while two components with an amplitude of
1mV at 100Hz and 16kHz have been used tomodel out-of-band interferences. In particular,
the low-frequency sine wave represents a realistic EMG signal. The input signal is shown in
Fig. 2.10(a) and Fig. 2.10(b). The signal has been pre-filtered and pre-amplified by the analog
block before being converted in a 1−bi t streamby the sigma-deltamodulator. The resulting
signal is shown in Fig. 2.10(c) and its PSD can be observed in Fig. 2.10(d). The 3 components
are still detectable and, as expected, the 2.7kHz component has been amplified more than
the two out-of-band signals. The noise shaping effect due to the delta deltamodulator is also
evident. In order to remove the unwanted components, the signal has been decimated with
a 32nd order IIR Butterworth filter mapped in the Xilinx FPGA Virtex-5 LX330. The results in
the time and frequency domain are reported in Fig. 2.10(e) and Fig. 2.10(f); it is evident how
the unwanted components are completely filtered out and only the in-band frequency, am-
plified by the 45.5dB filter gain, is allowed to pass. The results obtained with transistor level
simulation are then exactly what expected, confirming the high reliability of the developed
behavioural model.
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Figure 2.10: Recording chain response to an input composed by the sum of three sines at
100Hz, 2.7kHz and 16kHz
Once that the proper behaviour of the Simulink model has been confirmed comparing
short-simulation time results with those achieved in Cadence environment, longer simula-
tions can be reliably run using the more lean and flexible Simulinkmodel.
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Figure 2.11: Sigma-Delta modulator: pre-recorded neural signal processing
In order to evaluate the system capability to work with real neural signals, the whole sys-
tem has been tested with a pre-recorded neural signal extracted in clinical trials from the
PNS of a rabbit subjected to cutaneous afferent stimulation at 50Hz and 100Hz. The signal
was filtered and modulated by the Simulink model of the analog module and the resulting
stream of bits was fed to the IIR decimator filter mapped on the same FPGA Xilinx Virtex-5
LX330. The input pattern, represented in Fig. 2.11(a), corresponds to 2.5 seconds of record-
ing. The input signal is affected by EMG and ECG interferences with a very large amplitude
(in the millivolts range) and a spectrum (Fig. 2.11(b)) concentrated below 300Hz. Such in-
terferences completelymask the underlying neural content.
Fig. 2.11(c) displays the input-referred output signal and Fig. 2.11(d) its power spectral
density: the low-frequency interferences are completely removed and the weak neural sig-
nal is now amplified and visible, as well as its frequency signature. Some tests have been
also performed by processing a part of the track recorded in absence of external stimulation
and, as expected, no evidence of neural spikes was detected and only the underlying noise
was visible at the system output. In this way, it has been verified the functionality of a neural
recording interface based on a sigma-delta architecture which can be exploited for the de-
velopment of a real-time hardware implementation able to record multi-channel peripheral
neural signals, working even in case of critical conditions.
Chapter 3
A Multi-Channel Electronic Interface
for PNS Recording and Stimulation
3.1 Introduction
The human brain and the way it communicates with the rest of the body has always fasci-
nated the researchers of all the world. The possibility to extract the neural signals and to
use them outside of the human body in order to control a prosthetic device and re-establish
the functionalities lost by a patient subjected for example to an upper-limb amputation is,
in fact, one of the most challenging ideas of ever. To perform this task, the relative solution
depends basically on the place where the signals are extracted. In literature there are a lot of
works concerning the CNS neural recording systems [87, 21, 78, 83, 44, 28, 84], while a fewer
number of works have been published related to the PNS signal acquisition [57, 17, 48, 50].
This is partially due to the wide range of possible applications offered by a CNS implant,
being the brain the part of the body in which each neural signal is generated, this solution
can be in fact exploited for many diseases related to the nervous system such as Epilepsy,
Alzheimer, Multiple Sclerosis, damages to the spinal cord and neuroprosthetics [29]. More-
over with a CNS interface it is possible to acquire different types of signals: in particular
the Local Field Potential (LFP) and the Extracellular Neural Action Potential (ENAP) [21, 27].
Nevertheless such kind of implant is highly invasive and implies the electrode insertion in-
side the skull. An alternative way to reach the neural fibers is the implantation of electrodes
in the peripheral nerves, such a solution is less flexible and more focused on a specific dis-
ease than that based on the CNS, but has the great advantage to be less invasive and re-
cent studies show that it allows to achieve excellent results in the decoding the intentions of
movements for prosthetic applications [57], especially using multi-channel intra-fascicular
electrodes [63].
The general trend in neural recording is to acquire the signal by usingmulti-channel elec-
trodes in order to discriminate the significant electrical activity of single axons and to evalu-
ate the correlation between the signals coming from near recording sites. In literaturemany
systems with a large number of electrodes have been presented, especially referring to the
CNS systems extracting the signals of interest by Multi-Electrode Arrays (MEAs) character-
ized by a number of electrodes up to 256 [87, 21, 12]. The number of channels explosion has
a deep impact also on the chip area in the perspective of a low-power real-time implementa-
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tion responsible to the recording phase, that should not exceed the size of fewmm2 to allow
an easy implantation.
All these considerations are still true considering the PNS but in this case the constraints
are less stringent due to the fact that these electrodes have typically 8-16 channels. Themain
concern in PNS recording is to amplify the neural signals,whose typical amplitudes are in the
tens ofmicrovolt range, as specified in the previous section, filtering the electro-stimulations
signals (EMG interferences) of the muscles which surround the electrodes whose spectrum
partially overlaps the bandwidth of the signals of interest and with amplitudes in the range
of millivolt. For these reasons, the recordingmodule front-endmust be designedwith a spe-
cial care aimed to amplify the weak neural signals avoiding the risk of amplifier saturation
due to the huge EMG interferences. At the same time, the stimulation unit plays a key role
in neural interfaces, since it permits to restore the sensory feedback to the patient giving in-
formation about the external world. The sense of touch can, in fact, be emulated by special
sensors collocated in the cybernetic hand and activated by pressure, and the picked up in-
formation can be transduced in electrical currents to be injected in the patient’s stumpwith
the same electrodes used in the recording phase with amplitudes and morphologies strictly
dependent on the information which must be sent to the brain, usually encoded though a
neuromorphicmodel [20].
In this part of the research activity a bidirectional multi-channel neural interface, in-
tended to record neural signals picked up from an electrode implanted in the PNS and to
elicit the neural fibers with bi-phasic current pulses generated by a stimulationmodule, has
been implemented. In particular, in this way, it is possible to send the peripheral neural sig-
nals to an external host processor in order to perform the next processing steps at off-line or
to an electronic hardware platform able to decode the intentions of movements in real-time
and give the correspondent electro-mechanical stimulations in input to a prosthetic device.
3.2 System Architecture
The system, as represented in Fig. 3.1, is aimed to permit the communication between the
PNS of an amputee patient and a robotic limb in order to re-establish the functionalities lost
by the former. It includes 8 parallel recording channels that are based on sigma-delta A/D
converters following the architecture described in the previous chapter 2, and 8 independent
stimulators, implemented as current D/A converters. The architecture has been developed
on two different levels: an analog front-end and a digital back-end. The analog part has
been implemented in an Integrated Circuit (IC) designed in a 0.35µm CMOS process from
AMS (Austriamicrosystems) with double-poly capacitors and 4 metal layers while the digital
back-end is hosted in the Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3E 1600 development board.
3.2.1 Analog Front-End
The analog front-end includes all the devices that directly interact with the implanted elec-
trode. The system is capable of recording 8 channels in parallel, nevertheless, it has been
thought to work with 16 channel electrodes, therefore an internal switch network has been
introduced to allow choosing 8 out of the 16 available channels. The recording path is com-
posed by a 1st order Switched Capacitor (SC) band-pass filter (BPF) with programmable gain
and a 3rd order sigma-delta modulator with an oversampling ratio (OSR) of 125. It slightly
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the neural recording and stimulation system
differs from what presented in the previous chapter in order to obtain an integer factor be-
tween the FPGA clock signal frequency and the oversampling frequency used for the sigma-
delta A/D converter. In this way, considering an useful bandwidth for the signal of interest
in the range between 800Hz and 8kHz, the input oversampling frequency for each channel
must be equal to 2MHz.
Concerning the analog BPF, its main aim is to filter the neural signal from noise and un-
wanted biological interferences such as the low-frequency EMG interferences and to amplify
it as close as possible to the site where the signal has been extracted, avoiding signal cor-
ruption. Due to the strict area constraints, to allow the implementation of an implantable
device, it has been chosen a low order solution shifting the filtering complexity to the digi-
tal side exploiting the greater integration capacity. The gain must be set properly to benefit
from the amplification effect without risking the loss of information due to amplifier satu-
ration. To prevent this risk, the gain can be modified in a 46dB −56dB range according to
the actual input amplitude. The analog signal is then converted into a digital one using a
3rd order sigma-delta modulator, the two level quantizers generate 8 single-bit streams at
the oversampling frequency that are encoded using an SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) pro-
tocol and sent to the FPGA to be processed by the high-selective sigma-delta decimator. The
stimulation unit is a 5-bit current D/A converter, it provides a bi-phasic current that can
range from 24µA to a maximum of 384µA with impedances up to 4.8kΩ, for higher values
the maximum reachable current value scales down proportionally. The layout of the chip
implementing the multi-channel analog part for recording and stimulation is reported in
Fig.3.2(a) togetherwith its view in Fig.3.2(b) obtained using a common electronmicroscope,
the total area occupation is 4.1mm×4.1mm.
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(a) Layout (b) Electron Microscope view
Figure 3.2: Eight-channels analog front-endmapped on the custom designed IC.
3.2.2 Digital Back-end
The main task of the digital part is the implementation of the sigma-delta decimator. As
detailed in the previous chapter, it is typically composed by two main stages: a low-pass
anti-aliasing filter and a downsampler. The former reconstructs a multi-bit signal from the
one-bit stream generated by the modulator, removes the quantization noise shaped at high
frequencies and preserves the signal from aliasing effects before the downsampling process
in which one sample every R is picked up to bring back the signal to the Nyquist frequency
relaxing the real-time constraints for the next steps of , especially in the case of a periph-
eral neuroprosthetic device. The R factor is fixed to 125 and must coincide with the over-
sampling ratio (OSR) of the sigma-delta converter. Since, in this specific application, one
of the most critical design issue is the low-frequency EMG interferences rejection, the dig-
ital filter has been designed as a high-selective band-pass filter (BPF). In particular, a BPF
in a 800Hz − 8KHz bandwidth has been implemented using a 16th order Infinite Impulse
Response (IIR) Butterworth solution that allows obtaining a good compromise in terms of
out-of-band attenuation andnecessary hardware resources utilization as it has been demon-
strated performinghardware/software cosimulations exploiting the Xilinx SystemGenerator
tool in Matlab Simulink environment. In this case, a lower order has been chosen in com-
parison to what described in the previous chapter due to the fact that the target FPGA must
host a more complex digital control system to manage the various phases of recording and
stimulation and to test in real conditions the performance of the proposed solution.
After verifying the correct operation of the IIR filter on Matlab Simulink using a double-
precision floating-point representation of the internal signals, the same functionality has
been evaluated in the case of fixed-point for which it is necessary to specify the number of
bits and the correspondent fraction length. The main filter parameters for the fixed-point
representation are summarized in Table 3.1. Regarding the input word length and the rela-
tive fraction part, the values have been chosen considering that the recording system must
be able to detect neural pulses with amplitudes in the order of tens of microvolt. The risk of
overflow for the integer parts of the internal signals is prevented thanks to the fact that the
obtained coefficients have values less than unity.
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Response Type Band-Pass Filter
DesignMethod IIR Butterworth
Filter Arithmetic Fixed-Point
Passband 0.8 - 8 KHz
Input Sampling Frequency 2 MHz
Order 16
Coefficient Word Length 32 bit
Input Word Length 32 bit
Input Fraction Length 22 bit
OutputWord Length 32 bit
RoundingMode Floor
OverflowMode Wrap
Table 3.1: Digital filter parameters
The HDL code corresponding to the simulated 16th order quantized IIR filter has been
developed in order to verify the correct functionality when it is mapped on a real FPGA.Mat-
lab FDATool, exploited for the design of the band-pass filter and to verify the functionality
in the target application at simulation time, determines the architecture of the desired filter
as a cascaded of 2nd order Biquad sections using a pipeline mode in order to maximize the
throughput of the digital filter. The pipelined structure is simply created positioning a delay
register between two consecutive subsections.
Once that the filter performances on one channel have been verified, the results have
been extended to a multi-channel implementation. A solution based on a common Time
DivisionMultiplexing (TDM) technique has been adopted in order to exploit the same hard-
ware resources for each channel. As shown in Fig.3.3, the resultant block diagram of the
multi-channel digital filter has been implemented inwhich the various delay registers present
in the single-channel solution and located in each Biquad section are replaced with banks
of 8 registers used as circular buffers according to the current value of a 3-bit counter in-
cremented at the significant edges of a clock signal of frequency 8×2MHz = 16MHz. For
this purpose, a sampling frequency of 16MHz (that is eight times the value necessary for
each channel) has been used. Synthesis results in terms of slices utilization on the target
FPGA and area occupancy have also been calculated in the perspective of a low-power ASIC
implementation.
Table 3.2 compares the results achieved with the TDMmethodwith a static solution that
simply replicates eight IIR filters. In the latter case, the actual ratio in FPGA synthesis would
be greater than 100% making the implementation through TDM a mandatory solution for
the target device. It should also be noticed that the number of the embedded multipliers
used for themulti-channel solutionof the digital filter is less than the correspondingnumber
for the single channel version because some of them have been synthesized as logic blocks.
These results have been obtained exploiting the Xilinx Synthesis Tool (XST) and mapping
the hardware implementation on a Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3E 1600 while the ASIC results have
been derived through a commercial release of the Cadence SoC Encounter software with a
90nm low-power technology library.
The digitalmodule is also responsible of generating the stimulation patternswhichmust
be given in input to the same electrodes used in the recording phase based on external in-
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the multi-channel version of the digital BPF.
FPGA synthesis 8 single ch. 8mux. ch.
Number of slices 39656/14752 9374/14752
Number of slice flip flop 6432 4933
Number of 4 Input LUTs 76768/29504 14941/29504
Number of MUL18x18SIOs 288/36 32/36
Actual ratio [%] 268 63
Maximum frequency [MHz] 40.476 30.878
ASIC synthesis 8 single ch. 8mux. ch.
Cells 135016 27095
Cell Area [µm2] 1083624 255439
Leakage Power [µW ] 790.38 161.32
Dynamic Power [mW] 24.08 12.09
Total Power [mW] 24.87 12.25
Table 3.2: Synthesis results in the case of 8 parallel channels (column 1) and in the case of 8
multiplexed channels (column 2)
formation extracted by particular sensors placed in the surface of the cybernetic hand and
in particular to define the pulse parameters in terms of pulse duration, frequency and am-
plitude as it will be described in the next sections.
3.3 Testing Environment Setup
To verify the functionalities of the implemented bi-directional neural interface in recording
and stimulation, firstly from the electrical point of view and secondly by means of in-vivo
experiments on sedated animals in real critical conditions, a dedicated test environment has
been developed. Fig.3.4 highlights the relative structure which is mainly divided into two
parts: a custom designed Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and a Digital Control System (DCS)
mapped on a Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3E 1600 development board.
In Fig.3.5 a picture of the testing system is shown, involving the Xilinx FPGA Spartan-
3E 1600 Development board on the left side and the custom designed PCB on the right one
that are linked through a 100-pins Hirose connector on which are routed the various signals
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Figure 3.4: Architecture of the Digital Control System.
needed to allow the communication between the two parts. In the following both will be
described in details before presenting the significant results of the neural interface in the
conditions of interest.
Figure 3.5: Implementation of the Testing Environment.
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3.3.1 Custom Designed Printed Circuit Board
The PCB has been designed using the software Cadence-Orcad Capture for the schematic
and PCB Editor for the Layout. Special care has been put on the latter, trying to minimize
the connections and keeping as symmetrical as possible the tracks carrying themost critical
analog paths. Wide ground planes have also been used as well as large tracks for ground and
power supply paths.
The main aim of the PCB is to host the ASIC recording and stimulation chip and all the
devices needed to provide power supply and reference voltages to the chip, as well as to gen-
erate the analog input signal needed to verify its behaviour in the test conditions. In particu-
lar, it has been used a 3.3V voltage regulator (component MAX1792 fromMaxim Integrated)
for the analog power supply generation. Different power domains have been adopted for the
digital and the analog parts to avoid that the huge digital noise is picked up by the analog
circuits which is more sensitive compared to the previous one.
The digital devices have been supplied with a 3.3V provided by the Spartan-3E 1600
board and transmitted to the PCB through the Hirose connector. The ASIC chip requires
three different reference voltages for its working: a 1.65V as reference voltage in all the
switched capacitor circuits and two voltages (0.65V and 2.65V ) for the sigma-deltaVre f gen-
eration. They are provided by a voltageDAC (component LTC2604 from Linear Technology),
this choice allows tuning the reference voltages and to adjust, by this way, the converter res-
olution if needed during the test phase thanks to the reconfigurability allowed by the digital
control system.
The fully-differential input signals for the chip testing are generated by two 16-bit DACs
(component LTC2641 from Linear Technology has been used), achieving a Least Significant
Bit (LSB) of 50µV . Since the typical neural amplitudes are in the decades of microvolt range,
an attenuator has been cascaded to the DACs to allow the system test with more realistic
signals. A low-noise fully differential operational amplifier (component LT1994 from Linear
Technology) with a proper resistive feedback network has been used to implement the atten-
uator. Thanks to a switch network (component ADG636 from Analog Devices) it is possible
to select if use as system input the DACs or the attenuator output. The PCB hosts also two
12-pin connectors for the electrodes connection to test the system during the in-vivo exper-
iments on animals. An ADC (component ADS5560 from Texas Instruments) has also been
introduced to monitor the behaviour of the intermediate stage in the recording channel.
3.3.2 Digital Control System
The Digital Control System (DCS) is aimed, on one hand, to configure and manage the ASIC
chip and all the devices hosted on the PCB and, on the other hand, to handle the communi-
cation with an host PC on which the next processing and decoding steps can be performed
before the realization of a fully portable implementation of the neuroprosthetic device. In
this way, the user can require the execution of a particular test, to record in real-time the var-
ious outputs of the system architecturemapped in the chip during the recording phase or to
send bi-phasic stimulations with a specified set-up in input to the same electrodes used in
recording by exploiting an user-friendlyMatlab interface.
TheDCS is based on the use of aMicroBlaze processormapped on the target FPGAwhich
represents a soft-core used as themicro-controller of the system and the intermediate stage
which allows the communication between the user and the chip, especially to configure its
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behaviour in adaptive way according to the recording conditions. It involves several periph-
eral modules devoted to control the different devices placed in the PCB, as shown in fig. 3.4.
The communication between the modules and the processor is performed through a Pro-
cessor Local Bus (PLB) by which the MicroBlaze can assess on them by a memory-mapped
solution.
In particular, besides the sigma-delta decimator that is an integral part of the recording
unit (described in section 3.2.2) responsible of cutting the low-frequency interferences and
avoiding aliasing effects before the downsampling process at the Nyquist frequency for each
channel, the DCS hosts several hardware peripheral controllers. Regarding the devices on
the PCB it contains the controller for the chip configuration and for the stimulationpatterns
definition, as well as the controller for the DACs that generate the reference voltages, for
those used to generate the input signals, for the ADC and for the switches configuration. It
includes also a control module for the Ethernet communication with the host PC, a UartLite
controller for the MicroBlaze debug prints and one for an external DDR DRAM memory in
which it is possible to save several amount of data exploiting its greater capacity and to map
the instruction code and the data structures of the MicroBlaze application. The DCS has
been designed exploiting the Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) tool for the creation of the em-
bedded system at higher level which must be mapped into the target FPGA, specifying the
hand-coded HDL implementation of each hardware controller after the correct evaluation
of its behaviour at simulation time.
In this way, the user can ask the following operations during the electrical or the in-vivo
experimental tests:
• set the value of the internal registers instantiated in the digital interface of the custom
designed IC;
• generate configurable stimulation patterns as bi-phasic pulse trains;
• evaluate one of the intermediate outputs of the analog recording path;
• create fully-differential sinusoidal test signals with variable amplitude and frequency
which can be applied in input to the designed IC andprocessed even by the digital part
to verify the resultant frequency response of the system in the band of interest and the
out-of-band attenuation, enabling or not the attenuator cascaded at downstream of
the two DACs;
• acquire in real-time the samples coming from the different channels of the sigma-delta
modulators and filtered by the decimator in order to allow an on-line recording and
processing or a plot on a graphical user interface (GUI).
The hardware controllers, connected to the PLB, are accessible by theMicroBlaze through
read/write operations on defined registers specified by an univocal address. The communi-
cation between these controllers and the correspondent components on the PCB is usually
based on an SPI protocol specified in the relative datasheets. In the following the solutions
adopted for some of the modules are described withmore details.
Chip configuration
The digital interface integrated in the chip is characterized by a bank of eight registers, each
one of 16 bit. Seven registers encode the information concerning the chip configuration
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such as the gain value of the band-pass pre-filter, the input test set-up bypassing one of the
various stages involved in the recording path, the stimulation current values, the electrodes
selection. They can be either read or written. The last one is a read-only register used to store
the eight 1-bit generated by the sigma-delta modulators which must be applied in input to
the multi-channel sigma-delta decimator.
The communication between the customdesigned IC and its hardware controller is based
on a custom SPI link synchronized with respect to a clock signal at the frequency of 40MHz
handled by a determined Finite State Machine (FSM) which controls each phase of the chip
configuration. This clock signal is created by the oscillator available on the FPGA according
to the system clock of the board at 50MHz and instantiating a Digital ClockManager (DCM)
module in the digital part which determines the output clock signal properly specifying the
values used as multiplier and divider, and finally transmitting it to the chip through the Hi-
rose connector. In the same way, the relative clock signals are created and sent in input to
the other available components based on the specifics defined in the relative datasheets.
The protocol consists of 20-bit transactions as shown in Fig. 3.6 which involves that each
communication pattern between the digital part mapped on the FPGA and the chip on the
PCB is performed with a frequency of 2MHz.
 
20 bit 
WnR Reg. Address Data 
Figure 3.6: SPI communication protocol between the chip and the controller
In detail, the first bit indicates whether the operation is intended to read or to write one
of the chip registers, the next three bits are used to specify the address of which register is
involved in the operation and the last 16 bits are the data which have to be read or written
on the register. Using this protocol it is possible to perform different tasks on the chip:
• “Reset” of the internal registers to their default values;
• “Writing” one of the 7 chip registers for the configuration of the analog front-end;
• “Reading” one of the 8 chip registers;
• “Streaming”, during which the bits generated by the eight sigma-delta modulators are
continuously read at the frequency of 2MHz and sent to the digital decimator;
• “Stimulation” during which trains of bi-phasic pulses are generated as stimulation
waveforms.
The proposed solutionof theDCS allows to generate the train of bi-phasic pulses in stim-
ulationmode and, at the same time, between two successive pulses, acquire the signal com-
ing from the neural electrodes and processing them through the sigma-delta decimator. In
streaming mode, the eight 1-bit outputs of the sigma-delta modulators are applied in input
to the multi-channel decimator. They are filtered removing the unwanted low-frequency
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interferences and the quantization noise shifted at high frequencies, determining at out-
put a better resolution able to properly reconstruct the signal of interest. Then the outputs
are brought back at the Nyquist frequency, relaxing the timing constraints which must be
satisfied in order to sent them in real-time to the host PC by the Ethernet link using the
MicroBlaze processor as intermediate stage. This is performed by transmitting successive
UDP packets with a payload containing a defined number of decimator output samples for
the various channels represented with the correct fixed-point representation, which must
be properly processed at PC side. To this aim, a buffering mechanism is required before to
sent the samples in real-time to the PC via Ethernet. For this reason, the processor stores
temporarily them on the external DDR DRAMmemory. Special care has been in fact put on
buffering operation in order to avoid the loss of samples due to saturation conditions. Due to
the fact that theMicroBlazemust serve several operations at the same time, even the periph-
eral module responsible of the chip configuration saves the decimator output in a bank of 6
slice registers for each channel to further reduce the frequency, with respect to the Nyquist
rate, according to which the processor acquires the relative signals before sending them to
the host PC for the next processing steps.
As specified before, write operations on the internal registers allow the user to reconfig-
ure at runtime:
• the gain of the various processing sub-stages of the analog front-end (high-pass and
low-pass pre-filtering) for all the 8 channels;
• to give the test signal in input to one of the various stages in order to evaluate the fre-
quency response of each of them or considering as input that coming from the neural
electrodes for in-vivo experimental tests;
• to bypass or not the stage of bandpass pre-filtering;
• to set the value of the stimulation currents for each channel;
• to define which of the intermediate outputs of the processing flow connect to the test
pins in order to verify the behaviour with an oscilloscope.
Stimulation pattern generation
The programmed stimuli are bi-phasic pulses (Fig. 3.7) in which parameters such as ampli-
tude (A), width (W ), frequency ( f ) and the number of pulses can be defined by the user at
runtimewithin pre-defined ranges as indicated in the Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.7: Biphasic neural stimulus waveform
parameter range
A (µA) 24−384
W (µs) 10−300
f (Hz) 10−300
Table 3.3: Biphasic neural stimulus waveform
The stimulation pulse is generated by the hardware interface with the following opera-
tions handled by the same FSM dedicated to the chip configuration: first, the digital code
corresponding to the selected amplitude A is written on the chip register, this values stays
on the register for a time interval equal toW , then, the negative value is stored in the same
register for the same time only reversing the relative sign bit and, finally, a recovery period
with 0 current is set. The process is repeated after a period T equal to the inverse of the
requested frequency f . During this recovery period, the operation state of the chip can be
changed to streaming mode in order to continue the acquisition at output from the analog
part of the recording path. Fig. 3.8 shows the set-up of the testing environment during the
stimulation phase, in which it is possible to notice:
• the host PC by which the user can ask to the DCS, via the Matlab interface, the gener-
ation of a specified stimulation pattern;
• the test system involving the Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3E development board connect to
the host PC via Ethernet and the PCB;
• a breadboard on which an equivalent resistive model of the input impedance of the
neural electrodes are placed and connected to the relative pins available in the PCB;
• theMSO6054Amixed signal oscilloscope from Agilent technologies by which it is pos-
sible to evaluate the timing trend of the voltage drop across the resistive model and
determine the stimulation current in input to the neural electrodes.
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Figure 3.8: Set-up of the testing environment during stimulation.
Input test signal controller
The controller for the input DACs is aimed to generate electrical signals to test the filter fre-
quency response. The DCS allows the user to select at runtime the type of the signal which
must be applied in input to the chip, choosing among a fully-differential test signal gener-
ated by the two DACs and that coming from the neural electrodes. Regarding to the first
solution, the user can choose between two different alternatives:
• to generate two sinusoidal waves with a phase shift of 180°and variable frequency and
amplitude in order to verify the behaviour of the recording system for components
along the whole band of interest and the attenuation in the case of out-of-band com-
ponents;
• to apply input samples belonging to a real neural signal, recorded during previous in-
vivo experimental tests on sedated animals and saved in the DDR DRAMmemory ac-
cessible by theMicroBlaze processor.
Therefore, for the first test case, sinusoidal signals in a wide range of frequencies are re-
quired. Since the filter bandwidth is expected to be in the 800Hz − 8kHz range, the test
frequencies cover an interval from 80Hz to 80kHz. In such a wide range it is not possi-
ble to use the same number of samples per period for each frequency, therefore 3 different
Look Up Tables (LUTs) have been used: 100 samples/period for frequencies below 4kHz, 24
for frequencies in a [4kHz−20kHz] range and 6 samples for the highest frequency interval
[20kHz − 80kHz]. This choice allows having a better resolution for low frequency signals
considering that, for them, timing constraints are not particularly strict, for higher frequen-
cies the number of samples is reduced in order tomeet the constraint on themaximum input
sampling frequency for the DACs. The two DACs receive the same samples with a 180°phase
shift for the generationof a fully differential signal. To do this, the samples sent to the second
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DAC start from half the LUT. For the second test case, the controller is also able to send to
the two DACs generic samples coming from the PC, by this way, any waveform can be set as
system input. To allow the generation of test signals with amplitudes in the order of tens of
microvolt as for the signals of interest, the user can ask to the DCS of enabling or disabling
the attenuator with a transformation ratio equal to 1/100 at downstream of the two DACs.
Ethernet controller
An Ethernet link has been used for the FPGA-PC link in order to exploit its great communi-
cation bandwidth and fulfil the timing constraints imposed by the application under con-
sideration. In particular, the UDP protocol has been preferred to the TCP one for its lower
latency. Indeed, the higher reliability of the TCP protocol is not necessary in this case, con-
sidering that there is a point-to-point connection between the host PC and the FPGA device.
LightWeight IP (LwIP) libraries have been used for the MicroBlaze code, they were in-
cluded in an open-source project of C libraries for the implementation of the TCP/IP proto-
col stack optimized for the use on embedded systems. It can be used in many development
environments for embedded systems including Altera, Xilinx and Honeywell. The mapping
of such a system on the FPGA requires only few tens of kbytes of RAM and approximately
40 kbytes of ROM and has the great advantage of masking all the complexity at low level to
handle the Ethernet communication. To do this, it has been also necessary to instantiate a
Xilinx Ethernet controller, an Interrupt Handler, a hardware timer to handle the timing of
the interrupt handler and the DDR DRAM to store the buffered packets before the sending
and the code of the software library by properly configuring the Linked Script file for the XPS
project of the embedded system. It assumes that in the configuring process of the target
board, by using the XMD (Xilinx Microprocessor Debugger) tool, the ELF (Executable and
Linkable format) file must be downloaded on the available external memory due to the fact
that there is not enough space in the local memory of the processor, resulting in a higher
latency access for read/write operations.
The optimization of the relative parameters can bemadedirectly from the “Software Plat-
form Settings” panel of the XPS tool: the few required operations to do are the maximum
payload size definition for the UDP packets, the selection of the packets queue depth and
the activation of the UDP communication. When the user sends a packet to the DCS, the
MicroBlaze processor keeps track of its IP address and the used port creating the commu-
nication socket, invokes a specific callback function as soon as a packet is received, sends a
response or performs further processing and finally verifies on the network interface if new
packets are incoming. The type of required operation is encoded in the payload as a string.
In thisway, theMicroBlaze acts as an asynchronousmicro-controller for theDCS accord-
ing to the user requests: at the packet receipt, it decodes themessage in the payload, storing
the significant information or delegating the operations to the dedicated controllers. The
use of the LwIP library allows the processor to manage multiple requests at the same time
coming from the PC. The latency introduced by the UDP protocol and the constraints im-
posed in terms of maximum payload size allow to perform a real-time communication only
at the sigma-delta decimator output (i.e. 8 channels downsampled at 16kHz). Nevertheless
it is also possible to acquire the modulator outputs (i.e. 8 channels at 2MHz), but in this
case only an off-line transmission is possible. In this latter case, the number of samples that
can be transmitted is limited by the space available on the DDR DRAM on which they are
temporarily saved.
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PC-side interface
From the point of view of the user application, an user-friendly interface in Matlab environ-
ment has been developed. It facilitates the Ethernet connection management since it han-
dles the packet transmission and reception to and from the FPGA by running respectively
simple write and read operation to the output buffer of the PC Ethernet interface. To do
this, the communication socket with the board must be defined exploiting the “Instrument
Control” toolbox.
An useful application is for example the feedback streaming audio generation to ear the
neural recorded signals, this is very helpful during in-vivo tests. To perform such a task,
custom scripts were created in order to read the information transmitted by theMicroBlaze,
convert them in the proper format and save the samples on a buffer associated with the
multi-channel audio interface of the host PC (through the instantiation of an AnalogOutput
object). When a defined threshold is reached during the buffer filling, the script invokes
an asynchronous callback whose task is to read and transfer the associated samples to the
AnalogOutput object. By this way, the user can ear in real-time the signal and assess the
presence of significant neural spikes.
3.4 Experimental Results: electrical tests
The first tests are aimed to verify the analog front-end behaviour from an electrical point of
view. The test system based on discrete DACs described in section 3.3.2 has been used for
this purpose. The PCB is provided with two test points used to monitor the chip during the
tests: one is collocated at the chip output, a switch network allows selecting which interme-
diate output connects to them. In this way, it is possible to analyse the temporal trend at the
HPF, the LPF, the 1st , 2nd and 3rd modulator stage outputs observing them with an oscillo-
scope. The other test point is at the chip input and allows verifying the system performances
during the stimulator tests.
3.4.1 Recording unit tests
Firstly, the frequency response of the analog 1st order BPF has been verified, a differential
sinusoidal input with fixed amplitude and variable frequency in the range 80Hz − 80kHz
has been used. Fig. 3.9 shows the results, the blue curve was obtained with the lowest gain
while the red one with the highest gain configuration.
The filter parameters, in terms of gain and bandwidth for the maximum and the mini-
mum gain configuration, are reported in Table 3.4. It should be clear that, even though there
is a slight differencewith respect to the design specification (800HzÂu˚8kHz) it does not rep-
resent a problem since the out-of-band frequencies will be completely rejected by the high
selective BPF of the digital decimator stage.
Fig. 3.10 demonstrates the possibility to program the gain of the pre-filter: the traces
were obtained stimulating the chip with a fully-differential sinusoidal signal with a 280µVpp
amplitude at 3kHz. The weak amplitude has been obtained thanks to the attenuator cas-
caded after the two DACs generating the input test signal. The result has been achieved with
5 possible gain configurations; nevertheless, the gain can be configured with a total of 256
values between theminimum and themaximum values.
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Figure 3.9: BPF Bode diagram. Red curve: higher gain configuration, blue curve: lower gain
configuration.
Gain [dB] Bandwidth [KHz]
High Gain 56.5 0.8-11
Low Gain 45.9 0.8-9.5
Table 3.4: BPF parameters
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Figure 3.10: BPF: gain programmability.
As detailed before, the low-order band-pass pre-filter integrated in the custom designed
IC for each channel is aimed only to partially remove the low-frequency interferences. It is
due to the fact that then the greater integration capacity of the digital side and the proposed
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sigma-delta architecture have been exploited to design the first stage of the decimator with
a highly selective frequency response, as can be seen in Fig.3.11, mapped on the target FPGA
and, in the perspective of portable solution,hosted in the stump of the upper limb prosthesis
device.
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Figure 3.11: Frequency response of the 16th order digital BPF
The sigma-delta converter resolution was tested setting as input a sinusoidal waveform
of 0.5V@5kHz, bypassing the analog BPF and applying it directly in input to the modula-
tor. Fig.3.12(a) shows the 1-bit stream in the time domain while the resulting Power Spectral
Density (PSD) is reported in Fig. 3.12(b) and confirms a predominant signal component
at 5 kHz. The input amplitude corresponds to Vre f /2, it has been chosen to test the con-
verter performances with a full-scale signal. In fact, for higher amplitudes the converter
performances start to degrade. According to the resulting PSD it is possible to evaluate the
signal-to-noise ratio that is equal to 57.1dB, corresponding to an Effective Number Of Bits
(ENOB) of 9.2 bit. This can be considered the real resolution of the proposed converter. The
plot points out also the noise shaping effect obtained by the sigma-delta modulator of the
analog front-end even if this high frequency noise is then removed by the high-order digital
decimation filter.
The digital filter output is reported in Fig. 3.12(c) and Fig. 3.12(d), respectively in the time
and in the frequency domain. The digital decimator brought back the sample frequency to
the Nyquist rate, the sine is thus sampled at 16kHz. Therefore, it has only about 3 samples
for each period, for that reason in Fig. 3.12(c) the spline interpolation of the measured sam-
ples has also been reported. The frequency domain shows how the high frequency noise
has been rejected by the decimator filter. The digital BPF, in fact, is a 16th order filter and
its sharpness allows attenuating deeply the out-of-band interferences, a 200Hz signal, for
instance (that is a significant example being this frequency in the typical EMG frequency
range) is attenuated by more than 100V /V .
The relation between the signal amplitude (referred to the analog filter input) and the
SNR calculated from the PSD at the modulator output has also been evaluated. The result is
shown in Fig.3.13, a typical sigma-delta characteristic has been obtained, the SNR increases
with the increasing of the input amplitude up to a threshold (in this case 3.6mV referred to
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(a) Time domain: bit-stream (b) Frequency domain: Power Spectral Density
(c) Time domain: digital decimator output (d) Frequency domain: digital decimator output
Figure 3.12: Results at the modulator and at the decimator output with a sinusoidal input
with 0.5V in amplitude at 5kHz
the input) corresponding to about half the reference voltage at the modulator input. For
higher amplitudes the signal saturates and the corresponding SNR starts to drop.
Figure 3.13: SNR vs. Input Amplitude.
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Since the system has been designed to work with neural signals, it has been also tested
the capabilities of the whole recording chain to work with amplitudes in the order of tens
of microvolts. A 18µV signal at 3kHz has been generated as input signal (the attenuator
cascaded after the two DACs has been used for this purpose). In Fig. 3.14(a), the time 1-bit
stream is reported, while Fig. 3.14(b) presents its PSD, even though such signal is particularly
weak it is still detectable. This is even more evident if the output of the digital filter is anal-
ysed: Fig. 3.14(c) shows the acquired signal in the time domain, the result has been obtained
using the higher gain configuration for the analog bandpass pre-filter in order to amplify the
weak signal as much as possible before the digital conversion. The frequency spectrum, re-
ported in Fig.3.14(c) confirms this result, showing a peak signal at 3kHz as expected. Look-
ing at the underlying noise shape in Fig. 3.14(c), it is evident how the interferences below
800Hz are deeply attenuated.
(a) Bitstream (b) Power Spectral Density (PSD)
(c) Decimator output in the time domain (d) Decimator output in the frequency domain
Figure 3.14: Recording system results in high-gain configurationwith an input signal of 18µV
at 3KHz.
Finally, the system has been tested with a pre-recorded neural signal acquired during
previous clinical trials with rabbits. The animal was subjected to vibrations at 50Hz and
100Hz in cutaneous afferents for 10 seconds. The results show how the system is capable
of rejecting the huge low noise components visible in the input signal (Fig. 3.15(a)) and to
highlight the neural spikes.
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Figure 3.15: Pre-recorded neural signal processed by the recording module
3.4.2 Stimulation module tests
The stimulationmodule has been testedusing the systempresented in section 3.3.2 that per-
mits to generate bi-phasic pulse trainswith variable current, pulsewidth and period. A 10KΩ
resistance connected between the input pin and the reference voltage was used to emulate
the impedance introduced by the target neural electrodes. Fig. 3.16 shows the possibility to
vary the current amplitudewhich, considering this output impedance, can range from 20µA
to 100 µA. Higher currents can be achieved with lower impedances.
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Figure 3.16: Stimulation current amplitude programmability.
Fig. 3.17(a) and Fig. 3.17(b) show how it is possible to change the pulse widthW, in fact it
can be programmed in a range from 10µs to 300µs. The signals depicted in the figures have
been acquired with the oscilloscope and they therefore represent the voltage signal drops
across the equivalent input resistance connected at the electrode terminals. To obtain the
corresponding current, the signals should be divided for the 10KΩ resistance value.
 
10µs 
(a) pulse widthW=10µs
 
300µs 
(b) pulse widthW=300µs
Figure 3.17: Stimulation biphasic pulses varying the relative phase width.
The possibility to change the bi-phasic pulse periodT has also been provided, it can span
from a minimum of 4ms to a maximum of 100ms. Fig. 3.18(a) and Fig. 3.18(b) confirm the
proper functionality of the stimulator also in this case.
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4ms 
(a) train period D=4ms
 
100ms 
(b) train period D=100ms
Figure 3.18: Stimulation biphasic pulses varying the relative period.
3.4.3 Real in-vivo tests
The in-vivo measurements have been performed on sedated rats at the Ecole Polytechnique
Federale de Lausanne (EPFL) (Switzerland). An eight-channels TIME (Transverse Intra-fascicular
Multi-channel Electrode) was chronically implanted in the sciatic nerve of the animal. All
processes were performed using a protocol approved by the local Ethical Committee. The
tests were performed after a month from the electrode implantation, therefore the results
should be considered highly representative of what can be obtained in a long-term implant,
when the electrode-tissue interface is already degraded. In Fig.3.20 two pictures of the ex-
perimental set-up with the chip connected to the neural electrode chronically implanted in
the rat is shown.
 
(a) Experimental Set-up (b) Chronic TIME implantation
Figure 3.19: In-vivo tests at the EPFL laboratories.
During the tests the hind pow of the animal has been subjected to flexo-extensor move-
ments. The results, concerning seven different channels, have been reported in Fig.3.20.
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Figure 3.20: In-vivo recording results with seven channels
The presence of neural spikes with amplitudes of few tens of microvolts is evident as
well as the correlation between the near channels. The test successfully confirms the system
capabilities of recording neural signals with an input referred noise of less than 10µVpp . Fig.
3.21 shows a single spike recordedwith the proposed system. As expected for a neural signal,
it is characterized by an amplitude of about one hundred of µV and a duration of 300ns.
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Figure 3.21: In-vivo recording results: zoom on a single spike

Chapter 4
Real-time neural signals decoding
onto off-the-shelf DSP processors
4.1 Introduction
Considering the reference architecture of the closed-loop system used for the upper limb
neuroprosthesis, at downstreamof themulti-channel sigma-delta decimator, the high-resolution
outputs at the Nyquist sampling frequency must be analysed in order to determine the de-
sired intentions of movements of the amputee. For this reason, it will be presented the con-
tribution related to the decoding algorithms of peripheral neural signals and the develop-
ment of the correspondent hardware implementations in order to fulfill the tight timing and
power constraints imposed by the reference application to allow portability of the resultant
solution, in this first case targeted on a commercial off-the-shelf DSP processor.
As it has been analysed before, several researches have focused their efforts on the iden-
tification of algorithms able to decode the mechanisms with which the brain generates the
electrical stimulations responsible of transmitting information related to the desired motor
actions from the central nervous system to peripheral one. The aim is to extract the inten-
tions of movements of the amputee by analysing the physiological signals, acquired by the
electrodes and digitalized with high resolution by the sigma-delta converter, and to gener-
ate the correspondent electro-mechanical stimulations which must be given in input to a
cybernetic hand.
As said before, the ENG-based prosthesis represents the most promising solution on
which this part of the research activity has concentrated its efforts. In particular, it will be
analysed the development and the implementation of an ENG-based decoding solution on
an embedded system, considering an off-line algorithm of the state of the art [16] as ref-
erence which has been already verified by real experimental tests on sedated animals pre-
senting excellent performance [69]. At the moment, the fundamental aspect of the corre-
spondent real-time hardware implementation has been often overlooked, notwithstanding
the impact that limited resources available on embedded systemsmay have on the efficien-
cy/effectiveness of any given algorithm. The same results must be in fact confirmed even
in case of using low operating frequency and strict low-power constraints imposed by the
application into consideration in order to allow portability of the resulting device.
The aim of this part of the work is to implement a systemwhich can work autonomously
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and in an unsupervised way based on the current characteristics of the acquired signal, in
real-time, by using compact battery-powered devices such as programmable DSPs and FP-
GAs. In the following sections, it will be described the target algorithm for PNS signals decod-
ing and the relative optimizations for the full implementation onto a off-the-shelf floating-
point digital signal processor (DSP) for on-line processing. Beyond low-level optimizations,
different solutionswill be proposed at a high level in order to find the best trade-off in terms
of effectiveness/efficiency. A latency model, obtained through cycle-accurate profiling of
the different code sections, will be presented in detail in order to perform a fair performance
assessment and to verify the correct functionalities even in case of worst case timing condi-
tions.
4.2 A state-of-art ENG-based signal processing al-
gorithm
Themajority of the decoding algorithms adopted for prosthetic applications involve the gen-
eration of a mathematical model created by examples with which it is possible to under-
stand the desired amputee movement by information related for instance to the spikeness
of the active neurons in a defined time window. For this reason, it is fundamental to have
electrodes with a high degree of selectivity in order not to limit the results at classification
downstream. During the years, among the various proposed approaches able to acquire
the ENG signals at PNS level, neural interfaces based on the use of thin-film Longitudinal
Intra-Fascicular Electrodes (tf-LIFEs) have already demonstrated the capability of extracting
the significant activity of each neuronal cell [59]. They are placed in parallel way to the axe
of the residual nerve accessible at the stump. The relative geometric structure is shown in
Fig.4.1which highlights the presence ofmore sensitive sites in order to allow amulti-channel
acquisition and processing.
Figure 4.1: Structure of the tf-LIFEs.
The same interfaces can be used in a closed-loop system as a bi-directional communica-
tion link between the brain and the prosthesis. As said before, it involves a recording phase
along the direct path from the CNS to the PNS and a stimulationphase in the opposite direc-
tion to restore the external sensory feedback to an upper limb amputee. The original work,
considered as the starting point for this part of the research, has been presented in [16] with
the aim of verifying if the proposed off-line algorithm was able to decode the information
related to external stimuli applied on 6 adult sedated rabbits from the signals extracted by
the tf-LIFEs implanted in their sciatic nerve.
This algorithm consists of 4 successive processing stages: wavelet denoising (WD), spike
detection (SD), spike sorting by template matching (SS) for feature extraction and finally,
classification (CL). In comparison to other state-of-art algorithms, this one presents a feature
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the PNS decoding process on a real signal.
extraction phase, to feed the classifier of the final stage, based on typical signal processing
techniques which can be easily adapted for an efficient real-time implementation on DSP
architectures, as it will be detailed. At the same time, the template-matching approach is
critical in terms of computational complexity, inserting difficulties on the fulfilment of the
timing constraints of the application under consideration.
For these reasons, a block-on-line approach has been adopted,applying as input a stream
with sampling frequency fs of 12kHz and obtaining as output a class assigned by the clas-
sifier to a feature vector, called pattern, at a rate fp of 4Hz. An additional trigger with the
same fs has been processed to provide an on/off flag giving information that the underlying
neural activity extracted by the tf-LIFEs is consequent to the external stimuli applied to the
sedated animals and that it must be used for decoding or for the training phase of the clas-
sifier. A pattern is a vector of n f eat features which each of them represents the percentage
of spikes in a timing window of L samples with a morphology similar to one of the ordered
n f eat templates created in the training phase of the SS stage. A simple representation of the
processing of the neural signals is presented in Fig.4.2.
In particular, the raw signal (a) recorded by the acquisition system is filtered by the WD
approach (b), rejecting the samples which correspond to the noise and unchanging those
of the significant spikes which are identified by means of a SD stage and compared to the
previously extracted templates created by cross-correlation measures. The occurrences of
the spikes with similar morphology with respect to these templates are then determined (c)
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as a percentage of the total pulses identified in a fixed time window. These values represent
the components of a feature vector (d) which must be given in input to the classifier in order
to determine the resulting class related to a particular sensory stimulus.
To achieve a good spikeness for the pattern, intended as the number of spikes per win-
dow, L should be large enough to contain several spikes and should slide on the input signal
with a frame rate r adequate to follow local variations in the signal in real-time. Given tL , the
frame rate r defines the time instants tn in which the patterns will be extracted to be pro-
cessed by the classifier, i.e. tn = n tLr with n = 1,2, · · · . It is possible to choose L = b_len× r ,
so that b_len is the number of new signal samples, forming a block, needed to push on the
window (the window slides with an overlap of 1−r−1, e.g. 75% for r = 4). Since only the clas-
sifier requires to operate on the whole window, a “virtual” sliding window is implemented
in the code for the first three stages, the last one being in charge of preserving a memory of
the spike sorting results for the latest r blocks (updated block-wise) to compute the features
for a single pattern. This choice reduces the memory requirements and the computational
redundancies.
To provide an overview of the proposed algorithm in its on-line version, Algorithm 1 de-
scribes with a pseudo-code the different processing parts executed every time a new block
of b_len input samples is available. The different conditions responsible of the transitions
between the states of the algorithm can be automatically set by the code at run-time (e.g.
whenever an established number of spikes has been processed, after a specific amount of
time, in response to an external trigger).
The sequence of themacro-states of the algorithmchanges over time in order to achieve
the automatic tuning of the various stages before the normal operation:
1. WD with threshold tuning in loop with SD;
2. WD and SDwith established thresholds, followed by SS in Tuning Phase (TPh);
3. templates reduction and definition of the final set of n f eat templates;
4. WD and SDwith established thresholds, followed by SS in Steady Phase (SPh);
5. CL creation and training;
6. WD and SDwith established thresholds, followed by SS in SPh and then by CL (pattern
recognition).
In the following, the different stages are analysed considering optimizations of both the
original algorithm, to improve efficiency and effectiveness in the context of an embedded
system implementation.
4.2.1 Wavelet Denoising
WD is a preliminary processing step used in several biomedical applications to remove the
background noise added to the signal of interest, in particular when it can be modelled as a
Gaussian distributed random source. It is a non-linear filtering process aimed at the reject-
ing of the in-band and the out-of-band samples which belong to these noise sources. Such
a technique transforms the raw data into an orthogonal time-frequency domain by decom-
posing the Nyquist bandwidth in sub-bands of different resolutions (analysis phase), then
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Algorithm1Main loop of the on-line algorithm, for every new block of data (b_len samples)
//WD
Wavelet decomposition (Nscales scales)
if 1st block then
Evaluate the parameters to compute theWD threshold, for this block
Assign them to all the rσ elements required to compute the WD threshold for a whole
window
Compute theWD thresholds at the different scales
else if tuning threshold then
Evaluate the parameters to compute the threshold, for this block
end if
for i = 1 to Nscales do
Perform thresholding at scale 2i
end for
Wavelet recomposition
//SD
Spike detection (different approaches)
//SS
Crosscorrelate incoming spike with existing templates (if any)
if template creation mode then
ifmax(cor relation)> thc then
Update corresponding template by synchronized averaging
else
Create a new template from incoming spike
end if
else if passing from template creation mode to sor t ing mode then
Perform templates merge and reduction to n f eat templates
else if sor t ing mode then
ifmax(cor relation)> thc then
Periodically update corresponding template by synchronized averaging
Update templates count for feature creation of current pattern
end if
end if
if low spikeness AND tuning threshold then
Compute the thresholds at the different scales
Update theWD threshold buffers
end if
//CL
if sor t ing mode then
if tr aining classi f ier then
Classifier training
else
Classify the current pattern
end if
end if
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applies thresholding on the resulting coefficients introducing the non-linearity and finally
transforms back into the original domain by recomposition (synthesis phase).
Since the wavelet decomposition represents a matched filtering between the signal and
scaled-shifted versions of amotherwavelet as in the Eq.4.1 where a is the scaling factor while
b represents the shifting one, the latter must be chosen with a shape similar to a typical ac-
tion potential in order to emphasize the presence of the pulses. For example, in the original
algorithm, it has been used the Symlet 7 family or otherwise it can be designed according to
the characteristics of the signal under consideration.
ψa,b (t )=
1p
a
ψ
(
t −b
a
)
(4.1)
At each stage of decomposition, WD is usually implemented with a pair of Quadrature
Mirror Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters implementing respectively a low-pass H(z) and
a high-pass G(z) filter. They equally split the bandwidth of the input signal in approxima-
tion a2i (z) given in input to the next stage 2
i+1 and detail d2i (z) which is passed through
thresholding. Considering an input sampling frequency fs , the former is composed by the
components until fs/4 whereas the latter with components between fs/4 and fs/2. In case
of orthogonal wavelets, as it happens for the majority of the families, the coefficients of the
filtersH ′(z) andG ′(z) at recomposition are simply themirrored versions of the relative filters
at decomposition.
To achieve timing shift invariance of theWD process, it has been considered the Ã -trous
solution [80] which is the best one for a real-time implementation thanks to its limited com-
plexity in comparison to others, such as those based on the cycle spinning as in the original
off-line work [16]. It determines that the coefficients of the analysis filters at the 2i stage
are simply obtained by oversampling applied to the coefficients of the filters at the previous
stage, always preserving the same sampling rate. Such an approach allows to substitute, at
decomposition, the various filtering paths of the trellis with the equivalent filters, minimiz-
ing the code complexity and the memory requirements for the mapping of the application
into aDSP architecture. At recompositionphase, it is fundamental to consider a 0.5 factor for
the coefficients of the synthesis filters in order to properly reconstruct the output denoised
signal. A block diagram of the filters trellis used for theWD is shown in Fig.4.3.
In the original algorithm, WD works at @ fs equal to 12kHz on the raw data performing
3 levels of decomposition/recomposition with a Symlet 7 mother wavelet. Moreover, it re-
moves the approximation signal at output of the last decomposition stage in order to obtain
a resulting high-pass bandwidth between 750Hz and 6kHz, rejecting the low-frequency in-
terferences such as the EMG signals generated by the muscles near to the electrodes and
overlapped to the signal of interest in terms of significant frequency bandwidth. Due to the
support length of the Symlet 7, its use determines the excessive increase of the memory re-
quirements proportional to the number of trellis stages in comparison to the Haar family.
Considering other works in the literature [72], it has been decided to narrow the bandwidth
adding one level of decomposition/recomposition and cleaning the first detail signal in or-
der to obtain a resulting frequency response in the range of [375 - 3000] Hz. The augmented
number of levels would introduce a latency of 196 samples with the Symlet 7 in comparison
to only 16 samples for the simpler Haar, which is then the best design choice in terms of
efficiency for the proposed DSP implementation.
Between analysis and synthesis, it is fundamental to apply a certain delay to the detail
samples in order to obtain a correct alignment in time and thus to avoid synchronization
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Figure 4.3: From top to bottom, the proposed approach toWD: original filter bank trellis and
memory-optimized version with equivalent filters.
problems, properly reconstructing the spikes at WD downstream. This can be implemented
taking into account the correct offset in the recomposition filters buffer, needing in such a
way more memory locations, considering the time lag as t2i = t2i+1 + l at2i+1 , where:
l at2i =NGi (z)− (NGi (z)%2) (4.2)
NGi (z) being the length of theGi (z) filter and % the reminder of the integer division.
Regarding to the thresholding phase, with the aim of obtaining the best optimization of
the original algorithm, it has been preferred theHard approach for its simplicity (Eq.4.3a, the
detail coefficients with values lower than a defined threshold θ are rejected whereas the re-
maining ones passed unchanged) with respect to the Soft approach (Eq.4.3b, also requiring
the shrinking of the input coefficients towards zero of θ value) [19].
Thrθ
H (xk)=
{
xk , if xk ≥ θ
0, if xk < θ
(4.3a)
Thrθ
S (xk)=


xk −θ, if xk > θ
xk +θ, if xk <−θ
0, if |xk | ≤ θ
(4.3b)
For the same reason, it is important to adopt a method for the on-line calculation of θ
without inserting unnecessary complexity. To provide adaptiveness according to the char-
acteristics of the input signal at the varying of the SNR conditions, this can be done iteratively
computing θ as a scaled version of the standard deviation of the noise σn . The scaling coef-
ficient can be found empirically or exploiting some approaches in literature as the minimax
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and the universal scaling factors. Suchmethods present a dependency from the length N of
the signal to analyse, which is misleading in an on-line processing where the window length
is extremely short. For this reason it has been used a fixed precomputed scaling factor 3.9
obtained with theminimax approach over a signal frame of 43 seconds as in [69].
The process of updating the threshold value can be performed only at the beginning and
then disabled if the detected spikeness degree in the successive samples window reaches a
certain level. Only when no spikes are detected by the next processing stage, the updating
is enabled again. It means that the sample standard deviation can be used more efficiently
and with similar results compared to the median absolute deviation typically used for its
robustness to the outliers as demonstrated in [19]. It differs from what it has been done in
[69] due that in this case the median absolute deviation is more appropriate for an off-line
processing which needs the onerous operating of the sort of a samples buffer.
In order to evaluateσn over a frame of samples larger than b_len, i.e. b_len×rσ, optimiz-
ing the latency, it is possible to compute for every incoming block of new b_len samples (at
each scale i ) their squared sum (all the detail coefficients are zero-mean) s j ,2i =
∑b_l en
n=1 d
2
2i
[n],
so that for every new block of samples the last rσ partial squared sums can be summed up,
multiplied by (b_len× rσ−1)−1 and then the squared root computed:
σn2i =
√√√√ 1
b_len× rσ−1
rσ∑
j=1
s j ,2i (4.4)
It should be noted that rσ is different from r and s j ,2i could belong to non contiguous
blocks of the signal.
4.2.2 Spike Detection
Every newblock of samplesmust be scanned sample-wise in order to find the next spike. The
use of a simple absolute threshold obtained starting from the samples values at WD output
has already proven its capability to be effective to detect the onset of a neuronal pulse even
in case of critical real conditions [69]. Such a threshold can be either fixed or self-tunable
exploiting the root mean squared rms of the denoised signal, the latter leading to a worse
estimate when there are bursts of fused spikes, also being computationally expensive.
Such a simple approach for the SDcan be improved using a further processing step based
on the use of the Non-linear Energy Operator (NEO) [36] applied to theWD output samples.
As demonstrated in [23], it represents the best compromise choice from the hardware point
of view of the correspondent implementation even maintaining good performance in accu-
racy. In fact, tests performed on a publicly available dataset of synthetic signals [72] have
showed that the NEO is generally less sensitive to the choice of the amplitude threshold of
the SD stage, determines high values of accuracy at the cost of a reduced computational
complexity and it is not very influenced by the variation of the SNR of the signal. Such bene-
fits in detection only increase when the input signal of the NEO has been previously filtered
for noise reduction. It can be used to obtain a pre-emphasis of the spikes, and then a thresh-
old can be applied in order to select the correct time frame around the spike. The NEO is
defined as follows:
η{xˆ [n]}= xˆ2 [n]− xˆ [n+1] · xˆ [n−1] (4.5)
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It gives higher values when the signal is characterized by high power and high frequency
components, which happens for the action potentials under consideration. The spike de-
tection threshold is then obtained as a scaled version of the mean value of the NEO in a
predefined time interval:
Thr =C · 1
N
N∑
n=1
η{xˆ [n]} (4.6)
where C is chosen by empirical considerations.
Only the detected spikes whose support is at the same time shorter than a parameter len
(expressing a time value in terms of number of samples) and larger than 3 samples are anal-
ysed. len includes a head and a tail of 5 samples each, which must be below the threshold,
respectively before the onset and after the end. During the TPh, larger spikes are discarded
but a counter is incremented in order to have a spikeness index for that window. During SPh,
if a waveform is becoming wider that len, the end (if present) is identified as the rightmost
sample below the threshold preceded by a sample above the threshold, avoiding to look for
the adjacent 5 samples. This is done in order to recognize spikes embedded into bursts, even
if the proposed solution does not address the problem of the fused spikes.
4.2.3 Spike Sorting
The SS is a correlation-based algorithmwhich must be able to work in real-time both when
all the templates are being created (the tuning phase, TPh) and when they are used to verify
their morphology similarity with the detected spikes (the steady phase, SPh). For the latter,
the aim is to obtain the neural activity of each neuronal cell by cross-correlation measures
between the current spike and the templates before created during the TPh, starting from
the hypothesis that each active neuron fire pulses with a defined morphology. The Fig. 4.4
shows the flow diagram of this processing step.
Once a possible spike has been isolated by the SD, the SS is skipped in case ofWD thresh-
olds calculation otherwise the relative samples are stored in a temporary buffer of length
2× len, centering the spike with respect to its maximum value. During the TPh, the algo-
rithm can create up to MNt waveforms in a templates matrix, each one with length of len
elements. MNt should be larger than the number of possible neurons whose activity can be
detected on a single channel because populating thismatrix is a blind procedure not involv-
ing amorphological analysis able to discriminate between spikes and noise. Fortunately, the
number of the active cells at PNS level is quite low compared to the CNS case, limiting the
memory requirements for the DSP implementations in this phase.
At the beginning during the TPh, if the current number of created templates Nt is zero,
the central part of the temporary buffer, len samples wide, is standardized and stored in the
first location of the template matrix, incrementing the Nt counter. The standardization is
due to the fact that it is adopted a normalized cross-correlation method for which both the
detected spikes and the templates must have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
unit variance, easing the calculation of the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coeffi-
cients. IfNt > 0, the algorithmenters in itsmain loop in Fig. 4.4 where the cross-correlations
between the temporary buffer and all the current Nt templates are computed, determining
a similarity value of the current standardized spike and the waveforms previously stored in
the relative matrix. The maximum value of the cross-correlationsMc is compared against a
threshold thc .
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Figure 4.4: The flow chart of the spike detection and the sorting steps.
During the TPh, a correlation greater than thc leads to the update of the best match-
ing template ti by synchronized averaging, after the alignment of the two waveforms on the
cross-correlation maximum, taking into account the number of the previous spikes with re-
spect to which the considered template has been obtained. On the contrary, during SPh
only a counter of the occurrences of the template ti on the new block is incremented. In this
phase it is also possible, by setting a parameter, to allow the template update (continuously
or every N occurrences) in order to enable a continuous adaptation to small changes in the
spikes morphology. After that, the temporary buffer is cleared to be ready for the next spike.
In this phase several templates are created every timeMc < thc and the templatesmatrix
is not full. Since the templatesmatrix size has an influence both on thememory occupation
and on the processing time, the number MNt cannot be too large. To emulate an infinite
template matrix, during TPh if a new template needs to be created and Nt =MNt , the tem-
plate with the lowest occurrence is overwritten and its number of occurrences reset. At the
end of this phase, the availableNt templates are compared evaluating the cross-correlations
with each other: when the maximum of a cross-correlation is above thc the two templates
undergo a weighted synchronized averaging and the process of reduction restarts from the
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very first template until, on a full sweep, no averaging is performed. Then only themost used
n f eat <MNt templates are retained for the SPh.
During SPh, the SS acts as a feature extractor for the classifier which operates down-
stream @ fp = 4Hz. This means that a new pattern is generated every 0.25s, and takes into
account the ENG activity over L = b_len× r samples. For such a reason, a matrix has been
used to store row by row the occurrences of each template in each of the r blocks composing
an L−wide sliding window. Such a matrix is updated column-wise at every new block and
a pattern for the classifier is a feature vector obtained summing up by columns the occur-
rences of each template.
4.2.4 Classification
When a supervised classifier is used, labelling of the training set patterns is a necessary step
in order to create a model learned by examples with which then categorize each input pat-
tern. A trigger signal that is always zero except when the significant neural activity is present
can be useful in this step, giving information about the active state during and after the mo-
ment which a particular external stimuli is applied to the sedated animal on test. Labels can
be assigned automatically if it is clear the meaning of the signal under trigger (e.g. different
stimuli in afferent recording or specific movement intentions in efferent ones). In an inter-
active training scenario, labelling can be performed exploiting GPIO pins of the processor,
by manually selecting the performed (or desired) movement among a given set. The trigger
signal is processed in real-time producing a trigger flag for every pattern indicating with 1
that the trigger, for the last block of samples, was high or that it was high no more than 3
seconds before. The trigger flag is set to zero otherwise.
The final features are obtained dividing every template occurrence count for the sum of
all the occurrences in that window (the spikeness index). It is preferred a relative spikes rate
in comparison to the absolute one for the same reasons explained in [16]. The spikeness
index is used to establish whether or not the pattern deserves to be processed by the classi-
fier (either in training or test), avoiding its continuous response at run-time when low ENG
activity is identified. When the trigger flag is 1, the pattern is passed to the classifier only if:
s ≥µs +
1
2
σs (4.7)
whereµs andσs represent respectively the samplemean and standard deviationof the spike-
ness index s computed over the whole signal which will be used for training.
The chosen classifier is a Support Vector Machine (SVM)[10] which represents a typical
supervised algorithm for which representative patterns belonging to each class are known as
well as the number of the existing classes. For each of them, there are a number of examples
of feature vectors that characterize them. This type of algorithm involves two successive
phases: the training and the test. During the first one, starting from a dataset of patterns for
which it is known the relative class, a mathematical model is created at off-line, learned by
examples, so that it can be consequently used to predict at on-line the class of each incoming
feature vector. During the second one, the algorithm accuracy in classification is evaluated
with the remainder of the input dataset.
It is a binary classifier that, starting from a set of feature vectors belonging to the training
set, determines an optimal separating hyperplane in a multidimensional feature space that
maximizes the distance between each vector of the two classes and the decision boundary
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(Fig.4.5). The greater this distance, the lower the generalization error of the classifier. Since
these points are usually not linearly separable, it is possible to map the feature vectors by a
non-linear transformationon a higher dimension space where it is possible to define a linear
decision boundary. This is accomplished by means of a kernel function [79] applied to the
data represented in the original space.
Figure 4.5: SVM hyperplane which separates the features vectors belonging to the two
classes.
The SVM training is a batch processing which does not need to run in real-time because
it is executed only once and the acquisition can be stopped at that time. In particular, some
techniques [43] can be exploited to update the classifier model once in awhile avoiding per-
formance degradation due to the current critical conditions for the prosthesis. This ap-
proach can be advantageous in case of several data or non-stationary data modifying the
mathematical model taking into account the new patterns when they are available, without
repeating the training phase using the whole dataset but starting from the current model
which can be updated based on new examples.
Themulti-class problem for the SVM, which was initially conceived as a binary classifier
as said before, originating from the need of discriminating between several stimuli/move-
ments has been solved by means of a “One-vs-The rest” approach [32]. Such a solution ap-
peared to be preferable in the context of a limited-resources implementation compared to
the “One-vs-One” exploited in [16]. With the chosen approach, the number of classifiermod-
els to train is equal to the number of classes q at stake whereas in case of the “One-vs-One”
approach it is necessary to train q(q-1)/2models, determining an excessive overhead in the
comparison of the current pattern with respect to them.
In every iteration, a model is trained, i.e. the support vectors and the bias parameter of a
non-linear hyperplane are obtained in order to separate the points belonging to a particular
class in the multi-dimensional features space from those related to the remaining classes.
After training, the classifier determines the predicted class on the basis of the minimum ex-
ponential square distance between the point in the features space and the support vectors
belonging to the class related to i − th iteration of the training phase.
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It has been decided to use the soft-margin version of the SVM classifier (C-SVC) adopting
as kernel function the Radial Basis Function (RBF) to perform the non-linear transforma-
tion. In particular, the optimal values to be assigned to the various parameters in order to
maximize the performance in terms of classification accuracy and processing latency on the
given datasets have been selected:
• a unitary value for the γ parameter of the RBF;
• a unitary value for the cost of the C-SVC algorithm;
• the tolerance of the termination criterion equal to 0.1.
As explained in [16], even if this previous work has exploited a different set-up, it has
been decided to use fixed parameters due that their tuning can introduce unnecessary over-
head for theDSP implementation. Before the training, the patterns undergo a normalization
process in order to remove the bias introduced by those features having a greater range of
variation than the others, maximizing the margin between the separating hyperplane and
the features vectors belonging to a defined class at each iteration. Normalization leads to
the features stretching in the range between −1 and +1. Compared to the work presented in
[69], the trained classifier has been recoded. It has the role of providing in real-time, @4Hz in
the current version, an indication of the kind of stimuli (afferent) or the intendedmovement
(efferent) as decoded from the ENG signal by distance measurements between the current
feature vector and the separation hyperplane of the relative model. In the latter case, such
an information should be used to generate the correct electrical signals to control the active
prosthesis.
4.3 The DSP implementation: porting details
The problem of the implementation of advanced neural signal decoding algorithms onto
embedded platforms is usually overlooked, assuming that every algorithm can be imple-
mented in real time on such platforms. Most of the proposed algorithms are conceived
starting from their off-line solutions, therefore in some cases it is impossible to develop an
equivalent on-line versionwhich allows to obtain at least the sameperformance. Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) can provide
a very efficient implementation almost in any case, at the expenses of a complex design and
very limited flexibility which must satisfy tight constraints in terms of power consumption
and area occupancy according to the characteristics of the application under consideration.
Microprogrammed implementations are more flexible: in this case the best choice is repre-
sented by the DSP, expressly designed for advanced signal processing. On a DSP, the limited
resources represent a big challenge for the designer: the assumption above can lead to very
unrealistic conclusions without an accurate investigation.
As target for the proposed hardware implementation, it has been chosen a floating-point
DSP platform, the TMS320C6713processor by Texas Instruments. This processor can run up
to 300MHz and presents a Very Long InstructionWord (VLIW) architecturalmodel enabling
the execution of up to 8 arithmetic operations (mixed fixed and floating point) in parallel
on different data. The efficiency of the implementation on this kind of processor strongly
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depends on the VLIW code density, representing the number of instructions that can be ac-
tually executed in parallel. The C6000 compiler is very helpful from this perspective but the
best results can be obtained only by means of optimized libraries and an adequate coding
technique, also respectful of the processor memory organization. The chosen DSP presents
a memory hierarchy organized in three levels. There are 2 separate cache memories for data
and instructions (Level 1, L1) for a total of 4kB, and a common configurable RAM/2nd level
cache memory by 256kB (Level 2, L2). The L2 cache (configurable to be used as a RAM, 1-
way, 2-way, 4-way cache) can be as large as 64kB (4-way). The external memory (Level 3,
L3) is off-chip. It should be noted that the access to L3 introduces a penalty of several clock
cycles compared to the access to L2, so memory allocation is not a secondary issue in this
kind of architectures.
The application code has been developed in C programming language. All the parame-
ters requiring an on-line tuning are automatically set up by the algorithm at run-time with-
out any interaction with the user. The SVM training, performed off-line inMatlab in the first
tentative real-time implementation of the algorithm [69], has been also integrated on the
DSP. Carrying out the whole training process on the embedded system has significant rever-
berations on the possibility of performing the training of theprosthetic device autonomously
by the patient himself without external tools. For the sake of the embeddedporting, the orig-
inal C++ code of the LIBSVM [13] has been deeply modified in order to transform it in plain
C avoiding the object oriented parts unsupported in most DSP platforms. Only the mini-
mal set of functions required to properly operate with the selected design choices has been
ported. This led to a code with a reducedmemory footprint and extremely portable.
Some optimizations, which can be enabled or not, limit the portability to the proces-
sors of the same family. For instance, data movements (e.g. buffer updates and initial-
izations) are managed by the Enhanced Direct Memory Access (EDMA) peripheral in or-
der to execute them in parallel with the processing, with no cost in terms of CPU cycles
except for the transfer initializations. Advanced DSP library functions can be enabled at
compile time with the aim of improving the VLIW code density. In particular, thanks to the
block on-line approach, the DSPF_sp_fir_gen() function has been used for the WD stage for
the FIR filtering, the DSPF_sp_maxidx() in the SS both for the identification of the maxi-
mum of every cross-correlation and for the identification of the best matching template,
the DSPF_sp_w_vec() has been used as a weighted sum of vectors for the synchronized av-
eraging, DSPF_sp_vecsum_sq() for the computation of the standard deviation in the cross-
correlation (squared sum of vectors) alongwith theDSPF_sp_dotprod() one, which performs
the dot product of 2 vectors. It should be noted that the particle sp_ in the function names
above reveals a single precision floating point computation, but also the double precision is
supported in the same library. Another library, the fastRTS one, has been used to speed up
the processing of scalar math operations, as the reciprocal of a number (recipsp()) and the
squared root (rsqrtsp()), again in single precision. All the advanced coding practices for this
kind of platform have also been exploited and the code has been compiled with the highest
optimization (-o3). A great attention has been also spent in the memory allocation in order
to exploit at the most the internal memory of the DSP.
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4.4 Test Data
Different datasets have been used for testing, with different purposes. In order to deeply
evaluate the performance of the first three stages of the algorithm, leaving apart the CL, it has
been decided to exploit a synthetic dataset at first as in [72]. It has been constructed starting
from a database of 594 physiological real spike waveforms obtained during experimental
recordings and extracted from neocortex and basal ganglia at CNS level. Those considered
as test data for the proposed analysis are composed by pulses generated by three neurons,
each one which fires action potentials with a particularmorphology.
To simulate the background noise, spikes at random times and amplitudes coming from
neuronal cells placed at a greater distance with respect to the point in which the electrodes
are implanted, were overlapped to the relevant neural activity of the limited number of neu-
rons. This is a realistic condition for cortical implants but not for PNS signals, suffering from
other physiological (mainly EMG) interferences. Such a dataset, providing a ground truth
due to its synthetic nature, can be also used for PNS-oriented algorithms with tf-LIFE elec-
trodes because even in this case the impulsive sources are limited in number by the elec-
trodes selectivity: in fact, intra-fascicular electrodes do not allow to isolate the neural activ-
ity of a single neuron on each channel. This implies that an active pad of the electrode picks
up action potentials coming frommultiple axons, characterized by different amplitude and
morphology, thus requiring a properly designed SS.
The synthetic dataset includes different signals (called Easy1, Easy2, Difficult1, Diffi-
cult2) with increasing levels of complexity. The complexity is related to the similarity in the
morphology of the action potentials of the three neurons. Figure 4.6 shows the correlation
between couples of action potentials in the signals. The correlation values are below 0.8 only
for the first dataset (Easy1), with a peak at 0.98 for Difficult2 with a noise level of 0.2. In this
scenario, an algorithmbased on templatematching as the proposed on-line one cannot per-
form an accurate spike sorting but this is not the typical situation in real PNS recordings. At
the same time, in the light of this assumption, in the following section the results achieved
on the Easy1 dataset should be considered with the greatest attention.
In this case, the neural signal bandwidth is considered in the range between 300 Hz and
3 kHz. Data have been originally created using a sampling frequency of 96 kHz and then
downsampled at the frequency of 24 kHz, considering spikes with support length of 64 sam-
ples. The background noise level is defined in terms of its standard deviation and it ranges
from 0.05 to 0.20 but, only for the Easy1 dataset, it can reach 0.40. The average firing rate is
20 Hz, with a refractory period of 2ms, and the number of pulses associated to each of the
three neurons is approximately equal to 30-35% of the total number of spikes in each signal.
The synthetic database does not allow the CL stage testing because they don’t have in-
formation about external stimuli (afferent) or intentions of movements (efferent). To this
aim, it has been exploited real afferent signals coming from the PNS to train and test the
SVM classifier. These signals, kindly provided by Prof. Xavier Navarro and his team (Uni-
versitat Autònoma de Barcelona), have been acquired through Longitudinal Intra-Fascicular
Electrodes (LIFE) in the sciatic nerve of a sedated rat and recorded according to the protocol
used in [74]. Five classes of sensory events can be identified on segments of the available
signal. More in particular, these are touch sensation elicited over the four different areas of
the rat limb (A to D) stimulated with different Von Frey filaments, and a class associated to
flexionmovement performedwith animal’s hind limb. Labelling was performed exploiting a
trigger signal as in [69]. The whole dataset has been randomly divided using 80% of samples
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Figure 4.6: Correlation among the various couples of spike templates for each dataset.
for the training set and the rest for the test set, for several randomized trials, in order to eval-
uate the average accuracy of the on-line version of the reference algorithm implemented on
DSP in real operating conditions.
4.5 Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm and its implementation on DSP have been analysed in terms of
effectiveness (quality of the proposed solution in different scenarios) and efficiency (in the
light of a real-time implementation). For a comparative evaluation of the former aspect, the
on-line algorithm (except the CL stage) has been compared to a top state-of-the-art off-line
algorithm for spike sorting such as the unsupervised super-paramagnetic clustering (SPC)
[72] included in theWaveClus tool. It consists of the following processing steps:
• a 4th order non-causal bidirectional elliptic IIR bandpass filtering between 300 Hz and
3 kHz;
• SD using an amplitude threshold on the filtered signal;
• SS based on super-paramagnetic clustering.
The bandpass filtering has themain role of removing the background noise. The bidirec-
tional approach limits the distortionon the detected spikesmorphology typically introduced
by IIR filters, at the expenses of a limited increase in the computational complexity. The SD
stage uses a positive amplitude threshold, applied on the output signal of the elliptic filter,
derived from the estimation of the standard deviation of the noise as Thr = 4σn where
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σn =median
{ |x|
0.6745
}
(4.8)
A time windowing ensures the extraction of templates limited to 64 samples at the sam-
pling frequency of 24 kHz for each detected spike. The algorithmassumes a refractory period
of about 2msec, thus not including any strategy for the overlapped spikes. For each detected
spike, the algorithmuses as features for the classifier the wavelet transform coefficients that
meet the criterionof Kolmogorov-Smirnof normality (i.e. only those that have amulti-modal
distribution) and able to determine the best performance in the SS. As last stage, the algo-
rithm includes the unsupervised SPC, originally presented in [9]. Such a clustering auto-
matically selects the temperature parameter value, exploited to influence the cluster size
andmodifiable by the user in order to really achieve the best performance, through aMonte
Carlo simulation. Such an off-line algorithm has only the objective of deriving the spike
templates associated with each neuron of interest (i.e. single-unit activity), since for the pre-
diction of the movement intention a successive stage would be required.
4.5.1 Effectiveness analysis
Compared to the original algorithm [16] and its first tentative embedded implementation
[69], several modifications have been implemented at the level of the WD and SD stages,
beyond the complete porting of the classifier and its improvement, giving rise to different
versions:
• V1 is similar to [69] (WDwith 3 levels, removing approximation a23 , bandwidth 750Hz-
6kHz, SS on the output of the WD stage) but the NEO has been introduced in the SD;
• V2 is a modified version of V1 (WD with 3 levels, removing approximation a23 , band-
width 750Hz-6kHz, NEO for SD) but the SS is performed on the output of a band-pass
filter between 300Hz and 3kHz as in [72], using theWD stage only for the SD;
• V3 is a modified version of V2 (NEO for SD, WD only for the SD, SS on the band-pass
filtered signal and not on WD output) but exploiting a WD with 4 levels, removing
approximation a24 and also the detail at the first scale d21 leading to a bandwidth of
375Hz-3kHz which is more similar to that of [72];
• V4 is similar to V1 (NEO for SD, SS on the output of theWD stage) but, as in V3, theWD
has been modified to 4 levels, removing approximation a24 and also the detail at the
first scale d21 leading to a bandwidth of 375Hz-3kHz.
Both theminimumcorrelation threshold thc and the coefficientC in the NEO have been
determined experimentally in order to improve the performance of the algorithms in rela-
tion to the different signals used for testing.
At first, the different versions of the proposed on-line algorithm have been evaluated
on the synthetic database in order to have a ground truth and to be able to compare them
against the off-line SPC algorithm [72]. In this case, the performance has been evaluated
in terms of True Positives (TP) and False Positives (FP). In particular, the TP rate has been
used, representing the percentage of true detected spikes over those actually present in the
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Figure 4.7: Spike detection results in terms of TP rate using the Symlet 7 (top) and the Haar
(bottom) wavelets compared to SPC.
signal. Furthermore, rather than simply using the number of FP, the FP per minute have
been computed.
To evaluate the usefulness of the WD on the successive SD stage, it has been tested the
different versions of the algorithm with both Symlet 7 and Haar wavelets looking at the TP
rate (Fig. 4.7). In both cases, the proposed SD algorithm, joining WD and the NEO, is su-
perior to the simple amplitude threshold applied to the band-pass filtered signal in the SPC
for the largest part of the signals, the Haar wavelet revealing superior performances than
the Symlet 7. Another interesting related metric is the number of FP per minute, related to
the detected spikes belonging to the background noise. In this case, the superior detection
performance could lead to a worse performance. However, Fig. 4.8 reveals that the proposed
SD including aWDpre-filtering performs better than the SPC detection, with isolated excep-
tions on the Easy1 database. At the same time, theHaar wavelet seems to lead to a poorer de-
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Figure 4.8: Spike detection results in terms of FP per minute using the Symlet 7 (top) and the
Haar (bottom) wavelets compared to SPC.
noising and then to an increased number of FP in the signal. From the above results, it seems
that the combined WD and NEO lead to an effective SD that, in case of the Haar wavelet, is
also very efficient from a computational perspective for a real-time implementation.
In terms of percentage of matching, from Tab. 4.1 it is possible to see that the results
seem to be strongly influenced by the noise level and are largelyworse than those achievable
off-line with the SPC for all the dataset but the Easy1 one. The problem is the correlation-
based approach exploited in the on-line algorithm, unable to correctly operate on very simi-
lar spikes. In fact, the best performance can be achieved with the V4 version of the algorithm
and theHaarwavelet, limitedly to the Easy1 dataset,with even better results than the SPC for
somenoise level. Results are evenworse for the versions of the on-line algorithmperforming
the SS on a band-pass filtered version of the signal rather than on the wavelet denoised one,
with increasing levels of noise. Again the Haar wavelet seems to be more effective than the
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Table 4.1: Templatematching percentage using the Haar and the Symlet 7 mother wavelet.
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SPC 94 96 95 96 96 92 92 90 95 95 83 58 97 96 85 43 96 97 62 15
V1-H 66 69 71 64 85 72 89 80 32 28 34 15 15 38 28 36 54 51 55 59
V1-S7 63 59 77 61 73 74 72 72 60 58 43 42 26 47 43 30 49 49 41 50
V2-H 96 95 95 89 75 62 65 39 63 78 64 50 50 39 32 33 49 64 52 48
V2-S7 94 93 90 87 86 47 44 28 94 77 64 27 49 42 33 24 49 62 56 47
V3-H 96 96 95 87 85 67 61 46 82 79 52 46 45 39 36 22 48 52 51 48
V3-S7 96 96 93 85 78 47 52 35 62 77 67 41 44 48 33 30 48 63 49 54
V4-H 96 96 97 95 95 93 90 89 62 67 31 27 30 37 43 48 56 52 60 63
V4-S7 95 81 94 95 59 78 51 57 57 60 31 51 34 50 52 25 50 58 53 21
V4-H abs 96 96 96 96 95 92 88 83 60 41 14 39 28 37 31 36 57 44 53 63
Symlet 7.
Since all the V1-4 versions of the on-line algorithm present the NEO as SD stage, it is
worth to evaluate how much this stage influences both detection and sorting, compared to
a solution based on a fixed threshold. To this aim, it has been limited the analysis to V4
with theHaar wavelet, compared to SPC (using an absolute threshold on a bandpass filtered
signal).
The behaviour of the two solutions is very similar, the number of FP per minute being
slightly better for the SDwithNEO (Fig. 4.9). In terms ofmatching, as can be seen comparing
SPC , V 4−H and V 4−Habs rows in Tab. 4.1, the results exploiting the NEO in the spike
detection are better than those achievable with a fixed threshold.
From the results achieved on the synthetic database, it is possible to see how the adop-
tion of 4 levels for the WD, with a Haar wavelet, removing both the approximation and the
first detail, exploiting the NEO for the SD and performing the SS on the output of the WD
leads to the best results. In a comparison with a top off-line SS algorithm such as the SPC,
the results are similar until the correlation between the action potentials belonging to differ-
ent neurons is lower than the level used in the on-line SS. However, the on-line WD and SD
approach is superior to the one adopted in the SPC.
It is then worth to see whether such results reflect what happens on the real PNS sig-
nals, the target of the original algorithm [16]. Tests have been performed varying both the
length (len) of the templates and the time frame for a pattern (tL). Performance were evalu-
ated comparing the algorithm implemented in [69] with the current V4 version. Figure 4.10
shows the accuracy obtained at the end of the SVM classifier testing phase on the real sig-
nals. Accuracy has been computed as average over 3000 different training/test partitions
of the same dataset, as described in Sect.4.4. The trend for the V4 version is less steep, de-
termining a minor influence of the tL values, allowing to obtain a more efficient hardware
implementation for the same classifier performance. Moreover, it is possible to note that the
classification accuracy is always higher for the V4 solution, from a minimum of about 74%
to a maximum of 96% with a standard deviation that decreases as tL increases, regardless of
the len value in the considered range.
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison of the various spike detection approaches in terms of
TP rate and number of FP per minute.
4.5.2 Efficiency analysis
The code of the best performingV4 versionof the proposed algorithmusing theHaarwavelet
has been profiled in order to derive a latency model. It is a mathematical model, descend-
ing from cycle-accurate profiling, able to provide (with some approximations) the expected
latency (CPU clock cycles) for a given code under different test conditions. Since the code
optimizations, and consequently its performance, can be different if only a part of the code
is compiled, in order to create a fair latencymodel the code was not modified (except for the
parameters to tune) for the analysis of the different sections but the input data changed in
order to be able to trigger specific behaviours. Compared to other techniques, this approach
is very time consuming but allows pursuing accuracy.
The main issue in the creation of the latency model is the high number of branches that
the algorithm can take during the different phases of the execution. Referring to Fig.4.4, it
is clear that different latencies will be experienced when only the SD is performed or when
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Figure 4.10: SVM classifier accuracy (mean and standard deviation over 3000 random train-
ing/test pairs on the same dataset) varying len and tL parameters, comparing the algorithm
implemented in [69] (top) with the current V4 version using the Haar wavelet(bottom).
the system is creating the templates (TPh) or during normal operation (SPh). Even if it has
been created a model for each possible combination, varying the proper parameters, only
the 2 most important working conditions will be analysed hereafter. The worst case in the
TPh is identified in Fig.4.4 with the darkest shading, whereas the branches including the
lighter shading are those related to the SPh. White blocks can be considered not part of any
worst case scenario. Only the parts of the code that must be executed in real time have been
evaluated for the latency model: the CL training and the templates reduction have been
profiled apart.
The memory allocation strongly influences the code performance. All the code sections
working on the data @12kHz, and the related variables, have been placed in L2 (configured
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as all-RAM) along with the on-line CL code @4Hz, whereas both the code and the variables
used for the CL training have been placed in L3. The real-time code requires only 49kB of
memory and the data in L2 expressly instantiated in the code require 114 kB of memory.
Taking into account also the other code sections (used by the DSP/BIOS operating system of
the DSP and its variables), the code on the internal RAM reaches 191 kB of the available 192
kB. The L3memory usage reaches 1.28MB:259kB are reserved to the external data section for
the CL whereas 26 kB for the related code section.
From the code profiling, the WD for the V4 version of the algorithm, with the chosen
window length, requires about 380kcycles with the Haar wavelet. Such a result cannot be
compared with that reported in [69], because the current memory requirements are higher
and then it is necessary a larger exploitation of the external memory, with the consequent
latency penalties. Within the current framework, the implementation of the original 3-level
WD stage with the Symlet 7 wavelet would require about 640 kcycles. Taking also into ac-
count the demonstrated superiority in terms of performance of theHaar wavelet compared
to the Symlet 7 one, the adoption of the former should be preferred. The final model during
the TPh is described by the following relation:
c =
[
1.1sl en+1563+
(
1562MNt +51.4
)
len + −31810MNt
]
ns +0.6len+580280 (4.9)
where c is the cycle count, sl en is the duration in samples of the spikes, MNt is the number
of elements of the templates matrix, len is the template length in samples, ns is the number
of spikes in a b_len-sample window (b_len = 3000 in this case). It is worth to note that the
dependence from sl en is very small compared to the other parameters. For this reason, con-
sidering an average case of sl en = 16.6, as from the available signals, the final model during
the TPh is:
c =
[
1581+
(
1562MNt +51.4
)
len−31810MNt
]
ns +0.6len+580280 (4.10)
Using this model it is possible either to:
• know the latency for a given ns when themaximumnumber of templates in this phase
is fixed toMNt and every template length is len or
• invert the model considering the maximum number of available cycles (Real-Time
Bound RTB , which is 75Mcycles when clocking the DSP @300MHz) so that, fixing the
structural parameters, it is possible to know how many spikes can be analysed in real
time.
The second choice leads to the following model:
ns =
RTB −580280−0.6len
1581+
(
1562MNt +51.4
)
len−31810MNt
(4.11)
Some of the implemented optimizations forbid the adoption of this model at a very fine
granularity because, for instance, the parameter len must be a multiple of 4. The set of
curves in Fig. 4.11 allows evaluating themaximumnumber of processable spikes per second,
during TPh, as a function ofMNt , for different values of len.
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Figure 4.11: The maximum of processable spikes per second in TPh as a function of MNt
(from top to bottom, the curves are drawn for increasing values of len).
Following a similar reasoning during the SPh, the final latency model is the following,
where n f eat is the number of templates after their fusion (i.e. in the SPh) and nSV is the
number of support vectors.
ns =
RTB −280n f eat −1133nSV −574755
(1562len−31810)n f eat +781
(4.12)
The number of spikes per second in this case is depicted in Fig. 4.12, where nSV has been
fixed to a typical value of 700. With 40 templates in TPh and 10 in the SPh, and exploiting
the same len of the SPC algorithm for the synthetic database (32 samples @12kHz), the on-
line algorithm is able to process more than 400 spikes per second in TPh and more than
1600 in SPh, which represents an important result in terms of possible exploitation even in
case of extension to multichannel recordings. In this case, the computational power can be
distributed across the different channels with acceptable performance levels.
Summarizing, it has been developed the optimization of a state-of-the-art algorithm for
PNS signals decoding in order to obtain the best performance on a limited-resources em-
bedded platform such as an off-the-shelf DSP. Compared to custom VLSI or FPGA imple-
mentations, the adoption of these highly efficient micro-programmed architectures leads to
a greater flexibility. For the time being, this is particularly useful for closed-loop experiments
when the signal processing algorithms need to be quickly adapted to previous experimen-
tal evidences. The proposed analysis also identifies improvements to the original algorithm
able to guarantee the real-time performance with improved quality in the results.
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Figure 4.12: The maximum of processable spikes per second in SPh as a function of MNt
(from top to bottom, the curves are drawn for increasing values of len).
Several tests have been performed both on synthetic neural datasets and on real afferent
signals recorded in-vivo from rodents. The optimal version (V4) of the algorithm allows to
achieve an accuracy up to 96% in classification, respecting what it has been achieved in [16]
through an off-line processing based on the same algorithm, giving the possibility of per-
forming the training of the prosthetic device autonomously by the patient himself without
external tools. It uses 4 levels in the wavelet denoising stage and the simplest Haar mother
wavelet rather than the commonly used Symlet 7 one.
The main implementation issues regarding the porting of the whole processing algo-
rithmon a floating point DSP platform, allowing the fulfilment of real-time constraints, have
been discussed. A complex latency model has been derived, allowing the identification of
the working point under different parameters setting. In a single-channel implementation,
the algorithm is able to process up to 400 spikes per second when the unsupervised tem-
plates creation procedure is running, and up to 1600 in a use case where 10 templates are
required to obtain the pattern features. Such numbers prompts the possible extension to a
multi-channel scenario involving closed-loop real-time experiments including the complex
phase of classifier training, now included in the same embedded framework so that also the
training phase could be carried out without any external tool.

Chapter 5
VLSI Wavelet Denoising of Neural
Signals
5.1 Introduction
The design of a portable/implantable low-power implementation for the real-time decod-
ing phase of the peripheral neural signals for prosthetic solutions needs an efficient tuning
process of the various processing stages in order tominimize the hardware resources neces-
sary to correctly perform each of them, givingmore attention to the wavelet denoising stage.
With the increasing integration capabilities and the advancements in CMOS processes, it is
progressively more common to require wearable or implantable electronics for such a pro-
cessing. Applications like electrocardiography (ECG) [7] and electroencephalography (EEG)
[11] often require these features. However, the low bandwidth of these signals and the rel-
atively low number of channels (except for very specific applications like potential surface
mappingor highdensity EEG) impose looser constraints compared to other applications like
the neural signal processing under consideration.
As detailed in the previous chapter regarding to the first DSP implementation, wavelet
denoising represents a common preprocessing step in case of low signal-to-noise ratio, as
it happens in real operating conditions. It is especially fundamental for prosthetic applica-
tions to remove the background noise and the low-frequency EMG interferences related to
the muscle stimulations placed near the electrodes added to the significant signal in order
to obtain good performance at downstream of the next processing stages. When the real-
time requirements are joined to the fulfilment of strict constraints about area occupancy
and power consumption to allow the development of portable/implantable devices, only
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) implementations can be adopted.
Compared tomicro-programmed solutions involving the use of microcontrollers or low-
power digital signal processors (DSP), ASIC design requires highly specific skills and a longer
development time [61], unfortunately leading to non-flexible architectures. This has been
verified in [61] where pros and cons of FPGA andDSP solutions for a different wavelet-based
denoising algorithm have been carefully evaluated. At the end of the analysis it has been
achieved that the possibility of using a greater operating frequency on FPGA allows to use
this type of implementations for biomedical applications which need high values of sam-
pling frequency in amulti-channel scenario, compared to what it is possible for a DSPwhich
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has a fixedmiprocessor architecture, without taking into account power constraints. On the
contrary, it is fundamental to verify if a low-cost FPGA device using a typical fixed-point rep-
resentationpermits to obtain a satisfactory accuracy for the considered application avoiding
performance degradation.
Some tools for automatic creation of hardware description language (HDL) designs have
been presented to address such issues (e.g. ORCC, http://orcc.sourceforge.net/ [64] or the
commercial Xilinx SystemGenerator,http://www.xilinx.com/tools/sysgen.htm). Even though
unable to significantly address the low-power requirements, these tools provide the possibil-
ity of exploiting an alternative language/method rather than HDL in the design phase [67].
The integration with well-known tools such as Simulink enables a faster development and,
leveraging on parameterized HDL libraries, good performance in terms of area and power
can be also achieved. For these reasons, in such a way every part of the algorithm must be
carefully tuned quantifying the consequences of each of the possible design choices for an
optimal hardware implementation in terms of necessary resources and performance degra-
dation. In this part of the research activity, the overlooked phase of threshold estimation
has been deeply analysed exploiting the Xilinx System Generator tool for the design of the
architecture and the realization of hardware/software cosimulations, as in [5] where it has
been used to remove power-line interference from ECG signals, with the aim of implement-
ing efficient solutions from the hardware point of view allowing the realization of portable
solutions.
This commercial tool has been chosen for its rapid prototyping advantage, evaluating
themain performance figures associated to the hardware implementationof the wavelet de-
noising algorithm used for neural signal processing [18]. The ASIC implementation of this
algorithm would be particularly useful in a multi-channel neural signal processing context,
especially for neural prostheses [16]whichmust be able towork exploiting batteries as power
source or in case that the WD stage should be placed nearby the acquisition system. At the
same time, it allows highlighting the possible pitfalls hidden in the straightforward creation
of an architecture from its typical algorithmicversion. In particular, the threshold estimation
stage is marginally considered in the largest part of the applications, usually exploiting fixed
precomputed thresholds [41] or preferably opting for the estimation of the standard devia-
tion of the noise by the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), known to be a robust estimator
of the dispersion in presence of outliers. Such an approach has been challenged in order to
evaluate how it could lead to very inefficient or even infeasible architectures, not compliant
with the requirements of the target application.
5.2 Algorithmic solutions for threshold estimation
Due that the implementation details related to the adopted wavelet denoising technique
have been properly described in the previous chapter, in this part of the work it will be
paid more attention on the methods for calculating the thresholds applied at decomposi-
tion downstream. The choice of the threshold influences the quality of the denoising so
much that even data-specific approaches have been presented so far [54]. It can be fixed [41]
based on empirical considerations or adaptive [73] according to the characteristics of the
signal of interest, the same or different for all the detail signals at output of the various high-
pass filters for each stage of the decomposition trellis. In particular, adaptive thresholds are
typically computed estimating the root mean square rms or the standard deviation σ of the
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signal at the different levels and then correcting it by a scaling factor. Different multiplica-
tive factors have been derived and are preferred by different authors, as for theMinimax [16],
Stein’s Unbiased Risk [51] or Universal [6] methods. Due to the robustness to the presence
of outliers, usually the preferred method is to estimate σ by the median absolute deviation
(MAD), defined as:
MAD =mediani
(
|Xi −median j (X j )|
)
(5.1)
Thanks to the high-pass nature of the detail signals, it is common to implement theMAD
as simply the median of the absolute value of the details:
MAD =median j
(
|X j |
)
(5.2)
It is possible to prove that MAD ≈ 0.6745σ. Nevertheless, the MAD is preferred for the
aforementioned robustness, especially in neural signal processing where the neural spikes
can be considered as partly composed of outlier samples in recordings with a good signal
to noise ratio. Such an approach, which is perfect for off-line processing, overlooks the real
computational complexity of the median operator in case of continuous adaptation. This
approach has been challenged by some authors trying to develop efficient implementations
for different biomedical signal processing applications [69, 93]. In the following, the adop-
tion of theMAD and the sample standard deviation on a sliding window has been compared
not only in terms of denoising quality, but also in terms of feasibility in the perspective of
a low-power real-time implementation as needed for an implantable unit for the control of
a neuroprosthetic device [16], using as a testbed a prototypical FPGA implementation pro-
grammed exploiting the Xilinx System Generator tool.
5.3 Architecture Design exploiting Xilinx System Gen-
erator
As starting point, it has been considered even in this case the translation-invariant wavelet
denoising trellis according to what defined by the Ã -trous algorithm [80]. In order to keep
low the resource requirements in the perspective of an FPGA implementation, the cost-
effectiveHaarmotherwavelet has been chosen even remembering that it requires very small
filters and allows to achieve good performance combined with the next processing steps of
the decoding algorithm for prosthetic applications as verified by the previous DSP solution.
Having an input signal sampled at 12kHz, with 4 levels and removing the last approximation
signal, an overall high-pass behaviour able to reject the low-frequency interference compo-
nents below 375Hz, outside the bandwidth of neural signal, can be obtained. In order to
evaluate the impact of the thresholding stage, no specific optimizations have been made at
the level of the filter banks for decomposition and recomposition. The low-pass and the
high-pass FIR filters have been implemented in the TransposedDirect-Form I, inserting reg-
isters with delay equal to increasing powers of 2 between the internal adders to perform the
required oversampling process in the different stages.
As it has been already said before, the choice of the threshold can have an impact on
the quality of the denoising. However, the repercussions in terms of hardware requirements
need to be carefully evaluated in the perspective of a low-power implementation targeted on
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the reference prosthetic application. In this application, two alternative solutions have been
considered which are based respectively on the calculation of:
• theMAD of the signal, using either a combinatorial or an iterative approach;
• the sample standard deviation σ of the signal.
As scaling factor, the Universal one has been adopted, so that:
θ = MAD
0.6745
√
2logM (5.3)
in the first case, and:
θ =σ
√
2logM (5.4)
in the second one. M is the length of the signal frame in terms of number of samples.
In order to provide adaptiveness in an on-line scenario based on the characteristics of
the processed signals, both the first and the second solution have been adapted to work on
a sliding window of variable size, with an overlap of three quarters of the overall window
length. In the first case, this requires sorting the new window every time in order to extract
the median, however in the second case a faster solution can be implemented taking into
account only the remaining quarter of the last samples window. Starting from the technique
used in [69] and thanks to the zero-mean nature of the high-pass detail signals, for each N
new input samples in thewindow, the related sumof squares for the j-thdecomposition level
is computed as:
s j =
N∑
n=1
d2j [n] (5.5)
and then used to determineσ for the 4 times larger windows as:
σ=
√√√√ 1
4N −1
4∑
k=1
s j (5.6)
According to the sliding window approach, the threshold value is updated every N sam-
pling periods taking into account the 4 times larger observation window (M = 4×N ). The
longer the observation window, the better the estimation accuracy, provided that instanta-
neous variations (neural spikes) do not influence the threshold computation which must
represent the current noise level added to the significant signal. Such a processing can be
delegated to a host processor picking up the detail samples at the high-pass filters output
and computing the various thresholds. However, when a non-microcoded solution is pur-
sued, because of the need to fulfil the real-time and low-power constraints, threshold esti-
mation can be performed by dedicated cost-effective hardware. In this case, the complexity
depends on both the chosen threshold estimationmethod and the length of the observation
windowM .
In order to evaluate the different solutions from the hardware perspective, starting from
a high-level model with an acceptable complexity even for researchers not accustomed to
HDL modelling, it is possible to use tools such as Xilinx System Generator. In this way, the
user-friendly environment provided by Matlab Simulink can be exploited both to create the
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hardware design and to perform accurate co-simulations taking into account the hardware
implementation of a part of the system under test, as in the example shown in Fig.5.1.
Figure 5.1: Example of a system developed by Xilinx System Generator.
The tool allows to choose whether to use the hardware blocks coded by the user (provid-
ing the HDL file) or those provided by Xilinx. The latter only require to define the internal
signal representation (fixed-point, unsigned or signed as 2’s complement, etc.) as for the de-
sired functionality, whereas the formermust adhere to a standard interfacemainly requiring
an enable signal for each input clock to synchronize the modules inside the model. When
the design has been completely created, the set of the hardware blocks can be mapped on
a real FPGA board in order to evaluate the percentage of used resources and the behaviour
by hardware/software co-simulations. This is very useful to accelerate the simulation time
compared to the totally software case.
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Figure 5.2: Simulinkmodel of the wavelet denoising scheme using SystemGenerator blocks.
The wavelet denoising algorithm, created exploiting the Xilinx System Generator tool, is
shown in Fig. 5.2. The Gateway In and the Gateway Out blocks delimit the hardware part of
the Simulinkmodel,defining the interface signals to bemappedon the variouspins available
on the FPGA. The System Generator block fixes the co-simulation parameters, the Simulink
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Figure 5.4: SimulinkModel of the sorter using an unfolded combinatorial approach for win-
dows withM=8 samples.
system period, the target board to map the hardware sub-model, and so on. In these tests,
a Xilinx FPGA Virtex-5 LX330 has been chosen for its considerable amount of available re-
sources.
In case theMAD is used, the System Generator implementation involves the extraction
of the absolute value of each input samples, the computation of the median value of the
incoming windows of M input samples and the multiplication by a constant, as defined in
(5.3). The corresponding Simulink model is depicted in Fig. 5.3. The median value calcula-
tion requires the hardware implementation of a sorting algorithmwhich represents a costly
operation from the hardware point of view.
A first possible solution can be theunfolded sorter presented in [6], for which the Simulink
model considering windows of M = 8 input samples is presented in Fig. 5.4. The basic sort-
ing cell makes the comparison between two inputs A and B and swaps them if A < B . It is
possible to demonstrate that, if the comparatorswork in parallel,M−1 steps are sufficient to
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properly perform the sorting of M elements. The output is updated in a combinatorial way
every time a sample arrives in input at the sampling frequency fs , after the proper shift of the
values saved into the registers needed to prepare the input samples for the processing. The
MAD is computed as the arithmeticmean of the two central elements of the sorted array for
an even number of samples.
This solution presents several pitfalls from a hardware implementation perspective. In
particular there is a clear scalability issue related to the enlargement of the observation win-
dow. In this case, the increasing internal critical path determined by the cascade of compara-
tors limits the maximum operating frequency, beyond the penalty associated to the huge
amount of hardware resources.
To overcome such problems, an iterative (folded) approach to the sorter able to reuse
the same resources at each step, similar to that proposed in [53] about the Burrows-Wheeler
transform but adapted to the wavelet denoising case, can be used. In this case, the sorting
strategy uses only two levels of comparators. At the beginning, the swaps are performed only
for the registers related to odd adjacencies, activating only the first level of comparators. If
the vector is not yet sorted, at the next iteration only the comparators of the second level are
active, and so on until the sorting process is completed. It is possible to demonstrate that the
number of necessary steps is M/2 if M is the number of samples to sort. Figure 5.5 shows
the iterative scheme.
The swp signal coming out from the comparator block is used to specify that the two
inputs have been swapped. The samples in input to the parallel sorter, belonging to each
observation window, are temporarily saved into a single-port memory. Immediately after
the last sample of the window has been saved in this memory, its content is copied into the
registers and the sorting process can start. When all the swp signals are equal to 0 during
the last iteration, the input vector is correctly sorted. A finite state machine, one for each
Threshold Estimator block (i.e. one for each decomposition level), is used to control the
various phases of the process.
In order to compare the hardware characteristics of thesemodels of threshold estimation
based on the MAD against those of a traditional sample standard deviation as described
above, an hardware model has been designed also for such an approach. Fig. 5.6 shows the
Simulink model for this implementation. Every time an input sample arrives, it is squared
and added to the current value of s j . After N samples, the final value of s j is saved in one
of the 4 locations of the single-port RAM used as circular buffer in order to determine the
correct value of σ over the sliding window.
Regardless the chosen approach, the value of the threshold θ is sent in input to the
Thresholder block, able to apply the hard thresholding on the detail samples. It should be
also considered that the value of θ is different for the various levels.
5.4 Experimental Results
Before analysing the results in terms of hardware resources which are necessary for the dif-
ferent solutions presented above, such solutions have been evaluated from a functional per-
spective. To this aim, the same publicly available dataset of simulated neural signals [72]
described in the previous chapter has been exploited as input test data. The synthetic sig-
nals are obtained by linearly mixing an artificial sequence of real spikes from three neurons
to other spikes at random times and amplitudes, representative of the background activity
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Figure 5.5: Simulink Model of the sorter using an iterative approach for windows with M=8
samples.
(of tunable intensity) of the neurons at a greater distance from the recording electrodes. The
sampling frequency has been scaled to 12 kHz and the useful bandwidth is declared to be in
the range [300Hz - 3kHz].
5.4.1 Functional Evaluation
The different versions of the whole wavelet denoising system have been mapped on the
target FPGA in order to evaluate, by hardware-software co-simulations, the system perfor-
mance under real conditions. Fig. 5.7 shows in the first row the neural signal with a low
level of background noise used as input for the two hardware implementations based on the
calculation of the MAD and of the σ (the two versions of the one implementing the MAD
produce the same results). The next rows present the related outputs considering observa-
tion windows ofM = 4×64 samples.
It is possible to see that for both solutions, the wavelet denoising is able to remove, after
an initial transient, the background noise added to the neural signal without cutting signif-
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Figure 5.6: SimulinkModel of the Threshold Estimator block based on the calculation of the
sample standard deviation.
icant spikes. The same performance can be achieved using the same input signal but with
a stronger background noise for which it is difficult to identify the various spikes on the raw
signal, as can be shown in the first row of the Fig. 5.8. Even using neural signals with very low
SNR, the two implementations behave similarly preserving the relevant spikes.
Then, the possibility of enlarging the observation window has been considered in order
to provide a more significant frame for computing the statistics on the signal. For example,
Fig. 5.9 shows the outputs of the two solutions using MAD and σ in the case of windows
of N = 128 samples and a low level of background noise. The initial transient is obviously
longer in comparison to the previous cases.
It has been also analysed the trend of the thresholds in output from the same decomposi-
tion level for different observation window lengths, for the two hardware solutions. The aim
is to verify which is the minimum value of N , considering a sliding window length of 4×N ,
that allows obtaining good performance in denoising.
As can be noticed from Fig. 5.10, after a variable transient period according to the chosen
value of N , the longer the observation window the better the stability of the threshold, not
influenced by the presence of the neural spikes of interest. In fact, in the case ofN = 128, the
threshold estimation assumes an almost constant trend; the goal should be that of select-
ing the solution which provides the best compromise in terms of threshold estimation and
required hardware resources.
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Figure 5.7: Wavelet Denoising input and outputs: low level noise, N=64 samples.
5.4.2 Hardware Figures of Merit
Thanks to the possibilities offered by Xilinx SystemGenerator, also tomap the implemented
designs on real hardware, in this case theXilinx FPGA Virtex-5 LX330 device, pros and cons in
terms of necessary hardware resources have been evaluated for the different solutions pre-
sented above. The final goal is to determine which is the best solution allowing to achieve a
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Figure 5.8: Wavelet Denoising input and outputs: high level noise, N=64 samples.
good accuracy with limited area and power consumption, in the light of the realization of a
VLSI chip implementing such a processing stage for an implantable unit in the neuropros-
thetic field.
Synthesis results are presented in Table 5.1, which shows the percentage of available
slices and Look-upTables (LUTs) needed for the three considered threshold estimationblocks
only, since the remainder of the wavelet denoising implementation is the same regardless of
this stage.
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Figure 5.9: Wavelet Denoising input and outputs: low level noise, N=128 samples.
The solution based on the combinatorial (unfolded) MAD implementation, as high-
lighted in Table 5.1, is absolutely inefficient, taking into account that it has been presented
only for N = 8 with the usual 4-times larger observation window. A rough estimation of the
hardware resources required in case of N = 32 would lead to more than 330kLUT over the
207360 available ones, thus exceeding the considerable amount of physical resources on the
target FPGA device. The huge amount of LUTs, compared to the folded version, is incompat-
ible with a real implementation in the context of this application, taking into account that
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Figure 5.10: Threshold variation over time using different lengths of the observationwindow
Table 5.1: FPGA synthesis results for the Threshold Estimator varying the length of the ob-
servation window.
N fmax [MHz] Slice Registers LUTs
σ
32 417.34 156 / 207360 (0.07%) 80 / 207360 (0.04%)
64 416.61 157 / 207360 (0.07%) 82 / 207360 (0.04%)
128 416.02 160 / 207360 (0.07%) 84 / 207360 (0.04%)
unfoldedMAD 8 417.08 558 / 207360 (0.27%) 20270 / 207360 (9.77%)
foldedMAD
32 242.78 2493 / 207360 (1.20%) 7164 / 207360 (3.45%)
64 246.70 4932 / 207360 (2.38%) 14377 / 207360 (6.93%)
128 221.42 9806 / 207360 (4.73%) 28861 / 207360 (13.91%)
the observation window length should be large enough to properly estimate the statistics of
a signal sampled at 12kHz.
FPGA synthesis results demonstrate that the wavelet denoising solution based on the
threshold estimation by the sample standard deviation allows minimizing the necessary
hardware resources regardless the length of the observation window. Furthermore, the us-
age of slices and LUTs of the MAD-based solution, even using a folded approach, is clearly
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incompatiblewith an efficient implementationof this processing stage, especially compared
to the same data related to the σ-based implementations.
Summarizing, the choice of the threshold estimation technique, more than having an in-
fluence on the quality of the wavelet denoising algorithm, has significant reverberations on
the feasibility and efficiency of a custom VLSI architecture aimed at an implantable chip in
the context of neural prostheses. The comparison between a sample standard deviation and
the widespreadMAD has revealed similar functional performance with dramatically better
characteristic of the former in terms of hardware implementation, regardless the MAD is
implemented as a combinatorial trellis as suggested by some authors or in a more efficient
folded version. This optimal approach can be thus exploited in order to develop the hard-
ware implementationof thewavelet denoising stagewith theminimumresources which can
bemapped on an embedded systemallowingportability and satisfying the timing andpower
constraints imposed by the target application.
Chapter 6
A Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable
Approach for Low-Power Neural
Signal Decoding
6.1 Introduction
Starting from the analysis proposed in the previous chapters and considering the aim of pro-
viding an implantable/portable implementation of the considered neural signal decoding
algorithm for prosthetic applications, efficient resource management and specialized low-
power design techniques must be adopted in order to fulfil tight real-time constraints with
the use of theminimumhardware resources.
Extracting information in real-time fromphysiological signals to determine the intention
ofmovements of an amputee and generating the relative electro-mechanical stimulations in
input to a cybernetic hand represents a computational intensive task, especially in case of a
huge number of channels. Fortunately, it is not the case of PNS interfaces compared to the
CNS one for which the number of active channels is often quite limited. Nevertheless, given
similar timing constraints imposed by the application, it is fundamental to exploit massive
parallelism in order to minimize the execution latency, even that it comes at the expenses
of a power profile not compatible with implantable battery-powered devices which must be
placed nearby the acquisition system.
Several works have been presented so far in this field, the largest part of them proposing
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) as implementation target to guarantee more par-
allelism than processor-based solutions [8]. However, FPGA potential flexibility (needed to
adapt the algorithms to the ongoing experimental evidences) is in contrast with the complex
traditional ways to design digital architectures. In fact, specific abstraction tools, such as
those based on Simulink [24], cannot be used when the control on the low-level implemen-
tation details is pursued. Furthermore, such tools are not aimed at the maximum reuse of
the basic building blocks (at a coarse granularity) so that their outcomes are not efficient in
terms of area and power, assigningmore responsibility to the designer in the creation of the
HDL implementation.
For these reasons, it is proposed to adopt a novel approach in the specification and in
the hardware implementation of the considered decoding algorithm, taking into account
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the various processing steps described in the previous chapters except the final SVM classi-
fication part. This approach is based on the use of an automatic tool, called Multi-Dataflow
Composer (MDC), which allows to create a coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture with
theminimumhardware resources exploiting the sameFunctionalUnits (FUs) to performdif-
ferent parts of the algorithm. Moreover, the MDC approach is extremely attractive because
the generated hardware platforms are flexible, fitting to parametric solutions adjustable at
runtime based on the characteristics of the processed signal.
In [67] it has been demonstrated the applicability of this tool in the field of image/video
processing. The MDC tool has been in fact conceived with studies related to the MPEG Re-
configurable Video Coding (RVC) [1] so that its application was straightforward. Neverthe-
less, the possibility of automaticallymanaging the composition of reconfigurable platforms,
power and area aware, makes it potentially suitable for other applications domains too, such
as the biomedical one. It leads to a final implementation characterized by area and power
saving that is mandatory for PNS implantable devices. The goals of this part of the work are
the following:
• to exploit strategies of hardware reusability through runtime reconfiguration to per-
form consecutive processing steps in order to provide area and power minimization;
• to verify the orthogonality at application level of the MDC approach with respect to
the original reconfigurable video coding domain;
• to test the proposed approach for the implementation of the real-time neural signal
decoding algorithm creating an embedded system including a host processor and a
reconfigurable coprocessor mapped on an FPGA;
• to evaluate the performance in terms of accuracy and typical metrics of a digital hard-
ware design verifying the proper functionality with the same dataset of synthetic neu-
ral signals described in the previous chapters.
6.2 Exploiting the Multi-Dataflow Composer Tool
6.2.1 Multi-kernel datapath generation
Systems based on a reconfigurable approach are often called adaptive, in the sense that their
logic functionality and interconnect can be customized to suit a specific application, by pro-
gramming them at the hardware level. Dealing with reconfiguration, there are mainly two
major levels of configurability:
• fine-grained, complete or runtime partial reconfiguration of the substrate (e.g. FPGA
platforms);
• coarse-grained, reconfiguration of the interconnections among the involved functional
units (FUs).
Fine-grained architectures are more flexible than coarse-grained ones but the counter-
balance is that the overhead of passing from a configuration to another is huge, limiting the
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set of applications in which they can be exploited. Moreover, opting for a fine-grained ap-
proach, besides the shut-down state of operation necessary to change the context, it is neces-
sary also to be able to afford a dedicated storage space tomemorize the bitstreamfile needed
to configure the various cells available on a FPGA. On the contrary, coarse-grained reconfig-
uration is still affected by the target physical space limitation, but it is able to provide faster
switching at runtime between different hardware implementations: neither requiring any
context change nor any need of specifying and storing fine-grained FPGA bitstreams. The
latter approach can be useful in the case that an algorithm is partitioned into a sequence
of computational kernels and its execution can be improved building up a reconfigurable
platform able to switch among them during its execution.
For these reasons, the proposed MDC approach allows us to create a coarse-grained re-
configurable coprocessor able to map on a minimal set of FUs the functionalities required
by the computational kernels identified in the target neural decoding algorithm. They must
present commonalities at actor level to maximise the benefits in terms of area and power
saving, where actors represent the high-level computing elements of a dataflow description
integrating a particular functional unit. This type of description is widely used in signal pro-
cessing, allowing to describe the required functionalities through the interaction of actors
representing the nodes of the dataflow graph. It is particularly suitable when it is necessary
tomap in hardware only some parts of thewhole application, generating a sort of computing
accelerator at the disposal of other general-purpose processors.
These kernels are selected in the application flow diagram as the best candidates for a
hardware implementation, characterized for being: repetitive, computationally intensive
and with a reduced amount of conditional executions. Runtime reconfiguration and FUs
reuse are allowed by the use of low-overhead switchingmodules (Sboxes) instantiated in the
final platformactivating different paths according to a specified kernel codewhich identifies
the required computation.
Mapping kernels on a reconfigurable hardware substrate is not so straightforward as
their number grows. Therefore, support tools are needed to speed-up this process. MDC
[68] is a tool that can effectively serve the aforementioned purposes providing the automatic
generation of reconfigurable coarse-grained platforms starting from the high-level dataflow
descriptions of the identified kernels. Such description are given in the Network Language
(NL), a dialect derived fromXMLandbased on theOpenDataflow format (http://opendf.sf.net).
An overview of the tool is shown in Fig.6.1.
The tool front-end (Mutli-Dataflow CAL Composer,MDCC) acquires the input specifica-
tions and combines them, identifying the common actors and properly inserting the Sboxes,
into a multi-dataflow specification called Directed Flow Graph (DFG), able to implement all
the given kernels of the application under consideration, preserving their computational
correctness. The back-end (Platform Composer) maps the DFG into a coarse-grained recon-
figurable hardware platform (Global Kernel) described in a Hardware Description Language
(HDL).
To provide that such Sboxes can switch at runtime among the different datapaths with-
out a low-level bitstream reconfiguration, they are controlled by dedicated Look-Up Tables
(LUTs) whose content is automatically defined at design-time by the MDC tool. The LUTs
are addressed by the kernel code and return the selection bits for the Sboxes. Such bits are
used inside them to drive the internal multiplexer/demultiplexer in order to physically re-
shape the datapath accommodating the desired processing. Due to the low complexity of
the switching modules, it is possible to change the implemented kernel in the generated
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Figure 6.1: Coarse-grained reconfigurable platform composition flow.
platform within a single clock cycle and without any need of a reset phase. Obviously, to
exploit at the most the MDC tool strength, the kernels should share the actors so that the
resource saving on the final platformwill compensate the additional hardware necessary to
handle runtime reconfiguration.
Since the MDC tool is not a high-level hardware synthesizer, this step requires an HDL
library of components, the FUs implementing the required actors and also the interconnec-
tion modules. Therefore, the HDL implementation of the actors must be manually coded
by the user or defined using HDL generation tools [81] while the NL files which describe the
single kernels could also be generated using the open source graphical Graphiti tool [25],
greatly reducing the overall development time.
6.2.2 HDL components library and Communication Protocol
As previously announced, this approach needs to have the HDL implementation of the var-
ious actors instantiated in the reconfigurable platform due that the MDC tool is only able
to manage the interconnections among them starting from the dataflow description of the
single kernels. In order to deal with the IEEE 754-1985 single precision floating-point num-
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ber representation [33], an appropriateHDL components library of standard-compliant FUs
has been developed. It is built up of arithmetic and control flow modules managing num-
bers composed by the three fields: sign,mantissa and exponent. The arithmeticmodules are
an adder, amultiplier, an absolute value calculator and a comparator. The latter two are the
simplest. The absolute value calculator just reverts the sign bit if it is set. The comparator is a
mere integer comparator, since the represented rational numbers are ordered as the integer
ones.
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Figure 6.2: Floating Point Adder: the Block Diagram of the Two Path algorithm.
The multiplication operation is performed by the sum of the exponents and the product
of the two mantissa fields, being careful to the biased exponent1 and underflow/overflow
situations. In the implementedmultiplier, the product is computed in two clock cycles.
Themost complex arithmetic block is the adder. Its implementation leverages on a vari-
ant of the Two Path algorithm [66], diversifying the computation according to the distance
between the exponents of the two addends (Fig. 6.2). If the distance is less than/equal to 1
the CLOSE case is executed, otherwise the FAR case is. In the CLOSE case the twomantissa
fields are summed using a Sign Addiction (SA). Through a detection process, called Leading
One Detection (LOD), it is calculated the number of shifts necessary to normalize (Norm)
the result2. In the FAR case, the mantissa fields are aligned (Align), according on the dis-
tance between the exponents (Exp Diff ). The sign fields are added (SA). In both the FAR
and the CLOSE cases, a preliminary (Swap) operationmay be performed to switch the adder
operands (the greatest one should always be the first). Three clock cycles are required to
perform a floating point addition.
Beyond the arithmetic blocks, needed for the chosen application, also flowcontrol blocks
have been implemented in the library: two demuxes, respectively with 3 and 4 outputs, each
one having an input buffer that stores a stream of incoming data and sends them towards
multiple output channels at the same time; an out_ filter module to supervise, at the same
time, two filtering processes useful to perform each stage of the denoising; finally, a thresh-
older which establishes whether the input data stream has to be forwarded or not.
All the FUs within the designed HDL components library obey to the communication
protocol depicted in Fig. 6.3. It means that each FU has been encapsulated with an homo-
geneous wrappermanaging the handshake and allowing the correct streaming of data in the
system [67]. Dataflow paradigms typically implement a FIFO-based communication proto-
1In the IEEE 754-1985 single precision number representation a bias value of 127 is subtracted to the expo-
nent.
2The integer part of themantissa is represented always with only one implicit bit set to 1.
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Figure 6.3: Multi-kernel datapath of the communication protocol.
col. To limit the required hardware resources, it has been adopted a single register for each
I/O port of the FU instead of a FIFOmemory allocated on each communication channel.
6.2.3 Computing kernels
Tomaximize the FUs reuse in order to obtain a low-power hardware platformwith themini-
mumactors compliantwith respect to the constraints imposed by the target application, it is
fundamental to choose the single kernels with the higher computational complexity which
use the same basic operations to perform the relative processing.
Figure 6.4 highlights the various kernels identified in the reference application based on
the use of a template-matching spike sorting decomposed into the three typical parts (spike
detection, alignment and sorting) plus a preliminary step of wavelet denoising, as detailed
in the previous chapters, except the use of the final classifier stage. The resulting hardware
implementations, obtained using theMDC tool, must be able to work on-line bothwhen the
action potentials of the single neurons are being identified determining the spike morphol-
ogy with which each of them fires (training phase) and when they have been already iden-
tified recognizing, for each detected spike, what has been the neuron that has generated it
(sorting phase).
Regarding to the wavelet denoising processing stage, considering an input sampling fre-
quency of 12kHz, the block diagram shown in Fig. 6.5 represents a possible solution, ap-
plying the non linear band-pass filtering between 375Hz and 6kHz, able to remove the low
frequency interferences. In this scheme, it has been highlighted three different kernels: the
single-stage decomposition (dec), the single-stage recomposition (rec) and the thresholding
(thr).
The dec kernel (Fig. 6.6) performs a pair of FIR filtering operations (low pass and high
pass) on the same input signal, generating the correspondent approximation and detail
outputs. Looking at the Fig. 6.5, 4 successive executions of this kernel will be required to
complete the decomposition phase, one for each level in the proposed solution. The one-
input/three-output demux acquires an input stream containing the data sample and two
filter coefficients at a time. The multiply and accumulate (MAC) operations need a pair of
onemultiplier and one adder, in parallel, for both the low pass filter and the high pass one.
The out_ filter actor monitors the filter operations and gives at output the approximation
and the detail samples related to the provided input data samples.
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Figure 6.4: The flow diagram of the implemented algorithm.
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Figure 6.5: The proposed wavelet denoising solution block diagramwith the three identified
kernels
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Figure 6.6: Single-stage decomposition dataflow kernel, dec.
The rec kernel (Fig. 6.7) is very similar to the dec one. As already said for the dec kernel,
4 successive kernel executions are required to perform the whole recomposition phase for
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the considered WD scheme. The initial demux provides a couple of input samples/relative
coefficients both to the low pass and the high pass filters. At the end of the recomposition
kernel flow an adder actor is required to correctly reconstruct the denoised signal, bringing
back together the approximation signal and the detail one.
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Figure 6.7: Single-stage recomposition dataflow kernel, rec.
The thr kernel (Fig. 6.8) compares the absolute value of an input samplewith a threshold.
If the sample (whose absolute value is extracted with an absolute value calculator actor) is
greater than the threshold, it is forwarded to the output, otherwise the output is set to zero
(a thresholder actor evaluates the comparator response and properly sets the output data).
in1
in2
out1
abs
in1 out
comp
in1 out
in2
threshold
in1 out
in2
Figure 6.8: Thresholding dataflow kernel, thr.
In the same way, the remaining kernels have been implemented exploiting the actors
belonging to the HDL components library. Thanks to the sequentiality of the operations,
it is not necessary to instantiate other actors to execute, for instance, the arithmetic mean
of a data vector (avg), the multiplication by a constant (weight_mul) or the squared sum
(sqr_sum). Finally, the overall reconfigurable datapath includes only 3 adders, 3 multipliers,
1 subtractor, 1 comparator and 1 absolute value calculator to perform the various identified
kernels.
6.3 FPGA test environment
To verify pros and cons of the proposed approach, a Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3E 1600 Develop-
ment Board has been used as the target device on which it is possible to map the test envi-
ronment system. The MDC-derived reconfigurable architecture has been integrated into a
coprocessor at the disposal of a MicroBlaze soft-core processor to accelerate the execution
of the single kernels. A block diagram of the whole test system is shown in the Fig. 6.9.
A point-to-point connection has been adopted between the coprocessor and theMicroB-
laze to reduce the communication latency. The Fast Simplex Links (FSLs), composed of 32-
bit wide uni-directional channels, have been instantiated on the system. The FIFO depth of
the FSL-based links have been fixed to 32, a good design compromise to reduce the FPGA
slices utilization and, at the same time, to limit the number of “full” conditions.
The runtime coprocessor configuration, based on theMicroBlaze requests for the execu-
tion of the single kernels, needs the preliminary sending of a control word defining the value
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Figure 6.9: Test system block diagram.
of the possible parameters. Among them, it is necessary to specify the Kernel ID which rep-
resents the correct index of the invoked kernel to be computed by the Global Kernel block,
properly configuring the Sboxes. For instance regarding to the wavelet denoising, the de-
signer can choose:
• the number of levels used in decomposition/recomposition;
• the number and the values of the coefficients used for the filters based on the selected
mother wavelet;
• the possibility of removing the last approximation signal determining an equivalent
band-pass non-linear filtering;
• the threshold values for the details at each decomposition level;
• the b_len number of samples for each input frame (considering 512 as the maximum
possible value for the memory resources available on the selected FPGA).
The InputMemory block has been instantiated to temporarily store the input data which
must be used in the following invocations of the coprocessor. For example, during the execu-
tionof thewavelet denoising stage, at the first call of thedec and the rec kernels the processor
transmits to the coprocessor the filters coefficients which are saved in this memory in order
to be reused by the subsequent levels of the filtering trellis. Similarly in the decomposition
phase, the processor sends to the coprocessor also the current input buffer that is going to
be stored in the Input Memory block. Storage is necessary since each N-tap filter output
depends on the previous N −1 old input samples.
Processor to coprocessor handshake and storage on the Input Memory block are man-
aged by the Input FSM blocks, which are in charge also of the proper address generation for
the Input Memory access. The Input Memory block contains the H(z) and theG(z) filter co-
efficients along with the input samples in the dec kernel case, and the H ′(z) and the G ′(z)
filter coefficients along with their respective input samples in the rec kernel case. The latter
situation imposes the memory size since two buffers of samples have to be stored.
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Global Kernel output data are stored into theOutputMemory block. Local storage is con-
venient to facilitate both the decomposition, just from the second level on, and the recom-
postion phases whereas in sorting phase, it can contain the various samples of the obtained
templateswith respect to verify the similaritywith the incoming detected spikes. This allows
to reduce the processor-coprocessor communication overhead.
TheOutput Memory block is able to perform two simultaneous read/write operations in
the same system clock cycle. In fact, internally this memory is driven by a clock signal two
times faster than the system one. Moreover, a dual-portmemory is adopted to store the out-
put of the H(z) and theG(z) filters when a dec kernel is executed. At the end of the decom-
position phase, when the entire sequence of dec kernels has been sequentially executed, the
Output Memory contains the various detail signals a2i [n] and the last approximation sig-
nal d2Nlev [n] adopting different base addresses. Coprocessor to processor handshake and
storage on theOutput Memory block are managed by theOutput FSM block.
The assembled testing environment allows the user transmitting the input data and the
coprocessor parameters to the MicroBlaze at runtime. To this aim, a Xilinx Ethernet con-
troller, accessible by the MicroBlaze, has been connected to the PLB (Peripheral Local Bus)
exploiting an UDP communication between the FPGA and a host PC. For this reason, even
in this case the LightWeight Internet Protocol (LwIP) software library, which allows to im-
plement the TCP/IP protocols stack optimized for embedded systems mapped on FPGAs,
has been used. The related source code, the MicroBlaze application and the temporary data
buffers are linked to the external DDR SDRAM attached to the same PLB.
6.4 Experimental results
To evaluate the benefits of this proposed approach, it is necessary to verify the system func-
tionality of the reconfigurable coprocessor at the disposal of the MicroBlaze to perform the
various processing steps of the considered neural decoding algorithm. To this aim, it has
been used the same datasets of simulated neural signals used in the previous chapters, con-
structed starting with a database of physiological spikes, representing the action potentials
obtained during real experimental recordings [72] on animals at the CNS level. To simulate
the background noise, spikes from different neuronal cells at random times and amplitudes
were overlapped to the relevant neural activity, considering that the useful signal bandwidth
for these signals, sampled at the frequency of 12kHz, is between 300Hz and 3kHz.
6.4.1 Accuracy results
The first thing which must be tested is the presence of action potentials at the output of the
WD, removing all the background noise without corrupting the signal of interest (i.e. avoid-
ing to filter out any relevant spikes). As said before, the significant bandwidth of the exploited
test data lies between 300Hz and 3kHz, so thewavelet denoising stage has been customized
to obtain an equivalent bandwidth between 375Hz and 3kHz (4 levels of decomposition/re-
composition), discarding the last approximation signal and the lowest-frequency detail us-
ing the simpler Haar family as mother wavelet which determines the value of the filters co-
efficients.
Figure 6.10 shows the input signal (top), corrupted with a low level of background noise,
and the denoised output signal (bottom) obtained adopting the proposed reconfigurable
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hardware solution using frames of 500 samples and the Haar wavelet. The mother wavelet
influences the number of taps, in this case 2, of the H(z) and G(z) in decomposition phase
and of the H ′(z) and G ′(z) in recomposition phase, and those of the descending filters. As
can be noticed, the background noise has been properly removed, reaching a good degree of
accuracy.
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Figure 6.10: Input (top) and output denoised (bottom) signals. Low level background noise.
Haar mother wavelet.
Filtering performance has been assessed also considering a larger backgroundnoise over-
lapped to the input signal. Figure 6.11 shows the input signal (top), corrupted with a larger
background noise, and the denoised output signal (bottom). As can be noticed, in the de-
noised output signal the action potentials are again clearly visible, demonstrating that even
a larger background noise is efficiently filtered out.
The reconfigurability of the proposed approach allows selecting differentmotherwavelets
without anymodification of the systembased on the current characteristics of the processed
signal. Different filter coefficients have to be transmitted to the coprocessor, whose overall
structure does not change. Opting for a Daubechies 2mother wavelet modifies the number
of filters taps, incremented to 4, leading to the results shown in Fig. 6.12.
To verify the performance of the hardware implementation even at output of the template-
matching spike sorting, among the possible test signals, the Easy1 one has been selected
since it is the only one where the spike waveforms from different neurons present a corre-
lation value lower than 0.9 between them. This is fundamental taking into account that the
considered spike sorting algorithmmust be able to recognize the differences among the var-
ious spikes, associating each of them to a particular template characterized by having the
largest correlation with it. Easy1 signal includes the activity of three neurons and, in 60 sec-
onds, each neuron fires approximately 1100 times. Table 6.1 shows the results in terms of
number of spikes associated to the different templates autonomously identified by the algo-
rithm, limitedly to the N = 10 most significant ones. Even increasing the background noise,
the proposed system is able to detect the spikes with a reasonable accuracy.
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Figure 6.11: Input (top) and output denoised (bottom) signals. High level background noise.
Haar mother wavelet.
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Figure 6.12: Input (top) and output denoised (bottom) signals. Low level background noise.
Debauchies 2mother wavelet.
6.4.2 Latency analysis
Even though the main goal of the proposed approach is that of semi-automatically creat-
ing small/low-power architectures implementing complex dataflows fostering FUs reuse,
the hardware implementation can mark significant improvements also in terms of latency,
compared to a purely software implementation, in order to satisfy the relative real-time con-
straints of the application under consideration. A comparison in terms of execution cycles
of the individual kernels, performed exploiting theMicroBlaze processor alone or the archi-
tecture including also the reconfigurable coprocessor, is presented in Fig. 6.13. The better
performance with the coprocessor represents a lower bound, since the minimum number
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Table 6.1: Number of spikes associated to each templatewhile varying the background noise
level of the synthetic signal.
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of FUs has been instantiated in order to save both area and power. Giving up some saved
resources, the performance can be improved in the light of a defined number of channels
and real-time constraints.
Figure 6.13: Latency comparison between a totally software solution by theMicroBlaze core
and the architecture including also the low-power reconfigurable coprocessor.
6.4.3 Area occupancy and power consumption
Synthesis have been performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
terms of area and power saving. It has been done a preliminary study on the reconfigurable
datapath generated by theMDC tool only considering the single kernels to perform the pre-
processing wavelet denoising stage and then all the single kernels identified in the flow di-
agram of the algorithm shown in Fig. 6.4. Initially, it has been considered as target device
for the Global Kernel the same FPGA development board adopted for the test environment
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Table 6.2: Number of adder andmultiplier FUs composing the considered wavelet denoising
implementations.
IMPL adders multipliers
MGK 3 2
SGK 6 4
Parallel WD 20 32
exploiting the dedicated Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST) tool. Afterwards, it has been per-
formed a second synthesis trial with RTL Compiler of the Cadence SoC Encounter commer-
cial release, using an ASIC 90nm low-power CMOS technology.
Regarding to the wavelet denoising, the Global Kernel assembled with the MDC tool
(hereafter namedMGK ) has been compared with:
• the datapath obtained by the 3 identified kernels (dec, rec, thr) without any resource
sharing (Static Global Kernel, SGK );
• the parallel system (Cascaded Kernel) implementing the wavelet denoising solution in
Fig. 6.5.
Results reported for the Cascaded Kernel constitute an estimation, whose values are de-
termined taking into account the number of required FIR filters. The chosen FIR filter imple-
mentation model is the Direct Form I [4], composed by two multipliers and an adder. Such
estimations leverage on the results achieved for the implemented floating-point HDL com-
ponents library, whose synthesis outcomes for themultiplier and the adder FUs are reported
in Tab. 6.3. It has been enforced in XST the use of MULT18X18SIO hardware multipliers,
avoiding the less efficient and more area-hungry implementation on distributed logic. For
these estimations, it has been decided to discard the contributions of all the other compo-
nents (i.e. those used in the thresholding phase) that are less significant in terms of area and
power.
Table 6.2 summarizes the amount of resources used for the three aforementionedGlobal
Kernel implementations. For the Cascaded Kernel it has been estimated the usage of 32mul-
tipliers and 20 adders, a decomposition phase and a recomposition one has been consid-
ered, both composed of four levels each containing in turn two FIR filters (2×4×2×2 = 32
multipliers and 2×4×2×1= 16 adders) plus an additional adder at the end of each recom-
position level (4×1= 4 adders).
The synthesis results for the FPGA target device are exposed in Tab. 6.4. It is evident that
adopting the MDC tool has a significant impact on the resource usage. The MDC Global
Kernel in terms of slices is able to achieve 36% of saving compared to the SGK and 82% com-
pared to the Cascaded Kernel estimation. Considering the Xilinx multiplier primitives, the
resource saving percentage is 50% and 97% respectively. The MDC-based solution presents
a very small resource occupation percentage on the target device, whereas theCascaded Ker-
nel requires a considerable amount of resources and, due to its large multipliers request,
cannot be mapped onto the considered FPGA.
Tab. 6.5 summarizes the results of the FPGA synthesis for the unique dataflow imple-
mentation as generated by the MDC tool (MGK ) in comparison to those achievable for the
architecture resulting from the implementation of all the kernels of the whole decoding al-
gorithmbut without resource sharing ( SGK ) and the whole Coprocessor (including theMGK
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Table 6.3: Synthesis results for the most interesting FUs.
FPGA
FU slices [%] FFs [%]a MULs [%]b
adder 341 116 0
multiplier 138 131 11
ASIC
FU area [µm2] power [mW ] freq [MHz]
adder 8644 1,679 555,56
multiplier 113497 2,031 357,14
aFlip Flop slices.
bMULT18X18SIO dedicated multipliers.
Table 6.4: FPGA synthesis results only considering the kernels for the wavelet denoising
IMPL slices [%] FFs [%]a MULs [%]b
MGK 14 5 22
SGK 22 8 44
Cascaded Kernel 76 22 356
aFlip Flop slices.
bMULT18X18SIO dedicated multipliers.
Table 6.5: FPGA synthesis results considering all the kernels of the algorithm.
IMPL slices [%] FFs [%]a MULs [%]b
SGK 81 23 100
MGK 26 7 33
Coprocessor 32 9 36
aFlip Flop slices.
bMULT18X18SIO dedicated multipliers.
wrapped by an external layer that allows its easy exploitation). As it can be seen, the re-
configurable MGK allows saving about the 61% of the slices available on the chosen device
compared to the SGK.
About the ASIC synthesis, Tab. 6.6 reports the results extracted using RTL compiler. It is
confirmed, both considering the area occupancy (the synthesis reports provide the effective
system area on a die) and the power consumption (the synthesis reports provide an estima-
tion of the consumption), that the proposed MDC-based approach is able to provide supe-
rior performance. The area estimationof theMDCGlobal Kernel is respectively 40% and 86%
smaller than the SGK and the Cascaded Kernel ones. The power consumption estimation of
theMGK is 40% less than the SGK one, whereas it is the 90% less than the Cascaded Kernel
one. The maximum operating frequency is fixed by the floating point multiplier, so that it
is equal for all the considered Global Kernel implementations. This result also for theMGK
demonstrates that, for this particular application, the overhead of introducing the Sboxes to
handle reconfigurability does not impact on the frequency. Consequently, even though there
may be chains of Sboxes introduced by the merging kernel process, these do not contribute
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Table 6.6: ASIC synthesis results.
IMPL area [µm2] power [mW ] freq [MHz]
MGK 86353 12,880 357,14
SGK 142927 21,499 357,14
Cascaded Kernel 604784 128,593 —
Table 6.7: ASIC synthesis results.
IMPL area [µm2] power [mW ] freq [MHz]
SGK 462807 61,556 357,71
MGK 133949 14,691 312,5
Coprocessor 159325 15,160 208,33
to the critical path. In the Cascaded Kernel case the value of the operating frequency is not
reported since an effective implementation of the system has not been performed.
Finally, the ASIC synthesis results considering all the kernels identified in the decoding
algorithm are presented in Tab. 6.7. The MGK still has significant advantages compared to
the SGK, saving 71% of the area and 76% of power dissipation. In this case, it has been ob-
tained a 13% decrease of the maximum operating frequency. Compared to the MGK, the
coprocessor requires a larger area (+19%) and dissipates more power (+3%). It suffers fur-
ther penalties in terms of the operating frequency (-42%) compared to the SGK.
Summarizing, both the synthesis trials, targeting FPGA and ASIC devices, have showed
that the adoption of theMDC approach in the implementation of the on-line neural decod-
ing algorithm for neuroprosthetic applications is a very effective choice, especially when it
is necessary to develop an implantable/portable solutions. In this way, the implemented so-
lution, but more generally the proposed approach itself, can be very useful where there are
stringent physical constraints, mainly related to area and power. The performance in terms
of latency can also be improved by tuning the implemented parallelism in the light of a de-
fined number of channels and real-time constraints, by usingmore than one reconfigurable
global kernel in order that they can be exploited to perform the same or different kernels at
the same time in a parallel way, due to the fact that each one can execute the relative pro-
cessing only in a sequential way.
Chapter 7
An FPGA-based MPSoC for On-line
Neural Signal Decoding
7.1 Introduction
Opting for a coarse-grained reconfigurable approach to automatically create a low-power
implementation of the target decoding algorithm with the minimum hardware resources
determines some difficulties in the fulfilment of the real-time constraints imposed by the
application under consideration. It has been demonstrated that the use of a reconfigurable
coprocessor allows to accelerate some computational intensive kernels in comparison to a
totally micro-programmed case but the desired processing performed by the Global Kernel
and invoked by theMicroBlaze processor can be done only in a sequential way, once a time.
For this reason, in the perspective of the development of a multi-channel decoding imple-
mentation which must satisfy the tight real-time constraints, it is necessary to exploit some
effective techniques of parallelism even considering the problems related to the power con-
sumption to allow portability of the resulting solution.
As detailed in the previous chapter, spike sorting algorithms, especially those based on
template-matching approaches, are complex considering the relatively high sampling fre-
quency required by the neural signals [18] in comparison to other physiological signals (e.g.
EEG) and the possible presence of multiple channels [65]. This hampers the difficulty of the
design of low-powerminiaturized embedded systems that could be implanted enabling low-
bandwidth communication with the external prosthesis, limited to the motor commands.
The aim of this part of the research activity is tomake a step further in the definition of novel
power-efficient methodologies for the implementation of such algorithms. The main idea
is to take profit from the inherent parallelism in the reference application to effectively ex-
ecute it on a custom Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC). For this reason, the same
PNS signal decoding algorithm considered in the previous chapters has been taken into ac-
count [16] thanks to the fact that its on-line version has revealed good performance even in
case of low SNR conditions, both on a synthetic dataset of neural signals and a database of
real recordings extracted during in-vivo experimental tests on sedated animals.
As described before, it presents two main critical features that must be duly taken into
account. Firstly, the application has to be executed in real-time to be safely capable of de-
coding every useful information in a timely manner for the control of the neuroprosthesis,
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providing a robust support to the patient requiring significant processing power. The idea
is to exploit the potentiality of the MPSoCs, increasing computing capabilities through par-
allel computing but using lower working frequency to reduce the power consumption. Sec-
ondly, spikes distribution over time is not regular. Due to the relationship between spikes
distribution and the motion intention, the workload that the processing system has to un-
dergo is deeply dependent on it and, in turn, on the signal itself. The performance levels
needed in each different timing interval are hardly predictable and can be very changeable.
To ensure robustness, worst-case conditions must be assumed. Such assumption results in
an over-dimensioning of the system that has to be counter-balanced with adequate power
managementmeasures to improve battery lifetime.
To this aim, it will be proposed an approach that is focused on the software-based con-
trol of the power consumption. When, due to the absence of useful information in the input
stream, the processing elements in charge of analysing the spikes extracted from the signal
are inactive, they are put in low-power mode by calling an adequate Application Program-
ming Interface (API) in the application code. The demonstration of the proposed approach
is provided implementing it on a low-cost FPGA. The designed MPSoC is capable of pro-
cessing the neural signal in real-time when clocked at a reasonable frequency. The power-
reduction API selectively gates the clock signals routed to those processors that are active
only when the presence of useful information is detected. In such a proof-of-concept sys-
tem, the power reduction is thus limited only to the dynamic part of the power dissipation
which usually represents the largest contribution in terms of energy consumption. However,
it demonstrates the possibility of applying more aggressive power reduction techniques on
a prospective ASIC implementation of the system which can be placed near the stump of
the prosthesis working with batteries as power source allowing portability for the resulting
solution.
7.2 Related work
As already mentioned, spike sorting techniques aim at recognizing the different neurons,
whose firing activity has been recorded, on the basis of the information encoded at different
levels in the morphology of their action potentials [46]. Even when selectivity of the used
multi-channel electrodes is high, the activity of multiplemotor neurons can be found on the
same channel, thus requiring the adoption of such techniques in order to extract the motor
commands destined to control different muscles. Depending on the chosen neural inter-
face, the number of channels can considerably change from 4-8 for PNS intraneural and
epineural electrodes to more than one hundred for microelectrodes arrays in cortical im-
plants. Considering the relatively high bandwidth required, typically around 5−6kHz, and
the invasiveness of the electrodes, the best solution would be that of implanting the whole
decoding platform coming out only with the control signals for the prosthesis, requiring far
less bandwidth. However, the real-time constraints required by an usable device and the
low-power profile aimed at a long battery life and, more, at a reduced heating of the patient’s
tissues are contrasting.
Several works on neural signal processing have been presented in the years, the largest
part of them proposing FPGAs [92, 89, 8] as implementation target to guarantee more flex-
ibility than ASICs [15, 71] with more parallelism than general-purpose processors. In [92],
a fully implantable programmable neuroprocessor mappable on a low-power nano-FPGA is
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presented. It manages data acquisition and reduction by particular compression techniques
in order tominimize the output bitrate exploiting the sparse representationof the neural sig-
nals. In thisway, it is possible to overcome the limitationof thewireless telemetrybandwidth
by transmitting only the samples associated to the detected spikes to an external device for
cortically-controlled Brain-Machine Interfaces. This solution has been tested on raw extra-
cellular signals recorded through micro-electrode arrays chronically implanted in the brain
of sedated rats. The feasibility of this approach in terms of power consumption has been
investigated on standard CMOS VLSI [94]. However, in this approach, the computational
complexity is shifted at downstream of the implantable device in order to perform the de-
coding which can be executed on many-core platforms [14] or FPGA-accelerated solutions
[24].
Other energy-efficient implementations for multi-channel spike sorting have been pub-
lished so far [37], most of them concerning the processing of signals coming from the CNS.
Some of them focus on the analysis, in terms of necessary hardware resources and accuracy,
of some typical processing steps of spike sorting algorithms [61, 23], optimized in order to
be mapped on a dedicated chip. In these cases, massive parallelization is in contrast with
the low-power requirements. Despite the approach aiming to solve the neural signal decod-
ing trough the PNS seems to be the most attractive for the time being [56], there is a lack of
studies in terms of architectures able to cope with the application constraints. As demon-
strated in the previous chapters, the same algorithm has been ported on a complex VLIW
floating-point processor by the Texas Instruments but the claimed real-time results have
been obtained on a device clocked at 300MHz: such an architecture, and the operating fre-
quency, determines an excessive contribution in terms of dynamic power consumption that
is not allowable in case of implantable or portable solutions. Themethodological aspects re-
lated to power-efficient and effective multi-processor architectures aimed at implementing
in real-time state-of-the-art neural signal decoding algorithms seems to lack in the scientific
literature, and will be preliminarily addressed in the next sections.
7.3 Target application and related constraints
Even though the target algorithmwas originally conceived for single-channel PNS signal de-
coding, this choice does not limit in principle the prospective scalability of the proposed ap-
proach. Without considering the final SVM classifier stage, as in the previous coarse-grained
case, which is not themost computational intensive processing step of the algorithm, it takes
as input a single PNS signal channel whereas its output is an indication, for each detected
spike, of the class the spike belongs to. Classes are represented by an average spike wave-
form (hereafter called template) univocally associated to a single motor neuron, so that ev-
ery spike resembling a given template can be considered as produced by that neuron. The
results of such a processing could be used to train a classifier to recognize the movement
intentions, looking at the global firing activity in a sliding window of a predefined size.
Such a process could be performed in a remote computing facility with more relaxed
requirements in terms of low-power consumption sending out, through a wireless network
interface, the class identifier associated to the last processed spike. It will be considered
in this case only the part of the algorithm which must be performed in on-line processing
mode, i.e. when all the templates have been already created, due that it can be done at off-
line by using for example an equivalentMatlab implementation as specified in the literature
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[76]. Fig.7.1 shows the flow diagram of the reference decoding application, highlighting the
presence of the various steps involved in the on-lineprocessingwhich are described in detail
in the following subsections.
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Figure 7.1: Flow diagramof the target neural signal processing algorithm (Thc represents the
cross-correlation threshold).
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7.3.1 Wavelet Denoising
As described before,Wavelet Denoising is typically used to remove noise that lies in the same
bandwidth of the signal, especially when it can be approximated as a Gaussian distributed
random source. Compared to traditional linear filtering it could be a very useful tool for low-
SNR signals. According to what is shown in Fig. 7.2, the same settings of the previous DSP
implementation have been used:
• the so called à trous algorithm [80] to allow time invariance and the same resolutions
at the various decomposition bands;
• an Hard approach for the thresholding phase applied to the detail signals (the coeffi-
cients with values below the threshold are discarded whereas those above the thresh-
old are retained);
• the cost-effective Haar family as mother wavelet, which determines the coefficients
values of the FIR filters at decomposition and recomposition phase;
• an input sampling frequency fs of 12kHz, using 4 trellis levels and clearing the last
approximation signal in order to perform a band-pass non-linear filtering in the range
between 375−6000Hz considered as significant output bandwidth.
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Figure 7.2: TheWavelet Denoising scheme.
Filtering operations are convolutions requiring several multiply-and-accumulate opera-
tions. Compared to the block-based processing proposed in the previous DSP implementa-
tion, introduced to improve the relative latency performance, a sample-by-sample approach
has been exploited in order to limit the size of the data structures to be stored in the local
memory of the assigned processor. The WD buffering required by the filtering operations is
performed locally, without impacting on functional and timing performance.
7.3.2 Spike Detection
The neural activity represented by the spikes should be detected in the denoised signal in
order to trigger the spike sorting phase. The detectionmechanism is based on an amplitude
threshold derived by applying the Non-Linear Energy Operator (NEO) on the WD output.
Such operator has the advantage of emphasizing the presence of the pulses [36] since it as-
sumes high values in correspondence of those sample windows that are characterized by
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high power and high frequency components, as typical of actions potentials. After the NEO
calculation has been performed, a spike extraction procedure identifies the windows in the
NEO signal for which the NEO values are above the threshold, storing the correspondent
WD-processed samples in a buffer to be passed to the spike sorting phase. A head and a tail
of ten samples before and after these events are also considered as part of the spike.
7.3.3 Spike Sorting
As shown in Fig. 7.1, the algorithm involves a template-matching spike sorting to obtain the
class representing themotor neuronwho fired the given detected spike. Morphological sim-
ilarity between the current detected pulse and the set of reference templates, created off-line
and representative of the neural activity recorded during the training phase of the algorithm,
is evaluated through normalized cross-correlations based on the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient. The number of reference templates (hereafter referred to as Nt ) is
a parameter of the algorithm, fixed off-line, descending from the training phase. It means
that such a value can change between different executions as far as a new training is per-
formed. This could be required due to a relative movement between electrode and nerve or
to the progressive reaction to the living tissue to the synthetic material leading to a decreas-
ing quality of the acquired signal [63].
In this particular implementation, both themaximumnumber of samples in a spike and
in a template (Len) have been set to 40 since, at a sampling rate of 12 kHz, the window size
of 3.3 ms is compatible with the size of isolated spikes. Cross-correlation has been preferred
to simple correlation between spike and template in order to evaluate the best alignment. To
this aim, the spike under analysis is centred in a buffer of 2×Len = 80 elements on its maxi-
mum. Then, the algorithm calculates a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient for
each different overlap of Len samples between the buffer and the template, and the maxi-
mum value is taken as result. The normalized correlation method produces a result whose
absolute value is ≤ 1. In order to speed up the computation, the templates could be loaded
already standardized (i.e. centred and with unitary variance). If the overlapping part of the
2×Len buffer is also standardized (which must be performed at on-line computing ahead
themean and the standard deviation of that buffer part), the calculation of the Pearson coef-
ficient is merely a dot product. For every overlap, the spike standardization takes place only
once whereas the actual Pearson coefficient calculation, hereafter called SpikeVSTemplate
xcorr measurement, has to be repeated for every template. The index of the template with
the highest value is the final result of the spike sorting.
7.3.4 Real-time constraints
As already stated, the sampling frequency considered during the development of the system
is 12 kHz. It has been assumed, quite conservatively according to in-vivo experiments, to
need enough processing power to analyse one spike every 23 samples. This means that the
worst case condition involves the presence of about 524 spikes/sec, defining a lower limit to
the throughput of the entire system.
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7.4 Parallelization and programming model
The considered neural signal decoding algorithm is a typical streaming application. The
data received in input has to go through several processing steps, represented by explicit
function calls, operating on a block of samples. The execution is thus the body of an infinite
while() loop that triggers a new iteration every time that a new block of samples is available.
The algorithm was studied and defined in the form of a sequential Matlab program, then
converted in a C code as presented as presented in the Listing 7.1.
Listing 7.1: Sequential form of the target application
void main() {
float input_sample, denoised_sample;
float detected_spike[SPIKE_SIZE];
bool spike_detected;
while (1){
get_sample_from_ADC(input_sample);
wavelet_denoising(input_sample, denoised_sample);
spike_detection(denoised_sample, spike_detected, detected_spike);
if (spike_detected)
spike_sorting(detected_spike, output_class);
}
}
Specifying the application as a sequential program is comfortable during the algorithm
definition, since such form represents the most intuitive description, but it does not match
the need to exploit parallelism. To this aim, it has beenmodified the code implementing the
same algorithmusing aModel of Computation (MoC) based on process networks. SuchMoC
is basically derived from Kahn Process Networks [35] and it is based on parallel processes
that communicate through FIFOs. Each process is a repeated execution of a functional actor
which receives input data from one (set of) FIFO(s) and writes output data to another one.
Process networks are well known to still represent a very intuitive way of specifying the
application behaviour. The identification of the parallel tasks is almost straightforward,
since each parallel node is a processing step of the functional process. Generally, each par-
allel node is in a form such as the Listing 7.2.
Listing 7.2: Example of the typical KPN structure code
while (1){
read(upstream_FIFO_1);
...
read(upstream_FIFO_n);
compute( );
write(downstream_FIFO_1);
...
write(downstream_FIFO_n);
}
Thenodes communicatewith each other exchanging tokens throughFIFOs. At each node
iteration, a compute function elaborates the received tokens and produces new ones that
have to be sent to the downstreamnodes. The compute function represents the computation
workload of the parallel node.
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Theoretically the FIFO size in KPNs is unbounded, preventing an implementationon real
memory-limited computing architectures. However, implementation is still possible [70, 22]
by means of blocking reads and blocking writes to/from the FIFO, meaning that the process
stalls when the input FIFO is empty or when the output FIFO is full. Using this kind of im-
plementation, in general, can potentially bring to deadlocks if the chosen size of the FIFOs is
not sufficient or if the scheduling of the processes on the different processors is not carefully
tuned. In the considered case, such tuning steps are simplified by the very simple KPN graph
resulting from the target application.
The Listing 7.3 represents a possible solution for the parallel node implementing the
spike detection. The input token is the denoised block of samples, received from the node
implementing the wavelet denoising. The compute function, spike detection in this case,
elaborates it and, if a spike is detected, produces the detected spike as output token.
Listing 7.3: The parallel application node implementing the spike detection elaboration step
void parallel_spike_detection() {
float denoised_sample;
float detected_spike[SPIKE_SIZE];
bool spike_detected;
while (1){
read(upstream_FIFO, denoised_block);
spike_detection(denoised_block, spike_detected, detected_spike);
if (spike_detected)
write(downstream_FIFO, detected_spike, output_class);
}
}
Once the application has been converted in a network of parallel nodes, the mapping of
the different tasks on the different available processing elements has to be defined.
7.5 Sequential application profiling
The aim is to speed up the execution implementing a software pipeline. Provided that enough
buffering resources are instantiated between different processes, the elaboration step envi-
sioned in each process step can run in parallel on subsequent blocks of samples. The even-
tual performance can be pre-estimated using an analytical model of the dependence of the
throughput on the nodeworkloads. Thework in [55] presents an approach formodelling the
overall throughput of a KPN network, by calculating the throughput τPi of every KPN pro-
cess and propagating the minimum process throughput to the sink process (i.e. the output
node). Each process Pi of the KPN can be annotated with a workload numberWPi :
WPi =CPi +x ·CRd + y ·CWr ,
where CPi denotes the number of time units (i.e. clock cycles) required to execute the pro-
cess function once, x and y denote how many FIFOs are read and written per process fir-
ing, and CRd and CWr denote the communication costs. The throughput of each process is,
hence, τPi = 1WPi . The overall KPN throughput is denoted by τout and is defined as the aver-
age number of tokens produced by the network per time unit. Because it is known from [55]
that the slowest process determines the system throughput, then τout = τPslowest .
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To find an effective mapping solution for the decoding algorithm, the pipeline stages
have to be as balanced as possible. In order to provide this balance, an optimal partitioning
of the application can require the splitting of some nodes. Moreover, the designer does not
always have enough processing resources to map every process onto a different processing
element. In this case, the process have to be clustered, identifying a “mapping” that min-
imizes the number of processors while keeping the same throughput. Thus, the choice of
the optimal system configuration requires a preliminary profiling phase. The evaluation of
the computation workload inside each function was firstly obtained running the sequential
application on a system including one Microblaze processor implemented on FPGA. Using
a dedicated performance counter it was possible to measure the execution time associated
to the main steps of the elaboration.
In Table 7.1 the results of such profiling have been presented. The communication la-
tency is an estimated value obtained by means of a simple analytic model derived from a
preliminary training set of experiments. It provides an estimation of the latency associated
with the reading and the writing operations that should be performed if a node has to read
inputs and write outputs through FIFOs, according to the size of the tokens that have to be
exchanged. The number of iterations reported in Table 7.1 indicates how many times each
function has to be executed to process one spike. The first three nodes iterate over each sam-
ple. Each iteration can prospectively determine the need for a spike analysis. This part of the
processing, thus, is obviously not limiting the overall throughput.
Table 7.1: Execution time of the main processing steps.
Elaboration step Exec. time (cycles) Comm. latency iterations
Wavelet denoising 1981 25 1
NEO extraction 210 25 1
Spike detection 253 450 1
Spike standardization− 1 55584 1800 1
Spike standardization− 2 62434 26100 1
SpikeVStemplate xcorr 22001 25700 Nt
Maximum search 45 15×Nt 1
The profiling clearly shows that the most computationally intensive processing phase in
the algorithm is the spike sorting. Considering it as a single node would result in an un-
balanced partitioning reducing the achievable speed-up. Thus it has been considered the
sub-steps involved in the spike sorting as independent functions. The spike standardization
is performed once for every overlap between a template and the overlapping part of the de-
tected spike, whereas the spike-template cross-correlationmeasurement has to be repeated
also for each reference template, thus exposing further parallelism.
7.6 Partitioning and mapping description
The chosen partitioning involves that the standardization process is decomposed into two
different steps considered as independent nodes and the cross-correlation measurement
into Nt nodes, where Nt is the templates number previously created at off-line. In this way,
the parallel application graph assumes the form represented in Fig. 7.3. The first phase of
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the spike standardization computes the required statistic moments, namely the mean and
the variance of the segment of the enlarged spike buffer used for that cross-correlation step.
The second phase derives the standard deviation and performs the actual standardizationof
that part of the enlarged buffer, preparing the segment for the next processing step.
Looking at the entry Table 7.1 related to the second phase of the spike standardization, it
is easy to notice that such node has to communicate a significant amount of data with the
downstream nodes. This can prospectively be a criticality of the proposed partitioning. A
possible countermeasure could be the integration of the second standardization phase in
each downstream node, which would reduce significantly the communication requirements
(the communication execution time overhead would be reduced from 25700 to around 1800
as in the upstream communication link). However, the spike standardization is not depen-
dent on the reference template, thus, using this solution, each SpikeVsTempalte xcorr down-
stream node would repeat the same computation on the same input data, wasting FLOPs
(Floating-Point Operations) in the assigned processing elements.
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Figure 7.3: Application graph resulting from the application partitioning. The gray boxes
indicate the task-to-processor mapping.
The task-to-processor mapping has to provide a good balancing of the workload distri-
bution over the different processing elements. The Spike standardization - 2 node has the
heaviest workload. Selecting it as the limiting node for the overall throughput sets an exe-
cution time limit for the other nodes. To respect this limit, it has been selected the mapping
represented by the gray boxes in Fig. 7.3. The first three nodes aremerged on one single node
andmapped on the processing unit PU0. On PU1 and PU2 it has been mapped respectively
Spike standardization - 1 and Spike standardization - 2. The rest of the processors are used as
Normalized cross-correlators, each one performing an instance of the SpikeVsTemplate xcorr,
over the incoming spike and one of the reference templates.
According to the latency associated with the SpikeVsTempalte xcorr task, given the pro-
posedmapping, it is possible to observe that two different iterations of the node can be per-
formed without impacting on the overall throughput of the network. Thus it is possible to
assume that, if needed, each normalized cross-correlator can measure the cross-correlation
of the incoming spike with two different reference templates. Finally, the spike sorting phase
that searches for the maximum cross-correlation value is assigned to one of the normalized
cross-correlators.
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7.7 Hardware architecture
Given the previously described partitioning of the application, to implement the comput-
ing platform on the FPGA, the Embedded Development Kit tool-suite by Xilinx has been
exploited. As shown in Fig. 7.4, 8 tiles have been instantiated in the multi-processor system.
Each tile is composed of aMicroblaze processor connected bymeans of a LocalMemory Bus
to a double-port memory (two ports implement the instruction and data sides). Each tile
is connected to the neighbours, according to the communication needs posed by the task
graph represented in Fig. 7.3, by means of Fast Simplex Link (FSL) FIFO-based structures.
The FIFO links are 32-bit wide. The transmission of tokens is implemented using a ded-
icated API that, according to the size specified as parameter, wraps a variable number of
the dedicated assembly primitives available in theMicroblaze instruction set. In the shaded
area of Fig. 7.4, it has been highlighted the part of the system that has been implemented
on FPGA only for prototyping purposes. It includes a PLB (Peripheral Local Bus), providing
to the PEs access to a set of shared peripherals (a serial I/O to enable communication with
a host workstation, a performance counter exploited during the profiling, a DDR2 interface
that is exploited by the first node to emulate the access to the analog back-end in order to
acquire the input signal samples coming from the recording phase). Hence, the hardware
parts in the shaded area are only useful to demonstrate the functionality of the system but
will not be needed in a prospective industrial implementation of the computing platform.
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Figure 7.4: CustomMPSoC architecture implemented on the FPGA device.
7.8 Integrated power consumption control
The overall approach is based on the already mentioned structure of the input neural sig-
nal. The idea is to provide enough computing power to process in real-time bursts of very
frequent spikes, making the application robust and secure in the very worst-case condition,
but being capable of reducing the power consumption when the hardware elements are not
used, in those time slotswhere neural activity is below the background activity. To this aim, a
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clock-gatingmanager has been implemented that can selectively switch off the clock signals
in input to the processing elements and the communication infrastructures that have been
mapped into the last stages of the processing pipeline. They usually determine the greatest
contribution in terms of dynamic power consumption due to the fact that the relative inter-
nal registers are updated at each clock period even if their input signals do not change when
they are not involved in the current processing.
In digital systems, power consumption is in fact composed of two contributions: dy-
namic and static. The former is mainly due to the charging and recharging of parasitic ca-
pacitances when logic transitions occur (i.e. switching-activity during execution) and it is
influenced by the characteristics of the reference application in terms of probability with
which the various internal wires of the system change their logic state. The latter is dissi-
pated while no circuit activity is present in the system and is due to leakage currents and it
depends on the used technology library. As said before, the aim is to strongly reduce the for-
mer by using clock-gating techniques according to considerations performed on the signal
of interest.
The clock-gating manager can be controlled by calling a set of related APIs in the appli-
cation software. It has been integrated in a peripheral module shared among the various
processing units which can access it through the same PLB. According to the current state
of a Finite StateMachine (FSM), the clock signal in input to each core is enabled or disabled
assigning the correct logic value to a 1-bit wire in input to the dedicatedBUFGCE block avail-
able on Xilinx FPGAs whereas in case of ASIC implementations, it can be performed easily
by exploiting AND gates having in input the enable and the clock signals.
In the presented solution, the clock signals of the processors in charge of analysing the
spikes are initially disabled at the application start-up. The detection stage, when a spike
is identified in the output of the Wavelet Denoising stage, enables the clock applied to the
downstream pipeline stage. Then the activation process continues similarly: each process-
ing stage activates the following right before writing the data to be processed in the related
connecting FIFO. Every process than takes care of disabling its own clock when the received
token has been processed. In order to avoid such auto-disabling to overwrite previous acti-
vations received by the upstream node during the processing phase, the clock-gating man-
ager hardware has been designed to take care of tracking the history of activations and dis-
activations. Thus, it ensures that all the tokens are processed.
The implemented clocking manager is parametric. The number of clocks to control can
be configured at design time. Thus the designer can choose to control each “Normalized
cross-correlator” independently. This feature is useful since the template definition can be
repeated periodically to update and refine the shapes and the number of the templates that
have to be compared with the detected spike. Thus, if the number of spikes to check is re-
duced, the application can activate only the needednumber of Normalized cross-correlators
and can keep the power consumption as low as possible. Fig. 7.5 shows how it is possible to
reduce the power consumption of the system implemented on a Xilinx FPGA Virtex-5 LX50T
by means of the proposed clock gating techniques. The plot represents the power levels
that can be selected, when different numbers of Normalized cross-correlators are enabled.
The trend of the instantaneous consumption is obtained exploiting the Digilent Adept tool
which allows to perform the software real-time powermonitor on all the supply rails after the
proper configuration of the designed MPSoC system into the target FPGA device, buffering
the relative samples for a defined time window at the frequency of 16Hz.
While only clock gating can be implemented using FPGAs as target technology, the pro-
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posed system can serve as a proof of concept with respect to the usefulness of the consid-
ered approach for the perspective of a future ASIC implementation,where amore aggressive
switching policies, involving gating of power islands can be adopted in order to allow porta-
bility of the resultant prosthetic solution with a long battery life. In fact, the achieved abso-
lute values of the instantaneous power consumption of the system mapped into the FPGA
shown in Fig.7.5 do not have significant importance whereas the relative percentage vari-
ation after the shut-down process of one or more processing units strongly highlights the
utility of this approach. The KPN nodes that can be switched off are stateless, thus no infor-
mation has to be stored between two successive firings. In this way, switching off the whole
processor power supply is totally feasible.
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Figure 7.5: Power consumption of the system measured on the FPGA. The background bars
indicate the number of non clock-gated CPUs in each time interval.
7.9 Experimental results
7.9.1 Timing Constraints Evaluation
To verify the actual performance of the implementedprototype and the correct functionality
even in worst-case conditions, evaluating that the balance of the tasksmapped on each pro-
cessing unit of the system matches with the expected results after the profiling, a synthetic
test signal has been used. It has been created from a publicly available dataset of synthetic
neural signal [72] as a continuous sequence of the same real physiological spike. This spike
has been selected with theminimumallowable number of samples according to physiologi-
cal considerations in order to stimulate the worst case condition for the decoding algorithm
throughput requirements and to verify the satisfaction of the real-time constraints in the
FPGA MPSoC system. As said before, for each instance of the considered spike in the input
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signal, the hardware implementationmust be able to determine the output class at real-time
without any loss of information.
The timing diagram in Fig. 7.6 demonstrates that the proposed architecture is able to
meet the constraints imposed by the application. To do this, the Grasp [31] software has
been exploited which represents a tool for tracing, visualizing and measuring the behaviour
of hierarchical multi-processor real-time systems. The resulting throughput, tested during
the on-hardware execution, is obtained bymeans of a performance counter accessible in the
architecture by the samePLBwhich is read by each processor every time the relative compute
part respectively starts and finishes. The time interval between the end of the compute part
mapped on a defined processor and the starting of that of the next processor in the pipeline
depends on the amount of data which must be transmitted among them. Due to the fact
that the spikes in the test signal are too close, in the Fig. 7.6 it is not possible to see the same
interval for the first processor of the pipeline which is in charge of detecting the various
pulses and send them to the next processing stage.
The throughput is, as expected, limitedby that of the pipelinenodeperforming the phase
2 of the spike standardization,which is themost critical in terms of computational complex-
ity according to the used processmapping. The system is able to elaborate around one spike
every 89 kcycles and, to meet the worst-case constraint of 524 spikes/second defined by the
need of processing pulseswith at least 23 samples at the input sampling frequency of 12kHz,
the clock frequency has to be set at least to 47 MHz. It allows to further reduce the dynamic
power consumptionof the proposed solution in comparison to the previousDSP implemen-
tation.
Figure 7.6: Execution trace of the multi-core system.
7.9.2 Power consumption reduction
Fig. 7.5 shows the power consumption levels that can be set for the architecture. The even-
tual effectiveness of the power reduction technique is obviously dependent on the rate at
which the spikes are detected in real neural signals. To evaluate it, the target application has
been executed to analyse a test set of physiologically plausible signals [72].
To this aim, the Easy1 dataset of synthetic neural signals constructed starting from a
database of real physiological spikes extracted from neocortex and basal ganglia at CNS level
has been used considering that each signal in the dataset has a duration time of 60 sec. It has
been detected, bymeans of a dedicated counter instantiated in the clock-gatingmanager for
prototyping purposes, the percentage of cycles during which the clock to the sorters was ac-
tually enabled. The obtained percentages are reported in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Percentage of time with enabled Normalized cross-correlators
Signal Cycles % with disabled clock gating
Easy1-noise005 11.05%
Easy1-noise01 11.73%
Easy1-noise015 11.44%
Easy1-noise02 10.69%
Easy1-noise025 9.71%
Easy1-noise03 8.97%
Easy1-noise035 9.78%
Easy1-noise04 8.24%
unpublished PNS recordings 10.09%
Thanks to sparse nature of the neural signals, it can benoticed that theNormalized cross-
correlators are inactive formost of thewhole processing time. The possibility of switching off
their clock at runtime results in a significant impact of the proposed approach. Such impact
is expected to be even greater in an ASIC implementation where power gating can also be
exploited to cut off also the static part of the power consumption. It allows portability for the
resulting solution and a longer battery life.
7.9.3 Synthesis Results
The previous results demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach to create an
FPGA hardware implementation able to perform real-time neural signal decoding for neu-
roprosthetic applications. Such results have been achieved starting from the hypothesis that
there is enough availability of slices and memory resources (blocks of RAMs) to allow the
instantiation of the various processors into the considered board. In particular, due to the
computational complexity of the cross-correlation measurements which must be done in
parallel, it is necessary to have a number of processors equal to Nt+3, where Nt represents
the templates number, together with the logic to handle the communication among them
according to the implemented scheme shown in Fig. 7.4 and the dedicated local memory to
store the relative text code and the data structures to perform the correspondent task.
As it has been analysed before, the processing using a sample-by-sample approach in
comparison to the block-based one has allowed to minimize the requirements of each pro-
cessor in terms of memory resources thanks to the fact that they don’t need large data struc-
tures and large tokens whichmust be transmitted among them. In this subsection, the hard-
ware resources requirements which the MPSoC solution needs are properly evaluated by
FPGA synthesis exploiting the dedicated Xilinx Synthesis Tool (XST) and different FPGAs be-
longing to the same Virtex-5 architecture as target devices at the varying of the number of
templatesNt .
Table 7.3 shows the number of Slice Registers, Slice LUTs, DSP48E devices and Block
RAMs which are necessary for the various processors instantiated in the considered system,
at the varying of the templates number Nt , considering the relative requirements according
to the task which each one must execute, analysing the synthesis reports generated by XST.
They allow to demonstrate how in a Xilinx FPGA Virtex-5 LX50T it is possible to map up to
Nt = 5 processors performing in parallel way the cross-correlation calculation between the
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Table 7.3: FPGA Synthesis
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current spike and a defined template, whereas in a Virtex-5 LX110T device the maximum
value for Nt can be fixed up to 25. This constraint for the two considered devices are im-
posed by the needs in terms of memory requirements for the instantiated processors which
determine a percentage usage of 100% of Block RAMs.
Typically, the number of classes per channel is limited by the selectivity of the elec-
trode up to 3-4 in the very best case, more otherwise, so the number of Normalized cross-
correlation processors which must be used to satisfy the real-time constraints of the appli-
cation can be very low. However, with this approach, themulti-core systems can contain the
maximum number of functional units working in parallel, determining the use of a worst-
case architecture, enabling or not some of them based on the current considered Nt adopt-
ing the clock gating approach.
Summarizing, the proposed implementation enables to face the challenge posed by the
data-dependence in the target application. Enough processing power is instantiated to re-
spect real-time constraints in the worst case operating condition. The needed computa-
tion capabilities can be achieved setting a reasonable operating clock frequency, lower than
50MHz. To counterbalance the overprovisioning of the system deriving from theworst-case
assumption, an integrated power management relying on software-controlled clock-gating
has been implemented and tested. Such feature allows saving a significant energy consump-
tion related with dynamic power in the FPGA-based prototype, and demonstrates an even
greater prospective usefulness of similarly controllingmore aggressive techniques like power
gating in an ASIC implementation of the system. Such a study could lead to the realization
of an integrated decoding architecture potentially able to be hosted in the stump of the am-
putee using batteries as power source, in this way addressing the main issue motivating the
choice of this specific application.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this thesis, the design issues concerning the development of a neuroprostheticdevice able
to restore the functionalities lost by an upper limb amputee in the common daily life have
been addressed, trying to give a practical solution for each of the various phases involved in
the reference closed-loop system without the use of complex laboratory instrumentations.
The efforts of the research have been especially focused in the hardware implementation of
the electronic devices needed in the direct path for the recording and processing of periph-
eral neural signals in order to decode the movements intentions, trying to create a commu-
nication link between the brain and the cybernetic hand, and for the stimulation patterns
generation in the opposite one to give sensory information about the surrounding world to
the patient subjected to this particular disease. The research lack that this work wants to
cover is the necessity of satisfying the tight constraints imposed by the application under
consideration on embedded systems with limited resources to finally obtain a solution for
the optimal ENG-based approach which can have a great dissemination from the academic
and the commercial point of view.
In particular, a sigma-delta architecture for the recording of significant neural signals at
PNS level has been conceived, designed and simulated. It is composed by an analog front-
end unit (bandpass pre-filtering and sigma-deltamodulator)modelled at behavioural (Mat-
lab Simulink) and transistor level and by a digital back-end hosted on a Xilinx FPGA Virtex-5
LX330 and tested together with the analog part by hardware/software cosimulations exploit-
ing the Xilinx SystemGenerator tool. The analogmodule amplifies and filters the weak neu-
ral signal as close as possible to the recording site and converts it in a digital bit stream by
means of a third order single loop sigma-delta modulator. The digital unit provides sigma-
delta decimation and downsampling at the Nyquist rate as well as configuration and control
of the analog part. In this way, it has been demonstrated that the converter is able to to-
tally remove the unwanted EMG interferences thanks to the high integration capacity of the
digital domain, obtaining a good output resolution allowing to detect signals in the order of
magnitude of tens of microvolt.
The same architecture has been then used to implement a novel 8-channel bidirectional
interface, aimed at the recording of the peripheral neural signals coming from the electrodes
and the generation of bi-phasic stimulation pulses. Even in this case, the resulting system
has been designed by two separated parts: the analog front-end mapped on a custom de-
signed Integrated Circuit which exhibits a maximum power consumption of 27.2mW and a
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total area occupation of 16.8mm2, implementing the band-pass pre-filtering and the sigma-
delta modulation for the recording phase and eight D/A converters for stimulation, which
can be implanted near the electrodes avoiding to add huge noise due to long wires con-
nections; the digital back-end hosted into a Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3E prototyping board per-
forming the multi-channel sigma-delta decimation and controlling the configuration of the
analog chip. The device has been successfully tested by means of in-vivo experiments with
rats, in which an eight-channels TIME electrode has been chronically implanted.
Regarding to the decoding phase, it is necessary that the dedicated hardware implemen-
tation hosted in the stump of the amputee is able to ensure the correctness of the required
functionality even in case of critical conditions, performing the complex processing in real-
time on portable low-power devices with limited resources operating at a frequency compli-
antwith respect to the constraints imposed by the target application. To this aim, a complete
study of the optimization of a state-of-the-art algorithm for PNS signals decoding has been
deeply analysed in order to obtain the best performance on an embedded platform such
as an off-the-shelf DSP. Several tests have been performed both on synthetic neural datasets
and on real afferent signals recorded in-vivo from rodents allowing to achieve an accuracy up
to 96% in classification. Themain implementation issues regarding the porting of the whole
processing algorithm on the target floating-point DSP platform, allowing the fulfilment of
real-time constraints, have been discussed. In a single-channel implementation, the algo-
rithm is in fact able to process up to 400 spikes per secondwhen the unsupervised templates
creation procedure is running, and up to 1600 in an use case where 10 templates are required
to obtain the pattern features. Such numbers have evaluated and demonstrated the possible
extension to a multi-channel scenario involving closed-loop real-time experiments includ-
ing the complex phase of classifier training, included in the same embedded framework so
that also the training phase could be carried out without any external tool.
However, when the real-time requirements are joined to the fulfilment of area and power
minimization for portable/implantable solutions only custom VLSI implementations can
be adopted. In this case, every part of the algorithm should be carefully retuned. For this
reason, this process has been initially performed for the first Wavelet Denoising stage for
which the choice of the threshold estimation technique, more than having an influence on
the quality of the denoising, has significant reverberations on the feasibility and efficiency
of a custom VLSI architecture. The comparison between a sample standard deviation and
thewidespreadmedian absolute deviation has revealed similar functional performancewith
dramatically better characteristic of the former in terms of hardware implementation, re-
gardless theMAD is implemented as a combinatorial trellis or in a more efficient folded ver-
sion.
Finally, two different hardware implementations of the reference decoding algorithm
have been presented, highlighting pros and cons of each one of them. Initially, a novel ap-
proach based on high-level dataflow description and automatic hardware generation has
been presented and evaluated on the on-line template-matching spike sorting algorithm.
Results in the best case have revealed a 71% of area saving compared to more traditional so-
lutions thanks to hardware resources sharing to perform different kernels with higher com-
putational complexity, without any accuracy penalty. Better latency performance have been
achieved still minimizing the number of adopted resources even if these can also be im-
proved by tuning the implemented parallelism in the light of a defined number of channels
and real-time constraints. It can be done by usingmore than one reconfigurable platform in
order that they can be exploited to perform the same or different kernels at the same time
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in a parallel way, due to the fact that each one can execute the relative processing only in a
sequential way.
For this reason, a second FPGA solution have been proposed based on the use of aMulti-
Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) embedded architecture. It has been verified that this
prototype is capable of respecting the real-time constraints posed by the application when
clocked at less than 50 MHz, in comparison to 300 MHz of the previous DSP implementa-
tion. Considering that the application workload is extremely data dependent and unpre-
dictable due to the sparsity of the neural signals, the architecture has been dimensioned
taking into account critical worst-case operating conditions in order to always ensure the
correct functionality. To compensate the resulting over-provisioning of the system architec-
ture, a software-controllable powermanagement based on the useof clock gating techniques
has been integrated in order to minimize the dynamic power consumption of the resulting
solution.
At first sight, itmight seem that the objective of the development of a portable, low-power
and real-time hardware implementation of the neuro-controlled prosthetic device has been
correctly reached in all the design aspects but, however, there are still a lot of open problems
which must be addressed. Probably, the most important one of this research topic is due
to the difficulty of performing experimental tests on animals or humans in order to verify
and optimize the performance of the resulting solutions because every time it is necessary
to obtain a specific consensus by the ethical committee. Moreover, it is fundamental to eval-
uate how the results can change or degrade when the proposed implementations for each
of the various phases involved in the closed-loop system are assembled together. This is the
next step which must developed at short term. In particular, it must be evaluated how its
behaviour can evolve based on the current characteristics of the acquired signal which can
be very critical in case of a chronic implantation, for example due to the growth of cellular
tissues around the position in which the electrodes are placed in the peripheral nerves, in-
creasing the relative input impedance. For these reasons, this research topic can be one of
themost attractive onwhichmuchprogress still to bemade before to achieve a great dissem-
ination but this contribution can be considered an important milestone among the several
works presented in the literature during the years.
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